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Abstract 
Spatial evolu tion is a very important phenomenon in ecology and epidemiology. In 
mathematics, intcgro-diffcrcncc/ differential equations or reaction-diffusion equations 
are often u ·eel to describe different ·patial spread/invasion phenomena. In this thesis, 
we investigate the global dynamic · of some intcgro-diffcrcncc and reaction-diffusion 
population models with spatial dispersal and temporal heterogeneities. 
In Chapter 1, we present some basic terminologies and theorems which arc used in 
this thesis. They are involved in monotone dynamics, spreading speeds and traveling 
waves, basic reproduction ratio , and chain transitive sets. 
Chapter 2 is devoted to investigate the spatial dynamics for a class of discrete-time 
recursion systems, which describe the spatial propagation of two competitive invaders. 
The existence and global stabili ty of bistable traveling waves are established for such 
systems under appropriate conditions. 
In Chapter 3, we study spreading speeds and traveling waves for a class of reaction-
difrusion equations with distributed delay. Such an equation describes growth and 
diffusion in a population where the individuals enter a quiescent phase exponentially 
and stay quiescent for some arbitrary time that is given by a probabili ty density func-
tion. The exi tcncc of the spreading speed and its coincidence with the minimum 
wave speed of monostablc traveling waves arc established via the finite-delay approx-
imation approach. We also prove the existence of bistable traveling waves in the 
case where the associated reaction system admi ts a bistable structure. Moreover, the 
global stability and uniqueness of the bistable waves are ob tained in the case where 
the density function has zero tail. 
In Chapter 4, we investigate a periodic reaction-diffusion competi tion model, which 
describes the propagation of two competitive species in bad and good seasons. The 
existence and global stability of t ime-periodic bistable traveling waves are established 
for such a system under appropriate conditions. 
In order to study the evolution dynamics of the Lyme disease in a periodic en-
vironment, in Chapter 5, we propose a reaction-diffusion Lyme disease model with 
seasonali ty. In the case of a bounded habitat , we obtain a threshold result on the 
global stability of either disease-free or endemic periodic solution. In the case of an 
unbounded habitat , we establish the existence of the disease spreading speed and its 
coincidence with the minimal wave speed for time-periodic t raveling wave solut ions. 
We also estimate parameter values based on some published data, and use them to 
study the Lyme disease transmission in Port Dove, Ontario. 
In Chapter 6, we present a brief summary of this thesis and some future works. 
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Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
In this chapter, we present some terminologies and known results which will be used 
in this t hesis. They are involved in monotone dynamical systems, spreading speed and 
traveling waves, basic reproduction ratios for periodic systems, and chain transit ive 
sets. 
1.1 Monotone dynamics 
Let E be an ordered Banach space with an order cone P having nonempty interior 
int(P). For any x, y E E, we write x ~ y if x - y E P , x > y if x - y E P \ {0} and 
x » y if x - y E int(P). If a < b, we define the order interval [a, b]E := {x E E: a~ 
.'E ~ b}. 
D efinit ion 1.1.1. Let U be a subset of E, and f : U -t U a continuo·us map. The 
map J is said to be monotone if x ~ y implies that f(x) ~ j(y) ; strictly monotone if 
x > y implies that f ( x ) > f (y); str-ongly monotone if x > y implies that f ( x) » f (y). 
Theorem 1.1.1. (DANCER-HESS CONNECTING ORBIT T HEOREM) [9, PROPOSITION 
1] Let u.1 < '11.2 be .fixed points of the stn:ctly monotone continuous mapping f : U -t U, 
1 
2 
let I := [u 1, u2 ] c U , and assume that f(I) is pTecompact and that f has no fixed point 
distinct from u 1 and ·u2 in I. Then either-
(a) theTe exists an entire or·bit {Tn}~=- off in I such that Xn+l > Xn, Vn E N, 
and lim,_._ x,. = u 1 and lim.,...... X 11 = u2, or 
(b) ther·e exists an entir-e orbit {y,}n=- off in I such that Yn+l < Yn, Vn E N, 
and lim"_._ Yn = U2 and limn-oo = 1L1. 
Recall that a subset J( of E is said to be order convex if [u, v] E J( whenever 
u, v E K satisfy u < v . 
D efinition 1.1.2. Let U c P be a nonempty, closed and order- convex set. A contin-
uous map f : U ---+ U is said to be subhomogeneous if f(A x) ~ Aj(x) for any x E U 
and A E [0, 1] ; strictly subhomogeneous if j(Ax) > Aj(x ) joT any x E U w'ith .'E » 0 
and A E (0, 1) ; str-ongly subhomogeneous ~f .f(Ax) » A.{(x) f or- any x E U with x » 0 
and A E (0, 1). 
Let Jl,f be a metric space with metric d and .f : M ---+ M a continuous map. .f 
is said to be asymptotically smooth if for any nonempty closed bounded set B C M 
for which .f(B) c B , there is a compact set J c B such t ha t J attracts B , t hat is, 
lim sup {d(f"(x), J)} = 0. The omega limit set of x EM is defined by w(x) = {y E 
n_.oo xED 
M : F''(x) ---+ y, for some nk ---+ oo}. Denote the Frechet derivative of .f at u = a 
by Df(a) if it exists, and let T(Df(a)) be the spectral radius of the linear operator 
D .f(a) : E---+ E. 
Theorem 1.1.2. [67, THEOREM 2.2.4] Let U be a closed and oTdeT convex subset of 
an oTdeTed Banach space E w'ith nonempty positive cone, and f : U ---+ U continuous 
and monotone. Assume that theTe exists a monotone homeomor-phism h from [0, 1] 
onto a subset of U such that 
(1} For each s E [0, 1], h(s) is a stable .fixed point for f : U----) U; 
(2) Each forward orbit off on [h(O) , h(1)]E is precompact; 
(3} One of the following two properties holds: 
3 
(3a} If w(¢) > h(s0 ) joT some so E [0, 1) and ¢ E [h(O) , h(1)]E, then there exi sts 
s 1 E (s0 , 1) such that w(¢) ~ h( t)i 
(3b} If w(¢) < h(TI) joT some r 1 E (0, 1] and ¢ E [h(O) , h(1)]e, then there 
exists To E (O, TJ) such thatw(¢) ~ h (ro ). 
Then fo ·r any precompact orbit !+ (y ) of .f in U with w (y ) n [h(O), h(1)] e -=1 0, there 
exists s* E [0, 1] such that w(y) = h(s*) . 
Theorem 1.1.3. (THRESHOLD DYNAMICS) [67, THEOREM 2.3 .4] Let either V = 
[0, b]E with b » 0 oT V = P . Assume that 
( 1) f : V ----) V satisfies eitheT 
(i) f is monotone and strongly subhomogeneous; 0 1' 
(ii} .f is stmngly monotone and strictly subhomogeneous; 
(2) f : V ----). V 1:s asymptotically smooth, and eveTy positive oTbit of .f in V is 
bounded; 
(3} .f(O) = 0, and D .f(O) is compact and stmngly positive. 
Then there exists threshold dynamics: 
(a} Ij T(D.f (O) ) ~ 1, then every positive oTbit in V conver:qes to 0; 
(b) If 1· ( D f ( 0)) > 1, then there exists a unique fixed point u * » 0 in V such that 
eveTy positive oTbit in V \ {0} converges to u*. 
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Next we briefly review monotone delay differential equa tions. Let r denote the 
maximal delay appearing in the equation , and space C be a set of all continuous 
functions from [-r-, 0] to IR" with cone C+ = {¢ E C : ¢ (8) 2: 0,-T :S e :S 0} . The 
notation::::; ,<,« denote the order relations on C generated by C+ . Let D be an open 
subset of C and f : D __, !Rn is continuous. Then we say f is quasimonotone if f 
satisfies t he following condition: 
(Q) f i(¢)::::; f i('I/J) whenever¢::::; 1/J and ¢i (O) = 'lj!i(O) holds for some i . 
For a general nonautononous linear delay differential equation 
x' (t) = L(t)xt (1.1) 
where L : IR __, L(C, !Rn) is continuous and L(C, !Rn) is the space of bounded linear 
maps from C in to !Rn. T hen L ( t) satisfies ( Q) condit ion if and only if t he following 
condition holds: 
(K) Li(t)¢ 2: 0 whenever ¢ 2: 0 and ¢;(0) = 0, where Li(t )¢ denotes t he i th component 
of L(t)¢. 
Lemma 1.1.1. [52, LEMMA 5. 1. 2] Condition (K) holds if and only if ther-e exists 
ai(t) for 1 ::::; i ::::; n and positive Bor-el measur-es TJ.ij(t) fo r 1 ::::; i, j ::::; n sttch that 
(1.2) 
and 'TJij(t){O} = 0. Moreover, ~f (K) holds then the representation (1.2) is unique and 
ai ( t) and 1]ij ( t ) are continuous functions oft. 
Lemma 1.1.2. [52 , LEMMA 5.3.2] Let (K) and the following two condit-ions hold: 
(R) For each j for which Tj > 0, there exists i such that for all t, 1Ji1(t )([-ri, -r1 + 
t:]) > 0 for all small E > 0. 
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(I) The matrix A (L)(t ) defined by A(L)(t) = col(L (t )ih , ... , L (t) en) is irreducible. 
rr ¢ > 0 and to are given, then the solution of (1.1) x(t, to ,¢) » 0 fort 2:: to+ nr . 
Let D be an open subset of Cn and f : D --r IR" be continuously differentiable. 
We say delay differential equation 
x' ( t) = f (.Tt,) (1.3) 
is cooperative if D is order convex and df(¢) satisfies (K) for each ¢ E D . System 
(1.3) is cooperative and irreducible if it is cooperative and the following hold: 
(1) df(¢) satisfies (I) for each ¢ E D. 
(2) For every j for which ri > 0, there exists i such that for all ¢ E D, 1];j (¢ )([-rj , - Tj+ 
E)) > 0 for all small E > 0. 
Theorem 1.1.4. [52 , T HEOREM 5.3 .4] f f (1.3) is cooperative and irreducible in D , 
and¢, 'lj; E D satisfy ¢ < 'lj;, then x(t, ¢) « x(t, 'lj;) for al l t 2:: nr. 
In order to address the stability of the equilibria of (1.3), we assume function f is 
cont inuously d ifferentiable and cooperative in D. Suppose v is an equilibrium of (1.3) , 
that is , v E IR'', is such that v := (v , ... ,v) E D and f(v) = 0. Then the variational 
system corresponding to v is 
y'(t) = LYt., L = dj (v) . (1.4) 
Let y(t) = e>.cu be a solut ion of (1.4) , where u E IR" , then ,\ must be a root of 
D et !:::,. ( ,\) = 0, where !:::,. (,\) = AI - A(-\) and A(-\);i = a;O;j + J~,.J e>.0dry;i(B). Define 
the stability modulus of L as 
s(L) = max{Re,\: D et !:::,. (,\) = 0}. 
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Then we say v is asymptotically stable if s(L) < 0 and unstable if s(L) > 0. 
If we ignore any delays in (1.3) , we get the following cooperative and irreducible 
system of ordinary differentia l equat ions: 
.x' = F(x), F(x) = f(x) . (1.5) 
Observe that (1.5) has t he same equilibria as (1.3) . Then the fo llowing result shows 
that v is asymptotically stable (unstable) for the ODE system (1.5) if and only if v is 
asymptotically stable (unstable) for the FDE system (1.3). 
Lemma 1.1.3. [52 , COROLLARY 5.5 .2] s(L) < 0 (s(L) > 0) if and only if s(DF(v)) < 
0 (s(DF(fi) > 0). 
1.2 Spreading speeds and traveling waves 
1.2.1 Spreading speed and monostable waves 
Let C be t he set of all bounded and continuous functions from !HI to JRk with the cone 
IR~, where !HI = lR or Z. Clearly, every vector in JRk can be regarded as a function in 
<C. For u = (u 1 , .. • uk) , w = (w 1, ••• wk) E C, we write u 2 w(u » w) provided that 
u;(x) 2 w;(x)(u;(x) > w;(x), Vi = 1, ... k, Vx E !HI, and u > w provided u 2 w but 
u i= w. For any,..» 0, we define 
JR.;.·:= {u E IRk: 0 ~ u ~ T} and C,. := {u E C: 0 ~ u ~ T}. 
We equip C with the compact open topology, which can be given in the following 
sense: u111 ~ u in C means that the sequence u 111 (x) converges to u(x) uniformly for 
x in any compact set in !HI. We equip C with t he norm with respect to t his topology 
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by t he fo llowing distance function: 
d( , ) ·= ~ ma.xl:~;i<k iu(x) - w(x) l \../ tr u , w . ~ 2k , vu, w E "-', 
k= l 
where I · I denotes t he usua l norm in the space JR:k t hen (C, d) is a metric space. 
Define t he reflection operator R by R [u](x ) = u( - x). Given any y E !HI, define the 
translation operator Ty by Ty [u] (.1:) := u(.x - y). Let {3 » 0 in JR:k and Q : <C.a ----> <C.a 
be given. In order to present t he t heory developed in [28, 27, 29], we introduce the 
following assumptions: 
(Al ) Q[R [u]] = R [Q[u]], Ty o Q [u] = Q o Ty [u], VuE C.a, y E !HI. 
(A2) Q : <C13 ---+ <C.a is continuous with respect to the compact open topology. 
(A3) Q is order preserving in the sense that Q[u] 2: Q[v] whenever u 2: v in C 13. 
(A4) Q : IR~ ---+ IR~ admits exactly two fixed points 0 and {3, a nd limn~oo Qn [a] = {3 
for any a E IR~ wit h 0 «a :S (3. 
Given a function ¢ E C.a and a bounded interval I = [a, b] C IR, we define a function 
¢ 1 E C(I , JRk) by ¢ 1(x) = ¢(x) . forcovcr , for any subset IDl of C.a, we define 1Dl1 = 
{ ¢1 E C(I, JR:k) : ¢ E IDl} . We need the following weak compactness assumption: 
(A5) For any 6 > 0, there exists l = l(6 ) E [0, 1) such that fo r any IDl C <C.a and any 
interval I = [a, b] of the length <5 , we have a(Q[!Dl] r) :S la(!Dlr ), where a is the 
Kuratowski measure of noncompactncss on the Banach ·pace C(I, JR:k). 
otc that the . tanding assumptions (A4) and (A5) arc weaker than those (A5) 
and (A6) in [28] and [27], respectively. According to [29], a ll the results in [28, 27] arc 
still valid under the above assumpt ions (Al )-(A5). 
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Theorem 1.2.1. [28, THEOREM 2.11 , THEOREM 2.15 AND CORALLARY 2.16] 
Suppose that Q satisfies (A 1)-(A5). Let uo E C 13 and U 71 = Q[un- d for· n 2: 1. Then 
theTe is a Teal nurnbeT c* such that the following statements aTe valid: 
(i) FaT any c > c*, if 0 :S u0 « (3 and u0 (x) = 0 joT x ozdside a bounded inteTVal, 
then l imn~oo.lxl2nc Un(x) = 0. 
(ii) FaT any c < c* and any a E [0 , T] with a » 0, theTe e;cit Ta > 0 such that if 
uo(:r;) 2: a joT .1: on an inteTval of length 2Ta , then limn-oo,I.~:I:Snc un(x) = (3 . If , in 
addition, Q is S'IJ,bhornogeneOUS On C 13, then Ta Can be chosen to be independent 
of a » 0 
We call c* in the above theorem the a~ymptotic speed of spread (in short, spreading 
speed) of the map Q on C13 . In order to estimate the spreading peed c*, a linear 
operator approach was developed in [28]. Let M : C ~ C be a linear operator with 
t he following propert ies: 
(Bl) M is continuous with respect to the compact open topology. 
(B2) M is a positive operator, t hat is, M[u] 2: 0 whenever u > 0. 
(B3) M satisfies (A5) with c13 replaced by any subset of C consi ting of uniformly 
bounded functions. 
(B4) M[R[u]] = R [M[u]], Ty[M[u]] = M[Ty[u]], \lu E C, y E JHI . 
(B5) M can be extended to a linear operator on the linear space C of all fu nctions 
u E C(JHI, JRk·) having the form 
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such t hat if u,, 'U E C and u, (:c) ---+ u(x) uniformly on any bounded set, then 
M[u,.](x) ---+ M['u](x) uniformly on any bounded set. 
Note t ha t hypothesis (B4) implies that M is also a linear operator on IR"'. Define the 
linear map B1, : JRk ---+ JRk by 
In part icular , B0 = NI on IR"' . If a,, a E IR"' and an ---+ a as n---+ oo, then a11e- p.x ---+ 
M[ae-''3.](0) = B,,.[a], and hence B1, is cont inuous, Moreover, B1, is a positive operator 
on IR"'. Assume t hat 
(B6) For any J..L > 0, B~, is posit ive, and there is an n0 such that B;~o = B,.,.Bw .. B,.,. is 
..._,_, 
no 
a compact and strongly posit ive linear operator on JRk , 
It then follows from [28, Lemma 3,1] that B~, has a principa l eigenvalue A(J..L) with a 
strongly posit ive eigenfunction, The following condi tion is needed for the estimate of 
t he .-preading speed c*. 
(B7) The principal eigenvalue ).. (0) of B0 is larger than 1. 
Define W(J..L) := In ~(!' ), 't!J..L > 0. From [28, Lemma 3.8], we know that W(J..L ) admits 
t he following propert ies: 
Lemma 1.2.1. [28, L EMMA 3.8] The following statements m·e valid: 
(i) W(J..L) ---+ oo as J..L ---+ o+. 
(i1) W(!J,) is decreasing near 0. 
(iii) w' (J..L) changes sign at most once on (0, oo) . 
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Then we can usc the following result to estimate the spreading speed of Q. 
Theorem 1.2.2. [28, T HEOREM 3.10] Let Q be an opemtor on <Cf3 satisfying (A1)-
( A 5) and c* be the asymptotic speed of spread of Q. Assume that the linear opemtor· 
M satisfies (B1)-(B7), and either M has compact support or the infimum of W(J.L) is 
attained at some finite value J.l* and W ( +oo) > w (J.L*) . Then the f ollowing statements 
are valid: 
(1) JfQ[u] :S M[u] for all u E <Cf3 , then c* :S inf1,>o W(J.L). 
(2) fl there is some 17 E JR:k, with 17 » 0, such that Q[u] 2: M[u] for any u E <C,7, 
then c* 2: inf1,>o W (J.L ) 
For the existence and nonexistence traveling waves, we have the following result : 
Theorem 1.2.3 . [28, THEOREMS 4.1 AND 4.2] Let Q satisfies {A1)- (A5), and let 
c* be the spreading speed of Q . Then 
( 1) For any c < c* , Q has no traveling wave W ( x - en) connecting {3 to 0. 
(2) For any c 2: c*, Q has a traveling wave W(x- en) connecting {3 to 0 such that 
W ( x) is non decreasing in x . 
Recall that a family of mappings {Qt}t~o is said to be a n T-pcriodic scmifiow on 
space <C provided t hat it has the following properties: 
(i) Qo [<f>] = ¢, V¢ E <C . 
(ii) Qt o Qr[<f>J = Qt+r [<f>J, V<f> E <C . 
(iii) Qt[¢] is continuous joint ly in (t , <f>) on [0, oo) x <C. 
T he mapping Qr is called the Poincare map associated with this periodic semifiow. 
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Based on the t heory of spreading speeds and travel ing wave for periodic semifiows 
in the monostable case [27], we have the following result on the existence of spreading 
speeds for periodic semifiows. 
Theorem 1.2.4. [27 , THEOREM 2.1] Let {Qt}t 2:0 beaT-periodic semifiow on Cr 
with two x-independent T-periodic orbits 0 « u*(t). Suppose that the Poincare map 
Q = Qr satisfi es all hypotheses (A l}-(A 5) with (3 = u*(O), and Qt satisfies (A l ) 
for· any t > 0. Let c* be the asymptotic speed of spread for QT . Then the following 
statements aTe valid: 
(1) For any c > ~. if v E c{:l with 0 ::; 'lJ « (3 , and v(x) = 0 f or X outside a bounded 
interval, then lim1~oo.i:ci2: tc Qt[v](x) = 0. 
(2) For any c < ~ and any a E [0, r] w'ith a » 0, there exists a positive number 
ra > 0 such that if v E C f3 and v(x) » a for ::con an interval of length 2ra , 
then lim 1 ~oo J.:i :SdQ1. [v](x)- u*(t )) = 0. If , in addition, QT is subhomogeneous 
on C f3, then ra can be chosen to be independent of a » 0. 
We say t hat W(t ,x - ct) is a periodic t raveling wave of the T-periodic semifiow 
{Qt}12:o if the vector-valued function 11\l (t z) is T-periodic in t and Qt[W(O, ·)](x) = 
W(t, x - ct), and that W(t , x - ct) connects u*(t) to 0 if vll (t, - ) = u*(t) and 
W(t , +oo) = 0 uniformly for t E [0 , T ]. As usual, we call c the wave speed, and 
W(t , z ) the wave profile. 
Theorem 1.2.5. [27 , THEOREMS 2.2 A D 2.3] Let {Qt}t 2:0 beaT-periodic semi-
flow on C.,. with two x-independent T-periodic orbits 0 « u * ( t) . Suppose that the 
Poincare map Q = Qr satisfies all hypotheses {Al)-{A5) with {3 = u*(O). Let c* be 
the asymptotic speed of spread for QT. Then the f ollowing statements are valid: 
(1) For any 0 < c < 'if , {Qd t2:0 has noT-periodic traveling wave W(t,x - ct) 
connecting u • ( t) to 0. 
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(2} If, in addition, Qt satisfies (Al} and (A3} for each t > 0 , then for any c 2: "f. , 
{ Qt}1::::o has an T-periodic tmveling wave W(t, x - ct ) connecting u* (t) to 0 such 
that ltV ( t , z ) is contin·uov.s, and nonincreasing in z E IR. 
1.2.2 Bistable waves 
Let X be an ordered Banach space with the norm II · llx and cone x+ with nonempty 
interior , and C be the set of all bounded and continuous function from 71. to X equipped 
with the compact open topology, where 71. = IR or Z . 
Let (3 E intX + and Q be a map from Cf3 to Cf3 with Q(O) = 0 and Q((J) = (3 . Let 
E be t he set of a ll fi xed points of Q restricted on X,a . Assume t hat Q satisfies the 
following assumptions: 
(Cl) ( Tmnslation invari ance) I;, o Q[¢] = Q o Tv [¢], V¢ E C,a , y E IHI, where Ty is 
defined by Tv[<P](x) = <t>(x- y). 
(C2) (Continuity) Q : C!3 ---. Cf3 is continuous with respect to t he compact open 
topology. 
(C3) (Monotonicity) Q is order preserving iu t he sense that Q[¢] 2: Q['l/J] whenever 
4> ::::: 'lj; in Cf3 . 
(C4) (Compactness) Q Cfi ---. Cr; is compact with respect to the compact open 
topology. 
( C5) ( Bistability) Two fixed point 0 and (3 are strongly stable from above and below, 
respectively, for the map Q : X13 ---. Xf3 , that is, there exist a number o > 0 and 
unit vector. e 1 and e2 E int(X+) such t hat 
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and the set E \ {0, ,8} is totally unordered. 
(C6) (Counter-propagation) For each o: E E \ {0, ,8}, c*_(o: ,,B) +c~(O,o:) > 0, where 
c*_ ( o:, ,8) and c~ (0, o:) r epresent the leftward and r ightward spreading speeds of 
monostable subsystem { Qn }n>o restricted on [o:, ,B]c and [0, o:]c, respectively. 
Theorem 1.2.6. [13, THEOREM 3 .1] A ssum e that Q satisfies (C1) -(C6) . Then there 
exists c E IR such that the discrete semifiow { Qn }n;::: l admits a nondecreasing traveling 
wave with speed c an d connecting 0 to ,8, that is, there exists a nondecreasing f zmction 
<p E C sttch that Q11 [cp](x) = cp(x- en), \:fx E 'H , n :2: 0 with cp( -oo) := lim cp(x ) = 0 
X ----t-00 
and cp(+oo) := lim cp(x) = ,8 . 
x-->+oo 
Let w E T be a positive number , where T = JR+ or z +, and { Qt} t ET be an w-time 
periodic semiflow on a metric subspace of C with the Poincare map Qw . Then for 
time-periodic sem i flow , we have t he following result . 
Theorem 1.2.7 . [13, THEOREM 3.3] Let ,B(t) be a strongly positive w-time periodic 
orbit of { QthET restricted on X. Assume that Q := Qw satisfies the assumptions 
(C1)-(C6) with ,8 = ,8(0) . Then {Qt.} 1ET adm'its a traveling wave U (t, x + ct) with 
U(t, -oo) = 0 and U(t , oo) = ,B(t) umjormly fort E T. Furthermore, U (t , x ) is 
nondecreasing in x E IR. 
Let T > 0 be a fixed real number. Choose X := C([-T, 0], IR), Y := C(IR, IR) 
and C := C([-T, 0], Y). Consider the existence of the bistable traveling waves of the 
following and time-delayed reaction-diffusion equation: 
{ 
8u(t, x ) = d82u(t , x ) f( )( ·) TTll 
8 8 ? + . Ut X , t > 0, X E JN. t x-
uo = ¢ E C, B E [- T, 0], 
(1.6) 
where f : C --+ Y is Lipschitz continuous and for each t :2: 0, U t E C is defined by 
Ut(B, x) := u(t + B, x ), 1::/B E [- T, 0], X E JR. 
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Define .f : X ----) lR by .f(¢) = f( ¢) and J : lR ----) lR by ./ (~ ) = f(~) . In order to 
obtain the cxi.tcnce of the bistable waves for system (1.6), we impose the following 
assurnpt iom: on f: 
(01) 0 < a < {J arc three equilibria and there are no other equili bria between 0 and 
{3 . 
(02) The functional f : C13 ----) Y is quasi-monotone in the scn::;c t hat whenever ¢ ?: 'lj; 
in Cfi, 
lim -h
1 
d( [¢(0) - ·~; (0) ] + h[f(¢)- f ('lj;) ]; Y+) = 0. 
h ->O+ 
(0 3) Equilibria 0 and {J arc stable, and a is unstable in the scn::;c t hat }'(O) < 
0, }'(a) > 0 and }'({J ) < 0. 
(0 4) For each ¢ E X1~, t he derivative L(¢) := D .f(¢ ) of .f can be represented as 
where TJ (¢) is a positive Borel measure on [-T, 0] and 77(¢)( [-T, -T + Ej) > 0 for 
all small E > 0. 
(05) For any small E > 0, t here exists a number I) E (0, {J) and a linear operator 
L, : C13----) Y such that L,¢----) D.f(a)¢, \:/¢ E C13 , as E----) 0 and that 
f( a + ¢) ?: L, (¢ ), and f(a- ¢) :::; - £ ,(¢) , \:/¢ E Co. 
Theorem 1.2.8. [13 , THEOREM 6.4] Under assumptions {D1)-{D5), system (1.6) 
admits a nondecreasing traveling wave <p(x + ct) with <p(-oo) = 0 and <p(+oo) = {3 . 
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R emark 1.2.1. Theorems 1. 2. 6-1.2.8 are still valid provided that the ordered fixed 
points 0 « (3 are replaced by two ordered fixed points (31 « (32 in X , and X~ and C~ 
are replaced by [(31, fJ2J x an d [(31, fJ2Jc, respectively. 
1.3 Basic reproduction ratios for periodic syst ems 
The basic reproduction ratio R0 is a very important concept in study the spread of 
communicable disease, which is defined as the expected number of secondary cases 
produced in a completely susceptible population by a typical infect ive individual. In 
many cases, it is expected to be a threshold parameter , that is , one may expect the 
disease can invade the susceptible population if R0 > 1, and the disease may die out 
if R0 < 1. 
In this section, we present the theory of basic reproduction ratios for compart-
mental epidemic models in periodic environments which was developed in [3, 59]. We 
consider a heterogeneous popula tion whose individual can be divided into two types: 
infected compart ments, labeled by i = 1, 2, . . . , m , and uninfected compartments , 
labeled by i = m + 1, . . . , n . Define X s to be the set of all disease-free states 
X 8 := {x 2: 0 : :r:; = 0, Vi = 1, 2, . . . , m}. 
Let :F;(t , x) be the input rate of newly infected individuals in the i-th compartment, 
V/(t, :r) be the input rate of individuals by other means(for example, births, immi-
grations), and V;- (t, x) be the rate of transfer of individuals out of compartment i (for 
example, deaths, recovery and emigrations). Thus, the disease transmission model in 
a periodic environment is governed by a periodic ordinary differential system: 
d:r; . dt = :F;(t , x)- V;(t , x) := J;(t , x ),1. = 1, . . . , n , (1. 7) 
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where V(t, x) = V;-(t , x) - Vt(t, .x). Assume that the model (1.7) has an infection-free 
periodic solution x0 (t) = x(O, . .. , 0, x?,,.+1 (t), .. . , x~(t)f with x?(t) > 0, m+ 1 ~ i ~ n 
for all t . Let .f = (h, ... , fnf, and define the following matrices 
and 
Denote <Pp(t) be the monodromy matrix for the periodic system ~~ = P(t)z. Assume 
t hat 
(E1) For each 1 ~ i ~ n , the function F;(t ,x), Vt(t,x) and V;-(t,x) arc nonnegative 
and cont inuous on lR x JR:;_ and continuously differential with respect to x . 
(E2) There is a. real number T > 0 such t hat for each 1 ~ i ~ n , t he functions 
Fi(t ,:c), Vt(t , :c) a nd V;- (t ,x) arc T-pcriodic in t. 
(E3) If .1:; = 0, then vi- = 0. In particular , if X E X s, then v;- = 0 for i= 1, . .. ' m . 
(E4) F; = 0 for i > m. 
(E5) If x E X 8 , t hen Fi(t ,x) = V;(t,x) = 0 for i= 1, ... ,m. 
(E6) p(<DM(T)) < 1, where p(<DAI(T)) is the spectrum radius of <P ll i (T) . 
(E7) p(<D- v(T}) < 1. 
Then 
0 ( F(t) 0 ) 0 ( V(t) D,.F(t , x (t)) = , Dx V (t, .x (t) ) = 
0 0 J(t) 
--------- - -- - -
where J(t) is an (n- m) x m matrix. 
Let Y (t , s), t > s, be the evolution operator of the linear T-periodic system 
dy 
- = -V(t)y. 
dt 
That is, for each s E IR, them x m matrix Y (t , s) satisfies 
d 
-d Y (t , s ) = - V(t)Y (t , s) , \it> s, Y (s, s) = I , 
. t 
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where I is t he m x m identity matrix. Set Cr be t he ordered Banach space of all 
T-periodic functions from 1R to !Rm, which is equipped with the maximum norm and 
the positive cone C:j. := {¢ E Cr : ¢ (t) 2: 0, \it 2: 0} . Then we can define a linear 
operator L : Cr ---+ Cr by 
L (¢)(t ) = 1oo Y(t, t - a)F(t - a)¢(t- a.)da, \it E IR, ¢ E Cr. 
According to [3, 59], we call L the next infection operator , and define the spectral 
radius of L as the basic reproduction ratio 
Ro := p(L) 
for t he periodic epidemic model ( 1. 7). 
The following result shows that R0 is a threshold parameter for the local stability 
of a disease-free periodic solut ion .1:0 (t). 
The orem 1.3.1. [59, THEOREM 2.2] Assmne that (E1)- (E7) hold. Then the follow-
ing statements are valid: 
(1) Ro = 1 if and only if p(<I>F- v(T )) = 1. 
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{2) Ro > 1 if and only if p(<Pp_v(T)) > 1. 
(3) R 0 < 1 if and only if p(<Pp_v(T)) < 1. 
Thus, x 0 ( t ) is asymptotically stable if R 0 < 1, and unstable if R o > 1. 
Let U(t , s, A) , t 2:: s , s E JR., be the evolution operator of the following linear system 
du F (t) 
dt = [-V(t ) + -A-]u , t E JR. 
Then t he following result will be used in our numerical computa tion of R o. 
Theorem 1.3.2. [59 , THEOREM 2.1] Let (E1) -(E1) hold. Then the f ollowing state-
ments are valid: 
(1) If p(U(T, 0, A)) = 1 has a positive solution Ao , then Ao is an eigenvalue of L , 
and hen ce R 0 > 1. 
(2) If R0 > 1, then Ao = R0 is the 'Uniqtte solution of p(U(T, 0, A)) = 1. 
(3) R 0 = 0 if and only if p(U(T, 0, A)) < 1 for all A > 0. 
1.4 Chain transitive sets 
Let X be a metric space with metric cl, and f : X _, X be a cont inuous map. 
D efinition 1.4.1. Let A C X be a nonempty, invarian t set for f. We say A is 
internally chain transitive if for any a, b E A and any E > 0, t 0 > 0, there is a finit e 
sequen ce {x1 = a, x 2, . .. , .'r:m- J ,Tm = b} with X; E A and ti 2:: t o, 1 :S i :S m - 1, such 
that d(f( x i ),x·i+ l ) < E f or all1 :S i :S m - 1. 
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Theorem 1.4.1. [20 , LEMMA 2.3] Let f : X ___..X be a continuous map. Then the 
omega (alpha) limit set of any precompact positive (negative) orbit is internally chain 
transitive. 
Recall that a nonempty invariant subset M (i.e.,f(M) = M) of X is said to be 
isolated for f : X ___.. X if it is the maximal invariant set in some neighborhood of itself. 
T he stable set of M is defined by W 8 (M) := {x EX: lim,~= d(r(x) , M ) = 0}. 
Theorem 1.4.2. [20, THEOREM 3.1] Let A be an attmctor and C a compact inter-
nally chain transitive set for f : X ___.. X. If C n W 8 (A) =/:. 0, then C c A. 
Let A and B are two isolated invariant sets. Then the set A is said to be chained to 
B , denoted A ___.. B , if there exists a full orbit through x rt AU B such that w(x) C B 
and cx(x) c A. A finite sequence {M1 , .. . , Mk} of invariant sets is called a chain if 
M1 ___.. M2 ___.. . . . ___.. Mk· The chain is called a cycle if Nh = M1 . 
Theorem 1.4.3. [20 , THEOREM 3.2] Assume that each fixed point off is an isolated 
invariant set, and there is no cycle chain of fixed point of f . Then any compact 
internally chain transitive set is a fixed points of f. 
Chapter 2 
Bistable Waves in Competitive 
Recursion Systems 
2.1 Introduction 
Population dispersal is a very important topic in spatial ecology. In order to consider 
the effects of a dispersal process on evolution dynamics, ordinary dift"erential equations 
or dift"crcncc equations with spatial structure arc usually used. In this chapter, we 
consider the following discrete-time two species competition model: 
(2.1) 
where Pn(.7:) and qn(x ) denote the populat ion densities of two species at time n 
and position x, respectively; ki (y) represents the dispersal kernel of two species 
and J'R ki(y)dy = 1, J'Re011 k;(y )dy < oo, for all o: E IR,i = 1, 2. We assume that 
all parameters are positive constants and the kernel k.; has the symmetric property 
20 
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ki ( -y) = ki (y), which implies that the dispersal is isotropic and that the growth and 
dispersal properties are the same at each point. 
T here have been extensive investigations on traveling wave solu tions of monotone 
discrete-time recursion systems 
'tl.n+l = Q[u,], n 2: 0, (2.2) 
where un(x) = (u~. (x), ... , u;~(x)) is a vector-valued funct ion on IR, and Q is a trans-
lation invariant and order-preserving operator with monostable or bistable structure. 
We refer to [7, 21, 34, 35, 62, 63] and references therein. It is well known that the 
change of variables 
'Un = Pn , Vn = 1- q, 
converts system (2.1) into the following cooperative system: 
( ) -1 (1 + rl)un(x- y) k ( )d Hn+l X - 1 Y y, 
IR 1 + rl(un(X - y) + a1(1 - Vn(X - y))) ( ) -1 a.2T2'I.l.n(x- y) + Vn(X - y) k ( )d Vn+ 1 X - 2 Y ·Y, IR 1 + r2((1- Vn(.T- y)) + a.2un(x - y)) ' (2 .3) 
which is order preserving with respect to the standard componcntwise ordering in the 
relevant range 0 ::=; Un ::=; 1, 0 ::=; Vn ::=; 1. Note that system (2. 1) has four possible 
constant equilibria: (0, 0), (0, 1) , (1 , 0), and (p* , q*) , where 
p* 
1 - a.l 1 - a.2 q* = __ __:::_ 
1 - a.,a.2' 1 - a ,a2' 
and hence, system (2.3) has four equilibria: E 0 = (0, 1) , E 1 = (0, 0), E 2 = (1, 1) , 
and E 3 = (u*,v*), where u* = p*,v* = 1 - q* . It is easy to see that the positive 
coexistence equilibrium exists if and only if (1- a.1)(1- a2) > 0, and otherwise it is 
biologically irrelevant. 
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For the spatially homogeneous system associated with (2.1) : 
(1 + Tl)Pn 
Pn+l 1 + Tl(Pn + al qn)' (2.4) (1 + r2)qn 
qn+l 
1 + T2(qn + a2Pn)' 
Cushing et al. gave a complete classification of its global dynamics (see [8, Lemma 
3]). Weinberger, Lewis and Li [63] obtained sufficient conditions for the linear deter-
minacy of spreading speed of system (2.2) with the monostablc structure, and applied 
their results to system (2.1) in a companion paper [26]. Recently, Lin , Li and Ruan 
[30] established the existence of monostablc traveling waves connecting unstable equi-
librium (0,0) and stable equilibrium (p*,q*) , and the spreading speed for system (2.1) 
with a 1, a2 E (0, 1). If a 1, a2 E (1, +oo) , we know from [8, Lemma 3] that the equi-
librium (p*, q*) is a saddle, (0,1) and (1,0) are stable, and (0,0) is unstable for the 
spatially homogeneous system (2.4) . Further , there exists a scparatrix r such that 
all orbits of system (2.4) below r converge to (1,0), while all orbits of system (2.4) 
above r converge to (0,1). We are interested in the existence of bistable traveling 
waves connecting (0,1) and (1,0), and their global stability with phase shift. Clearly, 
it suffices to study traveling waves connecting E 1 to E 2 for system (2.3). In order 
to obtain bistable traveling waves, we appeal to the theory of bistable waves recently 
developed in [13] for monotone scmiflows, which allow the existence of multiple in-
termediate unstable equilibria in between two stable ones. For the global stability of 
traveling waves, we usc a dynamical system approach, as illustrated in [67, Theorem 
10.2.1] and [65, T heorem 3.1] . 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2, we establish the 
existence of bistable t raveling waves by verifying the abstract assumptions in [13]. In 
section 2.3, we usc Theorem 1.1.2 and the method of upper and lower solutions to 
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prove the global stability of traveling waves and their uniqueness up to t ranslation. In 
section 2.4, we present some numerical simulations to illustrate our analytic results. 
2.2 Existence of bistable waves 
In this section , we establish the existence of bistable traveling waves for system (2.3). 
We start with some notations. 
Let C := C(IR, JR2 ) be the set of all bounded and cont inuous functions from IR 
to JR2 equipped with the compact open topology and cone C+ = { ( '~h, 'l/;2 ) E C : 
'l/Ji (x) 2: 0,\fx E IR,i = 1, 2}. For any a,b,T E IR2 with a::; band T » 0, we define 
C,. := { 'I/; E C: T 2: 'ljJ 2: 0} and [a, b]c := {·1/J E C : b 2: 'l/J 2: a}. 
Since we are interested in bistable traveling waves, throughout t his chapter we 
assume that a 1 > 1 and a2 > 1. It is easy to see that the existence of t raveling waves 
connecting two stable equilibria (0,1) and (1,0) in system (2.1) is equivalent to that of 
traveling waves connecting two ordered stable equilibria E 1 and E 2 in system (2.3) . 
Furt her, there are two unordered unstable equilibria E 0 and E 3 between these two 
stable ones. 
Define an operator Q = (Q1, Q2 ) on C by 
1. (1 + TJ)u(x- y) QJ[u, v](x) = ( ( ) ( ( )) ) k1 (y)dy, !R 1 + T'J U X - y + a1 1 - V X - y 
Then system (2 .3) can be expressed as 
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Lemma 2.2.1. The map Q satisfies (C1) -(C6) in Theorem 1. 2.6 with (3 = E 2 and 
E = {Eo ,El , E2,E3} . 
Pmof. It is easy to verify Q satisfies (C1)-(C4). It remains to prove (C5) and (C6) . 
Let Q be the restriction of Q to [0 , (3], t hat is, Q = ( Q1 , Q2 ) and 
Q~. _ (1 + r 1)u i[u,v] - ( ( )) ' 1 + r 1 u + a1 1 - v 
Then Q has four fixed points E i, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, and we need to show that the fixed 
point E 1 = (0, 0) is s table from above and E 2 = (1 , 1) is s table from below. The 
J acobian matrices of Q a t E 1 and E 2 are 
0 
) Je2 = ( J ~r2 1 
.£l.!:.l. ) l + T t 
~ 
J +<t2T2 0 
It is obvious that J E l has two positive eigenvalues )11 = l+J+' ·1 < 1 and A2 = -1+1 < 1. .....1 ll.!Tt T 2 
If A1 > A2 , then l et has a unit eigenvector e0 » 0 associated with A1 such t hat 
If A1 ::::; A2 < 1, we take k; E (A2 , 1) , Eo E (o (k- >.2 ) (l+·r 2 ) ) and unit vector e0 
' {1,27'2 
( b' b )T » 0 such t hat V l+ .oo V l+.oo 
By the cont inuous differentiabili ty of Q, it then follows that t here exists 8 > 0 such 
that 
Q(rJeo ) =Q(O) + 11 DQ(trye0 )ryeodt 
=TJ 11 DQ(trye0 )e0 dt 
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for all T/ E (0, 6], and hence, E 1 is strongly stable from above for the map Q. A similar 
argument shows that E 2 is strongly stable from below. 
In order to calculate the spreading speed c* ( E0 , E 1), we only need to consider the 
following one-dimensional monotone subsystem of (2.1) : 
(2 .5) 
Let h( q) = ( ~1;:~~1q , 'Vq E [0, 1] . Then h satisfies the following two conditions: 
(H1) h E C ([0, 1], [0, 1]), h(O) = 0, h'(O) = 1 + r 2 > 1, h(1) = 1, and lh(qt)- h(q2) i < 
(1 + T2)lq1- q2l , '1/ql , q2 E [0, 1] . 
(H2) q < h(q) < h'(O)q, 'Vq E (0, 1), and h'(q) = ( l ~+,::~)2 > 0, 'Vq E [0, 1] . 
By [21 , T heorem 2.1], (2.5) has a monostable traveling wave connecting 0 to 1 with 
the minimal wave speed ci,, where 
• . ln(h' (O) Jill!. e1'Y k2 (y)dy) . ln((1 + T2 ) Jill!. e11Yk2 (y)dy) c, = mf = 111 f ___:..:__ _ __:__:~---'---'----'-
. 11>D f.l J.t>O f.l 
is the spreading speed , and c*(E 0 , E 1) = c;, . 
For the computation of c*(E0 , E 2 ) , we consider the following one-dimensional 
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monotone system 
( ) _ l ( 1 + T 1) Pn (X - Y) k· ( ) d > O Pn+ 1 X - .. ( ) 1 Y Y, n _ . 
, IR 1 + 1 1 Pn X - Y 
(2.6) 
Using the similar analysis as we did for system (2.5) , we get 
* 0 2) . . ln((1+Tl)f1Ret'Y/,; 1(y)dy) c(E , E = mf . 
11>0 f.1. 
Further , we have the following claim. 
Since k;( -y) = k;(y), Vy E IR , i= 1,2, we have 
and hence, 
ln ((1 + T,) 1 et'Yki(y)dy) > 0. 
Thus, we obtain 
On the other hand , since j~ k;(y)dy = 2 .f000 ki(y)dy = 1, there exists a sufficient ly 
small number y0 > 0 such that JYC: k;(y)dy > 0, and 
By L'Hospital's rule, we have 
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. . .ln((1 + r;) ~ e''Yki(y)dy) . ln((1 + r;)e1'Yo J,~ ki(y)dy) 
!Jm mf m: 2: !Jm J J =Yo > 0. 
r - oo ~ ~- ~ 
T herefore, 
ln((1 + r ·) j ' e''Yk ·(y)dy) 
c*(E0, E ;) = inf 'IR ' > 0, i= 1, 2, 
1' > 0 ~ 
For the computation of c*(£3 , £ 2), we let :r;n = 1.Ln- u* and y, = V 11 - v*, t hen 
system (2.3) becomes 
. ( ·) _ * 1 (1 + TI) (u* + X 11(.x- y)) k ( )d 
Xn+l X - - 'U + I Y Y, IR 1 + Tt (u* + x,.(x - y) ) + a1r1 (1 - (v* + Yn(x- y))) ( ·) _ . l a2r2 (u* + X11 (X - y)) + v* + y,(x - y) k ( )d Yn+ l X -- 'U + 2 Y Y· 
. IR 1 + T2(1 - (v* + y, (.x- y)) ) + a2T2 (v.* + x,(.x - y)) 
(2.7) 
It is easy to verify tha t system (2.7) is coopera t ive and posit ively invariant in Cf3 , (3 = 
(1 - u* , 1 - v* ) » 0. T he spatia lly homogeneous system 
(2.8) 
has stable equi librium 0 and unstable one (3 in [0, (3] c JR2 , and there are no other 
equilib ria between these two equilibria . 
In order to compute the spreading speed c*(O, (3 ) of system (2.7) , we consider the 
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linearization of (2. 7) at zero solut ion 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Define the matrix 
It is easy to see B1,. is positive for any fl· 2 0, t hat is, each ent ry of B,, is positive. Let 
>..(fl.) be the principle eigenvalue of B1,, then >..(fl.) is positive wi th a strongly positive 
eigenvector (see [53, T heorem A.4]) . In particular , 
Bo = 
( 
l +a. t r-t( l -v') 
l +·r1 
a2T2(1 - v • ) 
1+7"2 
~ ) 1 + 7"1 
l + r2v' 
1 + 7"2 
Simple calculation can show that B 0 is to be the J acobian matrix of Q evaluated at 0. 
From t he unstabili ty of 0, we know that >.. (0) > 1. Since K ;(fl.) > 1, 'Vfi. > 0, i = 1, 2, 
we have B1, > B0 , 'V{t > 0. From the monotonicity of the principal eigenvalue wit h 
respect to t he positive matrix [53, Theorem A.4], we know >.. (fl. ) > >.. (0) > 1, 'Vfi. > 0. 
Let <I> (p.) := ln>.,(p) , then <I>(J-L) > 0, VJ.L > 0 and lim <I> ({t ) = oo . Further , we have 
{ ~~ 
.1. . f .n( ) 1. . f.ln >.. (J-L ) lml11 '¥ J-l = lml11 
1-'~oo ,,~oo J-l 
ln trB" + J (t rB1")2 - 4 detB1,. 
=lim inf 2 
l'~oo J.L 
I. . f.ln( trB,,) > 1m m ----'-~ 
- IL~oo J.L 
ln l+at; J(l-v*) KI (J-l) 
> liminf +r t 
- {L->00 j.l 
)n J+aJ TJ (l - v*)ef'YO f OO k (1 )d1 
l . l+r1 Jy0 1 Y Y > nn __ ____:__:_ __ -"-"----
- ,-'_,oo J-l 
=yo > 0, 
where trB1" i~ the trace of Bw It follows that c := inf<l> (J-L) > 0. p.>O 
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Let operator Q and M from C!3 to C!3 be defined by the the right-hand side of 
systems (2. 7) and (2.9) , respectively. Since Bl-' is positive, for any E E (0 , 1), we can 
choose 8 := ( 6, of » 0 in JR2 sufficiently small such that 
Q[7/J] 2 (1 - E) M [7J;], V7j; E C[o,clj· 
Let M€ = (1 - c)M. Then Mf is monotonic and satisfying Q 2 ME, and ME ____, M 
as E ____, 0. By [28, Theorem 3. 10], we know c*(O, (3) 2 c. Then we have c*( E 3, E 2) = 
c* (O, (3 ) 2 c > 0. 
In order to computer c*(E3 , E 1) , let X n = -Un + u*, Yn = -Vn + v*. Then system 
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(2.3) becomes 
( ) * 1 (1 + rl) (u* - ;r;,(x - y) ) k ( )d Xn+ 1 X =u - •1 y y, 
IR 1 + rl(u*- Xn(x- y)) + a1r1(1- (v*- Yn(x- y))) 
( ·) _ * 1 a2r 2(u* - x,(x- y) ) + v* - Yn(x - y) k ( )d· Yn+i ;r; -V - 2 Y Y· 
IR 1 + r2(1- (v*- Yn(x - y))) + a2r2(u*- x,(x - y)) 
(2.11 ) 
It is easy to verify t ha t system (2 .11) is cooperative and the spatially homoge-
neous system has unstable equilibrium 0 and stable equilibrium TJ = ( u*, v*) » 0 
in [0 , 17] C 1R2 . Using a sim ilar linearization argum ent as we did for system (2.7) , we 
get the spread ing speed c*(O, ry) of (2.11), and c*(£ 3 , £ 1 ) = c*(O,ry) > 0. Therefore, 
0 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.2.1 a nd Theorem 1.2.6, we have the following result . 
Theorem 2. 2 .1 . Let all parameters be positive and a1 , a 2 E ( 1, oo) . Then there exists 
c E JR. such that the cooperative system (2.3), which is obtained by making substitution 
Un = Pn, Vn = 1- q,, in model (2.1) , has a non decreasing traveling wave <p( x -en) E C e2 
with speed c and connecting two stable equilibria E 1 = (0, 0) and E 2 = (1, 1). 
2.3 Global stability 
In this section, we determine t he global stability a nd uniqueness of b istable traveling 
waves for system (2 .3) . 
Let <p(x - en) = ( <p1 (x- en), <p2(x- en)) be a nonclecreasing traveling wave solution 
of (2.3) connecting £ 1 to £ 2 . Letting z = x- c(n + 1), we transform (2.3) into the 
fo llowing system 
Un+l( z) = T_c o Q[U~~.](z ), n 2:: 0. (2. 12) 
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Thus, cp(z ) is a n equilibrium solution of system (2.12) , tha t is, cp(z ) = T_coQ[cp](z), Vz E 
IR. In what follows , we denote Un(z, 'l/J ) to b e the solution of (2 .12) with initial 
data Uo = 'l/J . C learly, the solution Un( :r; , 'l/J ) of (2.3) with init ial data 'l/J is given by 
U11 (x , 'l/J) = Un(x- en , 'lj;) . Then we have the following obser vation. 
Lemma 2.3.1. The following statements are valid: 
(i) If 'l/J E [E1 , E 2]c is nondecreasing and satisfies 
lim 'l/J (O « E 3 « lim '1/J (O, 
~__,-()() ~__,()() 
(2.13) 
then joT any E > 0, ther-e e:r;ists Z = Z (E, 'l/J ) > 0 S'UCh that cp( Z - z) - { ::; 
Uo( z, 'l/J ) ::; cp(z + z) + E'. 
(ii) If the kernel ki, ·i = 1, 2, has a compact support, then for- any E > 0 an d 'l/J E 
lim sup 'l/J(O « E 3 « liminf'l/;(0, 
1;-->-00 ~->00 
(2.14) 
there exist z = z ( E, 'l/J) > 0 and a large time n0 E N+ such that cp( z - z) - { ::; 
Proof. (i) It is easy to sec tha t 
lim sup'lj; (O « E 1 + { = lim cp(O + {, 
~->-()() (--> -()() 
lim sup 'lj; (() « E 2 + { = lim cp(() + {, 
~->oo ( -oo 
lim inf 'l/J (() » E 1 - { = lim cp(()- {, 
( -->-()() (-->-()() 
lim inf 'l/J(O » E 2 - { = lim cp(~ ) - {. 
( -->00 ~->()() 
Then there exists Z0 > 0 such that cp(z) - {::; 'lj; (z )::; cp(z) +{ holds for a ll izl2 Zo . 
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By the monotonici ty of 1/J and cp, there exists z > 0 such that cp( z - z) - {::::; 00 ( z, 'lj;) ::::; 
cp(z + z) + {. 
(ii) Let L > 0 be a sufficiently large number such that suppki ~ [-L, L], i = 
1, 2, and lim sup 'I/J(~ ) « £ 3 « liminf-l/.1(~) . Without loss of generality, we assume 
(~-= ~-+00 
1/J (~) ::::; l 1 , V~ E JR., and 'lj; (~ ) ::::; l2 ,V~::::; 0, where Ea « l1 ::::; £ 2,£1 ::::; l2 «Ea. Let 
V/ = On(2l1 -l2 ), vn- = On(l2 ) be the spatia lly homogeneous solutions of (2. 12) with 
V0+ = 2l 1 -l2 and V0- = l2 . Let c E (c- L ,c+ L) and ~ : JR.__, [0, 1] be a nondecreasing 
functiona l satisfy ing ~( z) = 1, Vz 2: 1, and ~(z) = 0, Vz::::; 0. Define 
Vn(z) = V,.~~(z + nc) + V,.;- (1 - ~(z + nc)) . 
Then it is easy to verify V0 (z) 2: ·1/J(z), \:fz E R We now claim that for any d iscrete 
t ime n, t here exist Zn E JR. such t hat 
V'r,+J (z) 2: Q[V,,](z- Zn+l + c), Vz E JR. 
We first prove that 
whenever lzl is la rge enough. 
For the sake of convenience, we define the nondecreasing operator G = (G 1, G2) : 
JR2 __, JR2 as 
T hen system (2 .12) can be expressed as 
[Jn+J (z ) = 1 G(Un(z + c- y))S(y)dy, n 2: 0, (2.15) 
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where S(y) = diag(k1(y) , k2(y)) . 
For fixed n E f:I+ , if z > -nc-c+ L+ 1, then z + (n+ 1)c > z +nc + c- L > 1, 
and 
v;,+J (z )- Q[V,,](z + c) 
=V,~1 ~(z + (n + 1)c) + V,;+1 (1- ~(z + (n + 1)c)) 
-.I: G(V,{~(z + nc + c - y) + vn- (1- ~(z + nc + c - y))S(y)dy 
=V,{+1 -; ·L G(V,{)S(y)dy = 0. 
- L 
If z < -nc - c - L, then z + (n + 1)c < z + nc + c + L < 0. It follows that 
v;,.+l (z )- Q[V,,](z +c) 
=V,~ 1 ~ ( z + (n + l )c) + V,;+1(1- ~(z + (n + l )c)) 
- j L G(V,t~(z + nc + c- y) + V,,~ (l- ~(z + nc + c- y))S(y)dy 
- L 
= Vn+l -lL G(V,; )S(y)dy = 0. 
- L 
Consequently, the above cla im follows from the fact that V,,.+1 ( · ) and Q[Vn] ( · + c) are 
increasing due to the monotonicity of operator Q and Vn(-) . 
Since Va( z) 2: '1/J (z ), Vz E JR, combining the claim we have 
Vt (z ) 2:Q[Vo](z - z1 +c) 2: Q['I/J](z- Z1 +c) = Ut( z - z1, '1/J ), 
V2(z ) 2:Q[VJ](z - z2 + c) 2: Q[Ui](z- z1 - z2 + c) = U2( z - z1 - z2, '1/J ). 
By induction, we have 
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Note t hat lim V,,(z) = V.;-, lim V,.,(z) = V.~, lim V.;- = E 1 , and lim V.~ = E 2 . It 
z --+-oo z --+oo n--+oo n - oo 
t hen follows that for any E > 0, there exists N0 E N+ such that 
Thus, there exists Z1 > 0 such that 
By the monotonicity of Vii(-) and <p( ·), there exists z0 E lR such that 
V,i (z) :S <p(z + zo) + C, 'iz E JR. 
Hence, we have 
Let z = L:f~0 z.; . It then follows t hat 
Uii(z, 'l/J ) ::; <p(z + z) + C, 'iz E R 
A simila r a rgument on the lower bound of Un(z , 'ljJ ) completes the proof. 0 
In order to use t he method of upper and lower solutions, we first int roduce the 
following concepts. 
D efinition 2.3.1. A function sequence W,~ ( z) E C(!R, !R2) , n 2 0, is an upper solution 
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of (2.12) ifW,;t"(z) satisfies 
w,;-+1 2: Q[W,;t" ](z +c), n 2: 0. 
A function sequence W,;(z ) E C (IR.,IR.2), n 2: 0, is a lower solzdion of (2.12) ifW;(z) 
satisfi es 
Note that the Frechet derivatives of G at E 1 and £ 2 are 
It is obvious that DG(O, 0) and DC(l , 1) are nonnegative with eigenvalues between 0 
and 1. Choose E1 > 0 small enough such that DG(O, O) < A- ,DG(l,l) < A+, where 
and the principle eigenvalues of A± are between 0 and 1. Since A± are positive, 
there exist strongly positive eigenvectors p± = (pt , p~) corresponding to t he principle 
eigenvalues of A± satisfying 0 « p- :::; p+ :::; f. Note that we can choose p± as close 
to the origin as we wish due to the fact that the eigenvector space is linearly closed . 
Let p(z ): JR.___, IR.2 be a positive nondecreasing map such t hat p(z ) = p+, Vz 2: z1 > 0, 
and p( z ) = p- , Vz:::; z2 < 0, where z;, i = 1, 2, are two fixed real numbers. Motivated 
by [65], we have t he following result on the upper and lower solutions for (2.3). 
Lemma 2.3 .2. There exist positive number CJ and co E (0, 1) such that for- any z and 
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E E (0, Eo), 
w; = <p(z ± z ± c(1- e-an) ) ± Ep(z ± z)e-an , Vz E IR, n ~ 0 
ar-e upper- and lower- solutions of system (2.12), respectively. 
Pr-oof. \iVithout loss of genera lity, we assume that z = 0 . Let Zn = E(1- ea" ), 'in ~ 0. 
Then {zn }n~o is increasing and between 0 and 1, where the posit ive number a is to 
be determined. Denote D;,(z) := W,~1 (z) - Q[W,~] ( z +c) , a nd Gj(u) := a~i Gi(u), 
B = sup{IGj(u)l : u E [£1 - f, £ 2 + f]} , where u = (x1 , x 2 ) E IR2 . It is obvious that 
there exist 8 > 0 , k E (0, 1) such that Gj(u)::; Aij for a ll llu - £ 1 11 ::; 8, Gj(u)::; A~ for 
a ll llu- E 2 ll ::; 8, and A±p::; kp for all liP- p± ll ::; 8, where p := (PI , P2) E IR2 . Since 
<p(-oo) := lim <p(z) = E 1 , <p(oo) := lim <p (z ) = E 2 , and p(z) ~ [p- , p+ ], Vz E IR, it 
z---+-oo z-oo 
follows t hat t here exist !VI > max{z1 + 1, 1- z2} a nd E1 E (0, 1) such that 
ll<p(z) + r::p('17)- E 1 ll :S 8, Vc E (0, cl] , T/ :S -!VI + 1, z :S -!VI+ 1, 
ll <fJ (z ) + r:: p(TJ) - E 2 ll ::; 8, Vc E (0, c r], TJ ~ !VI - 1, z ~ !VI- 1. 
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T hen we have 
=<p(z + Zn+t) + Ep(z)e- a(n+l) 
-1 G(<p(z + Zn + c - y) + c:p(z + c- y)e-a")S(y)dy 
=<p(z + Zn+l)- <p(z + Zn ) + c:p(z)e-a(n+l) 
-1 [G(<p( z + Z11 + c- y) + Ep(z + c- y)e-a" ) - G(<p(z + Zn + c- y))]S(y)dy 
=<p(z + Zn+l)- <p(z + z,) + c:p(z)e-a(n+l) 
-1 [G( <p(y + Zn ) + Ep(y )e-a" ) - G(<p (y + Zn ))JS(z + C - y)dy 
=<p(z + Zn+t) - <p(z + z, ) + c:p( z)e-a(n+l) 
-1 (11 DG(<p(y + Zn) + sc:p(y)e-a" )c:p(y)e-a"ds ) S (z + c- y)dy . 
(2.16) 
Let I be the 2 X 2 identity matrix and r .n = [-M- Zn - ry , M- Zn + "'7L where 1J > 1 
is large enough such that 
(j - 7)+c + 1oo ) S(y )dy <d. 
-oo ry+c 
Now for any n 2: 0, we claim D~ (z) 2: 0. We consider three cases. 
Case {i): z > M - z, + ry . It is clear that z > M - 1 and z + c - y 2: 1J + c if 
y ::; M - Zn · By the monotonicity of tp, we have 
D~(z) 2': Ep(z)e-a(n+l ) 
-1 (1' DG(cp(y + Zn) + 8Ep(y)e- an)Ep(y)e-ands ) S (z + c - y )dy 
=Ep(z)e-a(n+l)- (1- M-z, + 1M-zn. + r)() ) 
-DO -M-zn } !1,1-Zn (fa' DG(cp(y + z,t) + SEp(y)e-an )Ep(y)e-ands) S(z + c- y)dy 
;?:Ep(z)e- a(n+l)- ( r M-z, + roo ) kp(y)Ee-anS(z + C- y)dy }_oo } M -zn 
- 1 M- z.., (1' DG(cp(y + Zn) + SEp(y)e-an)Ep(y)e-a"ds) S (z + c- y )dy 
- M - zn 0 
provided CJ E ( 0, - In k), and E is small enough. 
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Case(ii): z < - M - z, - 1]. Clearly, z < - M + 1, and z + c- y < - 17 + c if 
y > - M - Zn. Then 
D~ (z ) 2': Ep(z )e-a(n+l) - (1:i-z .. + l,:zJ kp(y )Ee-anS (z + c - y)dy 
-1/vf-z, (1' DG(cp(y + Zn ) + SEp(y)e- an)Ep(y )e- ands ) S(z + C- y )dy 
- M - z, 0 
2':Ep-e-a(n+l) - 1:'!-z., kp(y)Ee-anS(z + c - y)dy 
-kEe- a"p+E- 2BcJJp+JJ e-a"Ee 
provided that CJ E (0, - In k), and E is small enough. 
Case{iii): z E f n = [-M- Zn - 1], M - Zn + 17], that is, z + z, E [- M - ry , M + ry] . 
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The uniform continuity of cp and [34, Lemma 5] imply that cp E C 1 (1R, IR2), cp' (z) is 
uniformly continuous , and 
cp'( z) = 1 DG(cp(y))cp'(y )S(z + c - y)dy » 0. 
Since cp is strictly increasing in compact set [- M - 2'f) , M + 217], there exists tf = 
( (), ()) » 0 such that 
cp(y)- cp(x ) ~ tf(y- x), y > :~, \/x, y E [-M- 2'f) , M + 2rJ]. (2.17) 
It is obvious that 
0 < d, = (z + Zn+l )- (z + Z11 ) = Zn+1 - Zn = ce-""'(1 - e-") < 1 < rJ , 
and hence, z + Zn+ l < z + Zn + 1 < M + rJ + 1 < M + 2'f). By (2.17) , we have 
(2.18) 
It follows from (2.16) and (2 .18) that 
D+ (z) >tf(z - z ) + Ep- e- a(n+l) - 2Bp+ e- anc:e 
n - n+l n , 
Combining cases (i)-( iii), we see t hat t here exist a- > 0, and sufficiently small 
number c:0 E (0, 1) such that D;t(z ) ~ 0, n ~ 0, z E JR. Thus , w ,;(z) is an upper 
solut ion of system (2. 12). By a similar argument, we can prove W,;:- (z) is a lower 
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solution of (2.12). 0 
Lemma 2.3.3. The wave pmfile tp is a Lyap'Unov stable eq'Uilibri'Um of (2.12) . 
Proof. Let Eo and Wr7,= (z) be given in Lemma 2.3.2 with z = 0. By the uniform 
continuity of tp and the boundedness of p(z ), it follows t hat there exists f{ > 0, 
independent of E, such t hat I W,~ ( z,E) -~.p(z) ll < I<E, Vz E IR , E E (O , Eo) . For any 
E E (0 , Eo), let b = E min{p], P2 } > 0, then Ep(z) 2': "t. Thus, for any given 'ljJ satisfying 
1'1/J- ~PII < b, we have 
Then the comparison principle implies that 
and hence, IIUn(- ,'lj;) -~.p(-) 1 1 ::; I<E, n 2': 0, which completes the p roof. 0 
Let X = B UC(IR, IR2 ) be t he Banach space of all bounded and uniformly continu-
ous functions from IR to IR2 with t he usual supreme norm. Let X+ = { ( 'l/J1 , 'lj;2 ) E X : 
'1/J;(x ) 2': 0, Vx E IR, i = 1, 2}. Then X+ is a closed cone of X and its induced par tial 
ordering makes X into a Banach la ttice. 
Now we are in the position to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 2 .3 .1. Let ~.p (x - cn) be a monotone traveling wave sol'Ution of system (2.3) 
and Un(x , '1;) be the sol'Ution of (2.3) with Uo(-, 'lj; ) = '1/J (-) E [E 1 , E 2 ]x· Then the fo l-
lowing statements are valid: 
(i) For any nondecTeasing 'ljJ E [E1, E 2Jx satisfying (2.13), theTe exists s,p E IR 
s'Uch that lim IIUn(x,t, 'lj; ) -~.p(x - en+ s..p )l l = 0 'Uniformly for x E IR, and 
T/,---+ (X) 
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any monotone traveling wave solution of system (2.3) connecting E 1 to E 2 is a 
translation of r.p. 
(ii) If ki , i = 1, 2, has a compact suppoTt, then joT any '1/J E [E 1 , E 2]x satisfying 
(2.14), theTe exists s . p E JR. such that lim II Un (x , t , '1/J) - r.p (x - en+ s..;J )II = 0 
11,-io (X) 
un~formly joT x E JR., and any tmveling wave solution of system (2.3) connecting 
E 1 to E 2 is a tr-anslation of r.p . 
Proof. Let E: E (0, co) be given as in Lemma 2.3.2 . From (i) and (ii) in Lemma 2.3 .1 , 
we see that for cp- » 0 and any '1/J E [E 1, E 2Ly satisfying (2.13) in case (i) , or 
satisfying (2.14) in case (ii ), there exist n0 and z such that for any z E JR. , we have 
and 
Then the comparison principle and the construction of TV,~ (z) imply that 
Since On.(z, Un0 (-)) = Un+no(z , '1/J), 'liz E JR., n E f::r+, we have 
r.p (z - z- co) - cp(z- z )e-O"n :S Un+no(z , 1/J ) :S r.p(z + z + co) - cp(z + z)e- O"n . (2.19) 
Let <P,,(-t£1) := Un (- , '1/J), '11'1/J E X , n E f::r+ be the solution semif!ow determined by 
(2.12). By (2.19) , the forward orbit /+ ('t£1) := { <Pn('t£1 ) : n 2: 0} is bounded in X . Note 
that lim r.p(z) = E 1, lim rp (z) = E 2 By Ascoli-Arzela theorem, it then follows that 
Z---t-00 Z~(X) 
1+(1/J ) is precompact in X , and hence, the omega limit set w('t£1 ) is nonempty, compact 
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and invariant. 
Let z0 = z +Eo, and n--. oo in (2.19), we have the omega limit set w('lj; ) C I := 
[cp(-- z0 ),cp(- + z0 )]x. Let h(s) = cp(- + s),Vs E [-z0 , z0] . Then his a monotone 
homeomorphism from [-z0 , z0] onto a subset i C I . Let V = [E1 , E 2lx· Then 
<I>n : V --. V is a monotone autonomous semiflow. By Lemma 2.3.3, each h(.s) is a 
stable equilibrium for <1>71 • Clearly, each ¢ E i is increasing and satisfies (2.13) and 
(2.14) , and hence, '"Y+(¢) is precompact. By Theorem 1.1.2, it suffices to verify the 
condit ion (3a) to obtain the convergence of '"Y+ (7j;). 
Assume that for some s0 E [-z0 , z0 ), ¢0 E i and cp(- +.so ) <x ¢ (-)for all ¢ E w(¢o), 
that is , cp(- + .s0 ) <x w(¢0 ). By the strong monotonicity of Q, we know cp(z + .s0 ) « 
<I>n(¢)(z), \lz E JR, n EN. By the invariance of w(¢o), we get cp(z +so) « ¢(z), V¢ E 
w(¢o), z E JR. 
By the uniform continuity of cp' and [56, Corollary A.19], it follows that lim cp'(z) = 
Z-->00 
0, and hence, we can choose a la rge posit ive number z1 E (z0 , oo) such that 6 := 
sup llcp'(z)l l ::; ~ min{p], P2}. By the compactness of w(¢o) , t here exists 81 E 
l z l ~z l - zo 
(so , zo) such that 81 - so < Eo , and 
cp(z + sl) « ¢(z), \lz E [-z1, z1], ¢ E w(¢o). 
For any fixed ¢ E w(¢ 0) , there exists a sequence {nd such that nj--. oo as j --. oo, 
and lim <I>, ( ¢0 ) = ¢ . Fix an nj such that 
J ........:OOO 1 
Since cp(z + s 1 ) « ¢(z ), \lz E [-z1 , zt], and 
cp(z + .s0 ) - cp(z + .si) « ¢(z ) - cp(z + .si) , \lz E JR, 
we have 
<I>nJ<Po)(z)- <p(z + s1) =<l>n;(¢o) (z) - ¢ (z) + ¢ (z)- <p(z + s1) 
2:- (si- so)b- sup ll<iJ (z + so) - <p(z + si) Jje 
142:zl 
2:- (s1 - so)b- (s1 -so) sup ll<iJ'(z)ile 
lzl2:zl 
2:- (s1- so )b- (s1- so)b 
=- 2(.si - so)b 
where c1 = 8 1 ; 80 < c0 . By the construction of W,~(z) , we get 
It follows t hat 
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Let n = ni- ni, and ni-> oo, we obtain ¢(- ) 2: <p(z + 81 tso ). Denote s2 = 8 1t 80 , then 
.s2 E (.s0 , .s1) ~ [s0 , z0], and <p(- + s2) :Sx ¢(-) . By the arbitrariness of ¢ E w(¢0 ) , we 
have¢(-+ .s2) :Sx w( <f>o). 
By Theorem 1.1.2, there exists s.p E [-z0 , z0] such that w(?j;) = h(s,p) = <p(- + s i/J ) · 
Then lim <I>n('l/J ) = <p(- + s,~; ) . Since Un(x, '1/J) = O,.(x- en, '1/J ) = 1>11 ('1/J) (x- en), we 
n-+oo 
have lim IIUn(x,'lj;)- <p(x- en+ s,p) ll = 0 uni formly for x E IR; . 
n-+oo 
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Let cp(x - en) be a traveling wave solution (or monotone traveling wave solution) 
of system (2 .3) connecting £ 1 to E 2 in case (ii) (or (i)). Clearly, cp satisfies (2.14) 
(or (2. 13)) in Lemma 2.3. 1. By what we have proved above, there exists s,p E 1R such 
that lim lie{; (- - en) - <p(-- en+ s,p ) II = 0. By change of variable x = x- en, we have 
n~oo 
lim li e{;(-+ (e- e)n) - <p(· + <~·1/J) II = 0. Since cp(-oo) = E 1 ,cp(oo) = E2 and <p(-) is 
n-oo 
strictly increasing on IR, we then obtain c = e, and hence, cp(-) = <p (- + s,p) . 0 
2 .4 Numerical sim ulations 
By Theorem 2.3.1, system (2.3) admits a unique monotone bistable traveling wave 
up to t ranslation, which is globally stable wit h phase shift. In order to simulate this 
result , we truncate the infinite domain lR to finite domain [- L , L ], where L is suffi-
ciently large. Let a 1 = 6/5, a2 = 10, r1 = 1/ 9, r 2 = 1/ 10, k1(y) = v-kexp(-y2 / 2), 
and k2 (y) = vk exp ( -y2 /4). The evolution of the solution is shown in Figure 2.1 for 
L = 60 with the initial condition 
1/ 800, - 60 ~ .T ~ - 10; 
·ua(x) = 799/ 800 + 798(x- 10)/16000, - 10 ~X~ 10; 
799/ 800, 10 ~X~ 60. 
1/ 1000, - 60 ~X~ - 10; 
va(.T) = 899/ 1000 + 898(x- 10)/20000, - 10 ~X~ 10; 
899/ 1000, 10 ~ X~ 60. 
The numerical wave profile and the ini tial condition are plotted by solid and dashed 
lines in Figure 2.2, respectively. Vve can sec, under the given parameters and kernel 
functions, that the solution rapidly converges to the numerical wave profile, and the 
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sign of t he wave speed is negative. 
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Figure 2.1: The evolution of 'li n and Vn when n = 1, 2, ... , 20. 
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F igure 2.2: The initial condition and numerical wave profile. 
Chapter 3 
A Reaction-Diffusion Model with 
Distributed Delay 
3.1 Introduction 
In r cent ycari:i, t here have been qui te a few research works on biological and dynamical 
systems wit h quiescent phases, sec [15] and [39] fo r the tumor growth , [25] for t he 
chcmostat, [40] for microbial growth, a nd [18] for reaction diffusion equations. For 
more genera l mathematical properties to uch a class of systems, we refer to [16, 17] 
and references therein. Many researchers have paid attention to reaction-di ffusion 
equations with t ime delays , see, e.g., [11 , 49, 61, 69, 54, 36, 45, 23 , 64] and references 
therein. The authors of [11] investigated the existence of ·prcading speed and its 
coincidence with the minimal wave speed for a non-local and t ime-delayed reaction-
diffusion ystcm. In [54] and [36], the au thors established the existence, uniqueness 
and global stability of bistable t raveli ng waves for reaction diffusion equations with 
finite dclayi:i, sec also [37] for a ti me-delayed lattice system wi th bistable nonlinearity. 
Recent ly, Hadeler and Lutscher [19] p roposed the following react ion-diffusion model 
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with distributed delay to describe the evolution of a population in an active phase: 
au a2'U l +oo . 
-a = Da 2 + p L(b)u(t- b, x)db- pu + f(u). t X . 0 (3. 1) 
In t his model, tt(t , x) is the density of the population in the active phase at time 
t and location x, t he dynamic· of u(t, x) satisfies the ordinary differential equation 
u = f(u) in a spatia lly homogenous environment, and D > 0 is the diffusion coef-
ficient of the population. We a ·sume that the exit time from the active phase be 
exponentially distributed with parameter p, and the exit time from the quiescent 
phase follows an arbitrary distribution with probability density function L(b) 2: 0 
satisfying J0 L(b)db = 1. Under appropriate conditions, they obtained the mini-
ma.! speed of a traveling wave of (3.1) in the case where the function f(u) admits 
a monostable structure. The purpose of this chapter is to establish the existence of 
the spreading speed and its coincidence with the minimal wave speed when the func-
t ion f (u) ndmits a monostable structure, and the existence and stability of monotone 
bistable traveling waves when the function f (u ) admits a bistable structure. We will 
appeal to t he theory of spreading speeds and traveling waves developed in [13, 28] for 
monotone semiAows, the finite-delay approximation method int roduced in [69], and 
the squeezing technique used in [54]. 
This chapter is organized as follows. In sect ion 3.2, we establish the existence of 
spreading speed and its coincidence with the minimal wave speed in the finite delay 
case and then generalize the re ·ults to iufinite delay case. In section 3.3, we obtain the 
existence of the monotone bistable traveling wave. At last, in section 3.4, we prove 
the global stability and uniqueness of bistable waves under t he assumption t hat the 
density function has zero tail. 
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3.2 Spreading speeds and monostable waves 
In t his section , we assume that t he function f in (3.1) satisfies the following condi t ions: 
f (O) = .f(1) = 0, .f' (O) > 0 > f'( 1), 
and 
f (u) ::; f'(O)u, f (u) > 0 for u E (0, 1) . 
Note t hat (3 .1) only admits two constant equilibria u = 0 and 'U. = 1 in [0, 1]. We arc 
interested in t he existence of the spreading speeds and monostablc traveling waves 
connecting 'U = 0 and u = 1. 
We first consider the following reaction-diffusion equation with fin ite delay T > 0: 
8u ()2u ir ~ = D ~ ? + p L(b)v.(t- b, x)db - pu + f(u). 
ut ux- , o 
(3.2) 
Let C be the space of all bounded and continuous functions from [ - T, 0] x IR to 
lR equipped wit h t he compact open topology, and C := C([-T, OJ, IR) C C. Define 
F : C -t C(IR, IR) and ·ut E C by 
F(¢)(x) = p 1r L(b)¢( -b, x)db- p¢(0, x) + f(¢(0, x)), (3.3) 
and 
u,(B ,x) = u(t + B,x), 
for all (B , .7:) E [-T, OJ x lR and x E JR. T hen it is easy to verify F i · quasi-monotone 
on C in the sense that F(¢) ::; F('l/J ) whenever ¢::; '1/J in C and ¢(0) = '1/J (O). 
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otc that (3.2) can be written as 
(3.4) 
From the properties of function f , there exists To > 0 such that for a ll T > To, t he 
equation 
F(u) = pu r L(b)db- pu + f(u) = 0 
.Jo 
admits only two constant solutions 0 and u; > 0 in [0, 1] satisfy ing 
F'(O) = j'(O)- p(1- 1r L(b)db) > 0, 
F'(u;) = .f'(u;)- p(1 - r L(b)db) < 0, 
.Jo 
and u; -t 1 as T -t oo. 
Let X be t he set of all bounded and continuous functions from IR to JR. Clearly, 
any function in X can be regarded as an clement in C. Let {T(t)} t:2:0 be the solution 
scmigroup on X determined by the heat equation 
that is 
ou 
ot = D6.u, 
:::JC 1 e4 Dt. T(t)¢(x) = .J4i75t¢(x- y)dy , V¢ EX, t > 0, x E R JR 4n Dt 
T hen equation (3.4) corresponds to the following integral equation: 
u(t , x) = T(t)u(O , ·)(.x) + 1t T(t- s)F(us)(x)ds , Vt > 0. (3.5) 
A solution u(t, a;) of (3 .5) is said to be a mild solution of (3.4), and a func tion ·u E 
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C([-T,oo) x IR,IR) is called an upper (a lower) solution of (3.5) if it satisfies 
u(t, x) 2: (:::;)T(t)u (O, ·Kr) + f T (t- s) F(us)(x)ds, Vt > 0, x E JR. (3.6) Jo 
Using a similar argument as used in [11 , Lemma 2.1], we have the following Lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.1. For any T > To and¢ E C11; := {¢ E C : 0 :::::; ¢ :::::; u;} , system 
(3.4) has a unique mild solutionu(t ,:r:;¢) on [O,oo) andu(t ,x;¢) is a classic solution 
of (3.4) for (t , x) E [T, +oo) x JR. For any pair of upper solution u(t, x) and lower 
solutions l!!.(t, x) with u(O, x) 2: 1!!.(0, x) , then u(t, x ) 2: l!!.(t, .1:) holds for all t 2: 0 and 
X ER 
Let Qt be t he solution map of (3.5), that is , 
Qt(cP)(B , x) = u(t + B, x; ¢), VB E [-T, 0], x E IR, ¢ E Cu;, 
and Qt be the restriction of Qt to Cu;· Then it is easy to verify that Q1. is the solution 
semiflow on Cn; associated with the following spatially homogenerous delay differential 
equation 
du -
- = F (ut) , Vt > 0, dt (3 .7) 
where Pis the restrict ion ofF to Cu; · Under the assumption that J;_, L(b)db > 0 for 
a ll small E > 0, we can verify that (3.7) is cooperative and irreducible. Thus, T heorem 
1.1.4 implies that Qt is eventually strongly monotone on Cu; · Note that P admits 
only two constant equilibria 0 and u; on Cu;, and F '(O) > 0 > F ' (u;). It follows from 
Lemma 1.1.3 that equilibrium 0 is unstable and u; is globally attractive for (3. 7) in 
Cu; \ {0} . By the Dancer-Hess connecting orbit T heorem 1.1.1 , the semiflow Qt admits 
a strongly monotone full orbit connecting 0 and u;. It then follows that Qt satisfies 
all assumpt ions in [28, T heorem 5. 1] for all t 2: 0. Then we have for each T > To , 
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t here exists a real number c; > 0 such that c; is the spreading speed for solutions of 
(3.4) with ini t ia l functions having compact supports for spatial variable x, and c; is 
also the minimal wave speed for monotone traveling waves of (3.4) connecting 0 and 
u;. 
Theorem 3.2.1. LetT ~ To be given such that J;_, L (b)db > 0 joT all small E > 0, 
and let u(t, x , ¢, T) be the unique solution of (3.4) with the initial data¢ E Cu~. Then 
the following statements are valid: 
(1) For any c > c;, if¢ E C~~.; with 0 ~ ¢ « u; and ¢(-, x) = 0 fo r- x outside a 
bo·unded interval, then lim1_.oo,l:rl 2:'ct tt(t, :r;, ¢, T) = 0. 
(2) For any 0 < c < c; and a E C,.; with a » 0, there is a positive number ra 
such that if ¢ E Cu; and ¢(-, x) » a for x on an inter·ual of length 2Ta, then 
(3) For any c ~ c;, (3.4) has a tmvel-ing wave solution U(:c- ct) s·uch that U(s) 
is continuous and nonincr-easing ins E ~~ and U(+oo) = 0 and U(-oo) = u; . 
MoTeover, for any 0 < c < c;, (3.4) has no tr-aveling wave U(x- ct) connecting 
0 and u; . 
In order to estimate c;, we consider the following linear delay differential equation: 
au a
2
u r 
at = D ax 2 + p .fo L(b)u(t - b, x)db - pu + f' (O)u. (3.8) 
Since f (u) ~ f'(O)u for all 0 ~ u ~ 1 and f'(O ) > 0, for any E E (0, 1), there exists 
(j > 0 such that 
j(u) ~ (1 - E) j'(O)u, VuE [0, 6]. 
It follows that condit ion (F3) holds in [28, Section 5.1]. Let { Mt} 1.;::-o be the semiflow 
associated wi th (3.8) and u(t , x) = e- Jlxv (t), f.1. > 0, be a . olution of (3.8). It is easy 
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to see that v(t) satisfi es the following delay d ifrcrential equation: 
dv r dt = Dp?v(t) + p Jo L(b)v(t - b)db- pv(t ) + f' (O)v(t ). (3.9) 
Define B~: C __, C by 
It t hen follows that B~ is the solution map of (3.9) with t he init ia l data v0 E C. Since 
system (3.9) is cooperative and irreducible (see [52, Section 5.3]), its characterist ic 
equation 
(3.10) 
admits a real principal eigenvalue >.T( p, ), which is greater than the real part s of all 
other roots (sec [52, T heorem 5.5 .1]) . 1\lloreovcr, by (3. 10) , it is easy to verify tha t 
AT (p,) > 0 provided that T > To large enough . Dcfi nc function <]) T (p,) = >.r,;J') , 'r/ p, > 0. 
From the result in [28, Section 5.1], we have 
By the properties of function <])T(p,) as in [28, Lemma 3.8] (sec also Lemma 1.2.1), 
we can verify that there exists a unique p,~ E (0, + oo) such that c~ = <])T (p,~) . From 
(iii ) in Lemma 1.2.1, we sec that <])~(p.) changes the sign a t most once in (0, +oo) . 
Suppose by contradiction tha t t here is a interval [p,1, p,2] C (0, + oo) such that c~ = 
. c;,t = >.T(p.) = Dp,2 + j'(O) - p + p r L(b)e- Ar(JL)bdb , Jo 
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and hence 
On the other hand , we have 
It is easy to observe tha t f~(J-t) is strictly increasing in [J-t1 , ~-t2 J, which contradicts 
JT( J.L) = 0 for all ;.L E [Jh , J-i2]· Therefore, there is a unique u; > 0 such t hat (J-t;, c; ) 
t . fi * if ( *) d i)<I>T(/l)l 0 L t sa IS es cT = -±l T l-iT an ~ 1, ;, = . e 
Then (;•;, c;) can be uniquely determined by 
By equation (3.10), it is easy to verify that >-.T( J-t ) is nondecreasing with respect to 
T > To for any 1-i > 0. Suppose by contradiction that there exist some /-to > 0 and 
T2 > T J > 0 such tha t AT2(J-to) < AT1 (~-t0 ) . Then we see from (3.10) that 
(3. 11) 
which is a contradiction. Note that c; = inf1,>o >.T,:I•) is also a nondecreasing function 
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for all T > To . By (3.10), we fur t her have 
Then A(JJ.) := limT~oo AT (JJ. ) < +oo exists. 
Consider the following equation : 
(3.12) 
We cla im t hat A(JJ. ) is a unique real root of (3. 12) for each JJ· > 0 and the real parts 
of a ll other roots of (3 .12) are not greater than A(JJ.) . Suppose there is some JJ.o > 0 
a nd a i- A(p.0 ) such that a is another root of (3. 12). Wit hout loss of generality, we 
assume that a > A ({to) (a < A (JJ.o)). Then we have 
a - A(Jl.o) = p 100 L(b)(e-ab - e- >-. ( ~<o )b)db < 0(> 0) , 
which is a contradiction. T hus, A({L) is a. unique real root of (3 .12) . Define function 
<I> (JJ.) = >-.~':) for all p. > 0. It is easy to verify that <I>( + 0) = <I>( +oo) = + oo. Then 
c* := inf,,>o <l>(JJ.) must be obtained at some fini te JJ.*. By the properties of <I>T({t), it 
follows that ( c*, JJ.*) is unique such that c* = <I> (JJ.*) and d~;~) I ~·=J.L· = 0. Let 
P(c, JJ.) = DJJ.2 - CJJ. - p + j'(O) + p 100 L (b)e- >-.bcdb. 
T hen we can show that the following result holds t rue. 
Lemma 3.2.2. The following statements are valid 
{1) For any c > c*, there is JJ. > 0 such that P (c, JJ.) < 0, 
(2) (c*, {t*) is uniquely determined by P(c, JJ.) = 0 and fJP~c,J.L ) = 0, 
U JI. 
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Now we consider system (3. 1) with infinite time delay. By the argument similar to 
that in [11 , Lemma 2.8.] , we have the following result on the existence and uniqueness 
of solutions of (3.1 ) . 
Lemma 3 .2 .3. For any ¢ E C( - JR x JR, [0, 1]), (3.1) has a unique mild solution 
u(t , x; ¢) E C(lR_ x JR, [0, 1]) with initial data ¢. 
Consider the following linear equation of (3.1) : 
au [)2u i +oo 
""!) = D £:) •2 + p L (b)u(t- b, x )db- pu + j'(O)u. ut u.x . o 
(3.13) 
In a similar way to (3 .6) , we define the upper and lower solutions for (3.13). Then we 
have the following comparison principle. We omit the proof here since it is essentially 
the same as in [11 , Lemma 2.9.]. 
Lemma 3.2.4. Assume u(t, x ) and Y:.(t , x ) be the upper and lower- solutions of (3 .13). 
ff" uo 2 Y:.0 , then u(t ,x) 2 Y:.(t , x ), Vt 2 0, .x E JR. 
We are now in the position to prove the existence of spreading speed for model 
(3.1 ). 
Theorem 3.2.2 . Let ¢ E C(lR_ x JR, [0, 1]) and u(t, x; ¢) be the solution of (3.1 ) with 
u0 = ¢. Then the following statem ents are valid: 
( 1) For any c > c*, if ¢ (- , x) = 0 fo r- x outside a bounded interval, then 
lim u(t, :c; ¢) = 0. 
t~oolxl2:ct 
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(2) For any 0 < c < c* and a E cl with a » 0, there is a positive n7.Lmber Ta such 
that if cp E C1 and cp (- , X) » a for X on an interval of length 2r a, then 
lim u(t , x ; ¢) = 1. 
t~oo,IJ:I :Sct 
Proof. We usc the arguments similar to those in [57, Proposition 2.2] and [69, Theorem 
2.1]. In the case where c > c*, let ¢(8 ,x) be given as in statement (1). For fixed 
c E (c*, c) and 5. > 0 such t hat P(c, :\) < 0, there exists a large posit ive number 
M > 0 such that 
¢(t,x) :=:; M e>.(f:t-zx), V(t,x) E (-oo, O] x JR,z = 1 or z = - 1. 
For z = 1 or -1 , define u(t,x) = Me>.(et.-zT), then u(t,x) satisfies 
OU(t, X) _ 1 +oo _ 1 -ot -Dux,: - p 
0 
L(b)u(t - b, x)db + (p - f (O))u(t , x) 
(3.14) 
= M e>.(c.t-zo:)( -P(c, :\)) > 0. 
That is, u(t , x) is an upper solution of (3.13). Since f(u) :::; f' (O)u, u(t, x; ¢) is a lower 
solution of (3.13). Letting z = 1 ~ 1 , x =1- 0. By the comparison principle in Lemma 
3.2.4, we obtain 
u(t,.J;;¢):::; u(t,x) = Me>.(ct- lo:i) V(t,x) E [O,+oo) X JR., 
which implies that 
lim u(t, x; ¢ ) = 0. 
1-->oo,lxl :;::ct 
In the case where c E (0, c* ) , since Jim7~+oo c; = c*, there exists T1 > To such that 
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c; > c for all T > T1. For any given T > T1 , we define 
J (O ,x) = min{¢(0,x),u;},'v'(O,x) E [-T,Oj x R 
Let u(t, .x,T; ¢) be the solution of (3 .2) with u0 = ¢. Note that u(t , x; ¢) is an upper 
solution of (3.2). By t he comparison principle in Lemma 3.2.1, we have 
u(t,x;¢) 2: u(t,x,T; ¢), \i(t,x) E [O,+oo) x JR, 
which implies that 
1 2: lim supu(t,x;¢)2: lim inf u(t,x; ¢) 2: liminf u(t ,x,T;¢) =u;, 'v'T> T1 . 
t-+oo,lxi :Sct 1.- oo,l:ri:Sd t-+oo,lx i:Sc!. 
Letting T --7 +oo, then we have limt---+oo, lxi:Sct u(t , x; ¢) = 1. 0 
The following results show that the spreading speed c* > 0 obtained above is also 
the minimum wave speed for monotone t raveling waves of system (3. 1) . 
Theorem 3.2 .3 . The following statem ents are valid: 
(1) For any c 2: c*, system (3. 1) has a traveling wave solution U(.x- ct) connecting 
0 and 1, where U ( 0 is continuous and nonincreasing in ~ E R 
(2) For any 0 < c < c*, system (3. 1)has no traveling wave solution U(x- ct ) 
connecting 0 and 1. 
Proof. For any given c > c*, we choose a sequence Tn --7 oo such that cT,. < c and 
limn-+oo cT, = c*. Then t here is a t raveling wave Un(x + ct) such that Un( -oo) = u.;, 
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and Un(+oo) = 0. T hus, we have 
.ln(U)(0 =DU" (~ ) + cU'(~)- pU(~) + f(U(0) + p 1Tn L (b)U(~- cb)db 
=DU" (0 + cU'(O -aU(~)+ aU(O- pU(~) + f(U(0) (3. 15) 
+ p 1T" L(b)U(~- cb)db = 0, 
where CY > 0. Define the operator 
H,(U)(~) = ctU(~) - pU(~) + f (U(0) + p 1T" L(b)U(~ - cb)db. (3.16) 
Clearly, {Hn.(U)(O}~= l is uniformly bounded when U(~) is bounded. It. then follows 
that 
U(~) =k1e>'~ E. + k2e>.2 t, 
+ D(>..
2
1
_ >..
1
) ([~ e >.t (E. - rll Hn(U)(ry )dry + l += e>.2 (E.- rl) H11 (U)(ry)dr7) , 
(3. 17) 
where k1 , k2 arc arbitrary constants and 
\ . _ - c- )c2 +4Da 
0 
- c + Jc2 +4Da 
"'t - 2D < , >-2 = 2D > 0. (3.18) 
Since Un(~) satisfies (3.15) and is bounded, it follows that Un(~) satisfies (3.17) with 
Thus, u:,. (~) , u;;(~), u::'(O are uniformly bounded for n 2 T from the uniform bound-
cdncss of Un(~) and Hn(Un)(~) . By the spatial translat ion inva.riance of the original 
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equa tion , we can at:>sume U~~. (O) = ~- By t he Arizela-Ascoli theorem and a diagonal 
procedure, it follows tha t {Un(O , U~(O , u;;(~) } has a convergent subsequence, which 
is convergent uniformly on each compact set in JR. Without loss of generality, denote 
Un(O ~ U*(O . Then we have 
(Un(O , u;,(O, u;;(O ) ~ (U*(~ ) , U*'(~ ) , U*"(O). 
Define 
r+oo J(U)(~) = DU"(O + CU'(O - pU(0 + j ( U(~) ) + p Jo L(b)U(~ - cb)db. 
T hen l imn~oo Jn(Un)(O = J(U*)(~) pointwise, wh ich implies that U*(~) is a solution 
of J(U)(O = 0. Since Un(~) is nonincreasing and Un( -oo) = u~, Un(oo) = 0, U* (~) 
is nonincreasing and bounded . T herefore U* ( +oo) exists and satisfies t he following 
equation 
- px + f (:r) + p 100 L (b)db = f (x ) = 0. (3.19) 
T hen we have 
1 
U*( -oo) = 1 > "2 = U*(O) > U*(+oo) = 0. 
T herefore, U* (~) is a t raveling wave solut ion of (3. 1) . 
For c = c*, by t he same limit ing argument at:> t hose in [69, T heorem 3.1], we can 
obtain the existence of monotone t raveling wave U(x - c*t) connecting 1 to 0. T he 
nonexistence of t raveling wave can be proven by t he cont rad iction argument as used 
in [69, Theorem 3.1]. D 
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3.3 Existence of bistable waves 
In this section, we consider the case where function f has th ree zero points 0 < x* < 1 
on [0, 1] satisfying 
.f'(O) < 0, f'(x*) > 0 and .f'(1) < 0. 
We establish the existence of t he wavcfronts connecting two stable equilibria 0 and 1. 
Let T 2': To large enough such that the delay equation 
8u 82u iT !l = D ~ 
2 
+ p L(b)u(t- b, .T)db- pu + f (u ) 
ut ux o 
(3.20) 
admits only three constant equilibria 0 < aT < (JT on [0, 1] satisfying limT-+<XJ aT = x* 
and limT_ <Xl fJT = 1, and F , as defined in (3.3) , satisfies F '(O) < 0, F'(aT ) > 0, and 
F' (fJT) < 0. We first establish t he existence of the non decreasing bistable traveling 
waves for (3.20) connecting 0 and fJT. 
Define function P on C by P(¢ ) = p J; L(b)¢( - b)db - p¢(0) + .f(¢ (0)). Then we 
have 
DF(¢) h =(.f'(¢ (0))- p)h(O) + p 1T h( -b)L(b)db 
= (.f'(¢ (0)) - p)h(O) + p 1: h(b)L( - b)db 
=(.f'(¢(0))- p)h(O) + p 1: h(b)d'17(¢) , 
(3.21) 
where ry(¢ ) is a positive Borel measure on [-T, 0] defined as ry(¢)0 = fo. L( - b)db for 
any measurable subset 0, c [-T,O]. Since L (b) 2': 0 and J0= L(b)db > 0, without loss of 
generali ty, we assume that T is chosen such that ry(¢ )[- T, - T+E] = J:;+• L( - b)db > 0 
for all small E > 0. Thus, assumption (04) holds in T heorem 1.2.8. 
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For any E > 0 , define a linear operator L , : c /3T ----'> C(JR, JR) by 
L,¢ = p r L(b)¢(-b,x)db- p¢(0, x ) + (1- c) f' (aT )¢(0,x). Jo 
Then L,¢---" DF(aT)¢ as E---" 0, where the operator DF(aT) defined by 
DF(aT)¢ = p 1 T L(b)¢(-b,x)db- p¢(0,:c) + J' (aT)¢(0,x). 
It is easy to verify that t here exists o E (0 , /3T) such that 
that is, assumption (D5) holds. Further , assumptions (D1 )-(D3) are also satisfied. 
Thus, by Theorem 1.2.8, we have t he following result. 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let T 2: To be given such that J:_, L(b)db > 0 for all small E > 0. 
Then system (3.20) admits a nondecreasing traveling wave VT(x- cTt ) with VT( -oo) = 
To prove the boundcdncss of { cT }T::::To, we usc the similar ideas to those in [12] to 
construct upper and lower solutions. Choose increasing function p E C2(R, R) such 
that 
p(O = 0, V( :::; 0; p'(O E (0, 1) , V( E (0 , 4); 
p(O = 1, v~ 2: 4; IP" (~) I :::; 1, V( E (o, 4). 
Then we have the following result . 
Lemma 3.3.1. Define 
l'(t , x ) = v_(x - ct; o, a) := p(a(x - ct)) - o, 
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v(t, x) = v+(.r + ct; 6, o-) := p(o-(.r + ct )) + 6. 
T hen there exist 8 > 0, a > 0 and c > 0 such that for any 6 E [8 / 2 , 8], a- E [a / 2 , a] 
and c ~ c, 'Q(t , .1:) and v(t , .r) ar-e a lower solution and an upper solution of (3.20) 
with T > To , respectively. 
Pmof. Defi ne Foo : lR _, lR by 
F00 (x) = p.T 100 L (b)clb - px + f(.r). 
T hen F~(O) = J'(O) < 0, F~(x* ) = J'(.r*) > 0 and F~( l ) = J'(l) < 0. By the 
continuous d ifferen t ia bility of F00 , t here exists 0 < 8 < 1 such t ha t for all 6 E [0, 8] 
the following inequa lities hold : 
T hus, we can find 80 > 0 , a > 0 such t ha t for any e E [0, 80], a- E [0, a] and 6 E [~,8], 
t he following two inequa li t ies hold : 
Foo ((l- B)- 6) > Do-2 + p; ·oo L(b)clb, 
T() 
where we may ask To large enough if it is necessary. 
Letting ~ = x - ct, we then have 
=Dv~(.x:- ct) + cv~(.x:- ct) + F(32.1)(x) 
=Dv~ (O + cv~(O - pv_(O + f(v_(~)) + p 1r L(b)(p(a(~ + cb))- 6)db 
?_Da2p"(a~) + cap'(a~)- pv_(O + .f(v-(0) + p 1T L(b)(p(a(~))- 6)db 
=Da2p"(a0 + cap'(aO + F00 (v_ (~))- pv_(O 100 L(b)db 
?_Da2p"(a~) + cap'(aO + F00 (v_(0) - p 1
0
00 
L (b)db 
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(3 .22) 
Denote m := minp(~)E[Oo , I -Oo] p' (O > 0 and Fmin := mirLl :'O :~: :'O J Foo(x). Let c > 0 
sufficiently la rge such that 
cam?. - F;nin + Da2 + p 100 L(b)db , \fc > c. 
TO 
If p(aO E [0, Bo] u [1- eo, 1], t hen 
[)2v 8v /·oo 1oo D :::! :; - :::!- + F(32.1)(x) ?. -Da2 + Da2 + p L(b)clb - p L(b)clb = 0; 
U X ut , T Q T Q 
If p(a{) E [tlo, 1 - BoJ, then 
[)2v av l oo D :::!:; - :::!- + F(12.J(.x:) ?. - Da2 +cam + Fmin - p L (b)db ?. 0. 
ux ut · ~ 
Consequently, 32.(t, :.r:) is a lower solut ion of (3.20) . Simila rly, we can prove v(t , x) is 
an upper solut ion of (3.20) . D 
Lemma 3.3.2. { Cr }r;:: ro is bounded. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3.1 , we see that there exist c, 5 and 0' independent of T?. To such 
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that v_(.T- ct; J, cr) and v+(x + ct ; J, a) are a lower and an upper solution of system 
(3.20) , respectively. ote that when To large enough, the following inequalities hold: 
v_(- oo; J, a ) = -J < 0 = Vr(-oo), 
v_(+ oo;J,a ) = 1 - J < (3T = Vr(+oo) . 
Since v_ and VT arc a ll nondecreasing functions, there exists ~T E IR such that 
By the comparison principle, we then have 
Thus, we obtain 
which implies that cT ::::; c, \h ?:: To. Suppose, by cont radiction , that cT > c. T hen we 
have 0 = VT( -oo) » 0, which is a cont radiction. Similarly, we can prove cT ?:: -c. 
Therefore, we have lcrl ::::; c for a ll T > To. D 
Lemma 3.3.3. The following statements are valid: 
(1) Jf U(x+ct) is a nondecreasing traveling wave of (3 .1 ) with U(-oo) = x* and 
U ( +oo) = 1, then c > 0. 
(2) If U(x + ct) is a nondecTeasing tmveling wave of (3.1 ) wdh U(-oo ) = 0 and 
U(+oo ) = x*, then c < 0. 
Pmof. Let U(x+ct) be a nondecreasing traveling waves in (1) , by the spatial symmetry 
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of (3.1) . Then W(x- ct ) := U(-:r; + ct ) = U( -(x- ct)) is a nonincreasing traveling 
wave of (3.1) with W(-oo) = 1 and W(+oo) = x*. By a similar analysis as we did 
in Section 2, we have the similar results as Theorem 3.2.3 for system (3.1) restricted 
on [x*, 1], that is , there is a positive number c1 such t hat c > c1 > 0. 
If U(x+ct) is a nondccrcasing traveling waves in (2), then W(x+ct ) = x*-U(x+ct ) 
is a nonincreasing traveling wave of the following system: 
au fJ2u i +oo !'1 = D!::! .2 + p L(b)u(t- b, x)db- p1L- f( x*- u), ut ux . o (3.23) 
with W ( -oo) = x* and W ( +oo) = 0. Similarly, for system (3.23) restricted on [0, :~:*], 
there is a positive number c0 > 0 such that -c > c0 > 0, which implies that c < 0. 0 
Now we arc in a position to show the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.3.2. System (3 .1) admits a nondecreasing bistable traveling wave U(x-
ct) with U(-oo) = 0 and U(+oo) = 1. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.3.2, we see that { Cr }r>ro is bounded. Then there is a sequence 
n~.: > To , k E N such that cn, converges to some real number c as n~.: ----) +oo. Let 
(Unk' cn,) be the corresponding wavefront of (3.20) with T = n~.:. Then {UnJk2:1 is a 
sequence of monotone functions with Un, ( - oo) = 0 and Unk ( +oo) = 1. Thus, there 
exist~'" TJk E IR such that Unk(~k) = ~· and Unk( TJk) = 11{. Let 
Then V~,: (O) = ~· and W~.:(O) = H;'" for a ll k 2 1. Note that {Vt.:}~.: ;::: 1 and {Wt.:} ~.: :;:: 1 
are monotone function sequences with V,,( -oo) = W~.:( -oo) = 0 and V~.:( +oo) = 
W~.:( +oo) = 1. By Helly 's theorem, it follows that there exist subsequences, still denote 
as {Vt.:}~.: :;:: 1 and {Wt.:} ~.: ;::: 1 , and monotone functions V and W such that lim~.:-oo Vt.: = V 
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and limk- \;j/k = W pointwise on lR as k --t + oo with V(O) = x2• and W (O) = 1+{ . 
Denote V±(-) = V(- ± 0) and W±(- ) = W( ·± ). Then V_ and W_ are left-continuous, 
while V+ and W+ arc right-continuous. Note that V±(O = V(~ ) and W±(O = W(~) 
almost everywhere on JR. 
Now we claim that both (V,c) and (W,c) arc traveling wavcfronts of (3.1) . Note 
that VI.: satisfies the following system: 
which is equivalent to the following integral equation 
(3.25) 
. -c- J c2 + 4Dp 
..\1 = hm ..\ lk = , n-oo 2D 
By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, it then follows that 
1 ;·~ 1+oo V(O = J { e>-d~- ·7l(p L(b)V(ry + cb)db + j (V (ry ))drJ 
c2 + 4Dp - oo o 
+ 1+oo e>-2 (~-•ll(p 1+oo L(b)V( ry + cb)db + f(V( ry ))dry} , 
(3.26) 
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which is equivalent to 
DV"(~) + cV'(~)- pV(0 + p .i oo L(b)V(~ + cb)db + f (V (~)) = 0, (3.27) 
that is, V(.x- ct) satisfies equation (3.1) . Simila rly, we can prove W(x - ct) also 
sati ·fie equation (3.1). 
ow we need to prove the boundary condi tions. It is obvious that V(±oo) and 
W(±oo) exist from t he monotonicity of V and W . Note that V(±oo) a nd W(±oo) 
arc the zero points of f(u ) = 0. Since V(O) = "~· and W(O) = 11;t', it follows that 
V(-oo) = 0 and V(+oo) = x* or 1, and W(-oo) = x* or 0, and W(+oo) = 1. ote 
that W and V arc all t raveling wave solu t ion of 3.1. By Lemma 3.3.3, we sec that 
V(+oo) = x* and W( -oo) = x* cannot happen simultaneously. Thus, (V,c) or (vii, c) 
is a wavefront of (3.1) connecting 0 and 1. 0 
3.4 Global stability of bistable waves 
In t his section, we prove the global asymptotic stabili ty with shift a nd uniqueness 
of monotone bistable t raveling waves. Note t hat it is much more difficult to analyze 
the global stabili ty of traveling waves for a n infinite delay model. So we assume that 
there exists T > 0 such t hat L(b) = 0 for all b ~ T. Accordingly, system (3. 1) becomes 
t he following differential equation with fini te distributed delay: 
au a2u 1T 
-a = Da ? + p L(b)u(t- b, x)db- pu + f (u). 
t x- 0 
(3.28) 
Let u(t , x) = U(.x - ct) be t he monotone bistable traveling wave solut ion of (3.28) 
obtained in the Section 3.3. Then we have U' (~) ~ 0 and U'(~) ¢ 0 for all ~ E JR. Let 
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v(t, .1:) = ou~t,.c). Then v( t, x) ~at i~fies the following equation: 
uv fJ2v 1r ~ = D;::, 2 + p L(b)v(t - b, .x)db- pv + f' (tt )v . ut ux 0 (3.29) 
By t he strong maximum principle, it follows t hat v(t, x) > 0 fo r a ll t > 0, and hence, 
U'(O > 0 for all~ E R 
Lemma 3.4.1. Let U ( x - ct ) be a strictly monotone bistable tmveling wave solution 
of (3.28) . Then there exist posit ive rmmbeTs (30 , a0 , and J such that for any 8 E (0, 8] 
and every ( 0 E IR, the functions w± def ined by 
are an upper solution and a lower solutions of (3.28) on [0, +oo), Tespectively. 
Pmo.f. Without loss of generali ty, we assume ( 0 = 0. Note tha t .f (O) = .f(1) = 0, 
f'(O) < 0, and f'(1 ) < 0. Then t here exist L1 > 0 and 8* E (0, 1) such that 
f (x) > O,x E [-8*, 0) a nd j'(x) < -L1,x E [- o* ,o*]; 
f (x) > 0, .7: E (1, o*] and j'(x) < -L1 , x E [1 - o*, 1 + o*] . 
Since U ( - oo) = 0 and U ( +oo) = 1, there exists M > 0 such t hat 
Let 8 = ~ ' L2 = min~E[- J\f,J\1 ] U'(O > 0 and £ 3 = max"E[O,I+J] J(x ) > 0. Fix !3o > 0 
small such that (30 + p (]; L (b)ef3nbdb - 1) < L1 and a 0 = 2<~~;~-3 l > 0. It is easy to 
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verify that function U(~) satisfies 
DU"(O + cU'(~) + p 1r L(b)U(~ + cb)db- pU(~) + f(U(~)) = 0, V~ E JR. 
Denote ~(t) := x- ct + a08(1- e-f3ot). Then for any t 2': 0 and 8 E (0, J), we have 
ow+(x, t) _ Do2w+(x, t) _ F(· +( ·)) 
ot OX2 W t, X 
=U' (~)[-c + ao8.Boe- f3° 1]- 8.Boe-f3ot- DU"(O + pU(~) + p8e-f3ot 
- p 1r L(b)[U(x- ct + cb + ao8(1 - e-f3o(t-b))) + 8e-f3o(t-b)]db- f (U(O + 8e-f3ot) 
=p 1r L(b)[U(~ + cb)- U(~ + cb + ao8e-f3ot (1 - efJob))]db - p8e-f3ot 1r L(b)ef3obdb 
+ ao8.Boe-fJotU'(~)- 8.Boe-f3ot. + p8e-f3ot + f(U(0)- f(U(O + 8e-f3ot) 
2':8e-f3ot[-p 1r L(b)e130bclb + ao.BoU'(~)- .Bo + p- f' (U(~) + B8 -f3ot) ] 
=8e-fjot[a0,80U'(~)- .Bo - p( r L(b)e#obclb- 1)- f'(U(O + B8e-#nt)], BE (0, 1) 
.fo 
In t he case where l~(t)l > M , by the choice of J, .Bo and BE (0, 1), we have 
U(~) + B8e-1301 E [0 , 8*] or U(~) + B8e-f3ot E [1 , 1 + 8*], 
which implies that f'(U(~) + B8e-f3ot)) < - L 1• It then fo llows t hat 
In the case where l~(t)l :S M , we have 
Simila rly, we can verify w - is a lower solut ion of system (3.28) . 0 
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Let J =min{ ";· , t-:2"'. , 6*}, and p(-) E C2 (JR,JR) be the function defined in Section 
3. Then we have the following result . 
Lemma 3.4.2. For any 6 E (0, J], there exist two positive number E and C such that 
f or any ~ E R, the functions v+ and v- defined by 
v+(t , x) =(1 + 6)- [1- (x*- 26)e-€f]p( - t(x- ~ + C t )), 
v-(t, x) = - 6 + [1- (1- x*- 26)e-€f·]p(t::(x- ~- Ct)), 
(3.30) 
are an upper solution and a lower solutions of system (3.28) on [0, oo), respectively. 
Proof. Without loss of generali ty, we take ~ = 0. We first verify that v- is a lower 
solution. For any 6 E (0, J], we choose c: = c:(6) > 0 small enough such that the 
following three inequalities hold: 
and 
(1 - x *) ec:T < 1, 
- Dc:2 - c: - pTE+ min f (u ) > 0, 
uE[- <1, - ~] 
- Dc:2 - E- pTE+ min f(u) > 0. 
uE[x·+ ~, I - <1] 
It is easy to verify that v-(x, t ) E [- 6, 1 - 6] for all x E R and t 2: - T. Choose 
C = C(6) > 0 large enough such that 
- Dc:2 - c: + c:C[l - (1 - J;*)eCT]· min p'(s) - pTE + min f(u) > 0. 
p(s)E [~, l - &1 u.E[-8,1-o] 
Denote ( = c(x - Ct). Then for any t 2 - T , the following inequa lities hold: 
Dv-~~ , .x) =- Cc[1 - (1 - :1;*- 26)e-•t]p'(() + c(1 - x*- 26)e-•tp(( ) 
::; - Cc[1- (1 - x*- 26)e- €7 ]p' (() + c(1 - x* - 26)e-n p(() 
:S:- Cc[1 - (1 - :c*)e-€7 ]p'(() + c(1 - x*)e-€r p(() 
It then follows that 
D av- (t , :.c) av- (t , .x) (' - ( ·) ) 0 2 - !:) + F u t ,x X ut 
= D[l - (1 - x* - 26)e- •t]c2 p"(() + Cc[1 - (1- x* - 26)P-a]p'(() 
- c(1 - x * - 26)e-t:tp(() + p r L(b)v-(x, t- b)db - pv-(x, t) + f(v- (x, t)) 
.fa 
2- Dc2 + Cc[1 - (1 - x* )e"7 ]p'(() - E + p 1 r L(b)v- (x, t- b)db 
- pv- ( x, t) + f ( v- (.x, t) ) , Vt 2 0. 
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(3.31) 
Then we discuss (3.31) in the following three cases. 
Case (i) If p(() < ~' it is easy to verify that v-(x, t ) E [-6, -g] for all x E lR and 
t 2: -T. Then we have 
=- Dc2 - c + p(v-(x, t*)- v-(.-r, t)) + min f (u), t* E [t- T, t] 
uE[-6,-~J 
2 ( * ) av-(x,s ) . j "() 2: - De - c + p t - t max a + mm u 
sE[t.• ,tJ S uE[-6,-~ J 
2: - Dc2 - c + p(t* - t)c + min 
6 
f(u ) 
u E[-6,- 2] 
2: - Dc2 - c- pn + min • f (u) > 0. 
u.E[-cl,- 2] 
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Case (ii ) If p(() > 1 - g, it is easy to verify that v-(x, t ) E [x* + g, 1 - 6] . By a 
::;imilar analy::;i::; , we get 
D av- (t ,x) av - (t,x) F( _( ) a 2 - a + v t , x X t 
2:- Dc2 - c- ]JTE + min f (u ) > 0. 
uE[x · +~, l -6] 
Case (iii ) If p(() E [g, 1- gJ, we have 
Dav- (t ,x) _ av-(t ,x) F( _ ( ·)) 
f)x2 f)t + V t , X 
2:- Dc2 + CE[1- (1 - x* )en]p'(()- c - pTE+ min f(u ) 
u E[- 6, 1- 6] 
2:- Dc2 + Cc[1 - (1 - x* )ecr] min p'(() - c- pTE+ min J(u) 
p(()E [ ~, l -~J uE [-6,1-6] 
> 0. 
Therefore, v - is a lower solution of (3.28). Similarly, we can verify that v+ is an upper 
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solu t ion of (3.28) on [0, oo). 0 
In view of Lemma 3.4.1 , for any 'rJ E IR and 6 E [0, oo), we define w± (t , x, ry, 6) by 
where a0 and {30 arc as in Lemma 3.4.1 and {30 is chosen small such that 3el3oT < 4. 
Thanks to Lemmas 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, we can do similar analysis and get t he following 
result . T he details of the proof arc omit ted here s ince they arc essentially t he same 
as tho c in [54, Lemma 3.2]. 
Lemma 3.4.3. Let U(x- ct) be a monotone tmveling wave of the system (3.28), and 
cp E [0, 1]c be given such that 
lim inf m in cp(x, s ) > x* 
x~oo sE[-T,Dj 
lim sup max cp(.T,s)<x* . 
. c~ -oo sE[-T,Oj 
Then, for- any 6 > 0, ther-e exists T > 0, ~ E IR and h > 0 such that 
w0(x, -cT + C 6)(s) :::; ur(.x, cp)(s):::; wt(x, -cT + ~ + h, 6)(s) 
for- all s E [- T, 0] and ::c E R 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
By Lemma 3.2.1 , system (3.28) admits t he comparison principle. In order to get 
the global stability of traveling waves, we need the following stronger comparison 
principl . 
Lemma 3.4.4. FaT any paiT of uppeT solution u(x, t) and loweT solutions y,(t, x) of 
system (3.28) on [0, oo) with -6* :::; y,(t , x ), u(x , xt)::; 1 + 6*. ff u(s , x)?:: y,(s, x ) for-
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all s E [-T, O], then there exists a function e( J,t) E C( [O,oo) X (O,oo),!R) such that 
the following inequalities hold: 
l z+ J u(t, x)- Yc(t, .:r) 2 e(J, t- to) z (u(to, y)- Yc(to, y ))dy 
for all t 2 0 and x E R 
Proof. Let u(t, x) = u(t , x)- Yc(t, x). Then Lemma 3.2.1 implies that u(t , x) 2 0 for 
a ll t E [-T, oo) and :r: E R For any given t0 > 0, by (3.5) and definition of upper and 
lower solutions, we have 
u(t, x) 2T(t - t0)1i(t0, ·)(x) + f. t T(t - r)(F(Yc.,.)(x) - F (u.,.) )(x)dr 
· to 
2 T(t - to)u((to, ·))(.:r) + 11• T(t- r) [-pu(r, x ) + f(u(r , x) )- f (Yc(r, x )) ]dr 
to 
2T(t- t0 )u((to, ·))(x)- L* l t T(t - r)u(r,x)dr, 
I. a 
where L* = p + maxuE[-6' ,1+6'] J'(u) > 0. Let 
z(t , x) = e- L'(t-to)T(t- t0 )·u(to, x), t 2 to . 
Then z(t , x) is the solution of the following reaction-diffusion equation: 
au(t,.:r) _ D82u(t , :r:) _ L* ( ·) 
!:! - !:! 2 V. t , X . ut u.:r 
T hus, 
z (t, x ) = T(t - t0 )z(to,x) - L* f. t T(t - r) z(r , .:r))clr, t 2 to . 
. to 
By [41, Proposition 3], it follows that u(t, x ) 2 z (t , .:r) for a ll t 2 t0 and .7: E JR. Define 
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the function B(J, t ) E C([O, oo) x (0 , ), IR) by 
1 ( * (J + 1)2 ) B(J, t) = V4J51rt exp - L t- 4D , J 2:: 0, t > 0. 4Dnt t 
Then we obtain 
u(t, x) 2:e-L'(t-to)T(t- to)u(to , x) 
e-L' (t-to) 1 ( (x _ y)2 ) 
2:: cxp - D( ) 1i(t0, y)cly 
J4Dn(t-t0 ) -oo 4 t - to 
e- L' (t.- t0 ) l z+ 'l ( (x _ y)2 ) 
2:: J cxp - D( ) ·u(t0 , y)cly 4Dn(t- t 0 ) z 4 t- to 
(3.35) 
l z+ l 2:B(J, t - t 0 ) ~ u(to, y)cly 
for a ll :r E IR with lx - z i :::; J and t > to 2:: 0. 0 
By the stronger comparison principle in Lemma 3.4.4, we have the following result , 
who. c p roof is om itted here since it is similar to t hat of [54, Lemma 3. 1]. 
Lemma 3.4.5 . Let U( x - ct) be a monotone traveling wave solution of system (3 .28). 
Then ther-e e:Ei ts a positive number- E* s·uch that, if 'Lt( t, x) is a sol1dion of (3.28) on 
[O,oo) with 0 :::; u(t ,x) :::; 1 for x E IR and t E [O,oo), and (3.34) holds for some 
~ E IR, h > 0, 6 E (0 , rnin(J, ~0) ) and T > 0, then for- any t 2:: T + T + 1, ther-e exist 
~(t) , J(t), and lL(t) such that 
w0(x, -ct + €(t), J(t))(s) :::; u1.(x, <p)(s):::; wri(:c, - ct + ~(t) + lL(t) , 8(t))(s) (3.36) 
for all s E [-T, 0], x E IR, and t(t) , b(t) , h.(t ) satisfying 
t(t) E [~ - aoO - 2ao(O + c:* min(h, 1))e/3oT, ~ + h + aoOJ, 
b(t) =(Oe-!3° + c:* min (h, 1))e-i3o(t- (T+T+I)), 
h(t) E[O, h + (3e130T- 4)a0c:* min(h, 1) + 3e130T aoO] . 
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(3.37) 
By using Lemmas 3.4.3 and 3.4.5. the squeezing technique, which was introduced 
in [6], and the arguments similar to those in [54, Theorems 3.3- 3.4], we can prove the 
following result on the global stability and uniqueness of bistable waves for system 
(3.28). 
Theorem 3.4.1. Assume U(x - ct) is a monotone traveling wave solution of system 
(3.2 ) . Then U (x - ct) is globally asymptotically stable with phase shift in the sense 
that there e.Ti ts k > 0 such that f or any <p E [0, 1]c satisfying (3.32) and (3.33), the 
solution u(t, x , c.p ) of (3.28) satisfies 
iu(t , x, c.p) - U(x- ct + 01 :S f( e-k:t , Vx E IR, t ~ 0 
for some f( = K (c.p) > 0 and ~ = ~(c.p) E R Moreover, U(.x - ct) is unique up 
to a tr-anslation in the sense that for any tmveling wave solution O(x - ct) with 
0 :S 0(0 :S 1, E, E IR, we have c = c and 0(-) = U (E,o + ·) for som e E,o E R 
Chapter 4 
A Reaction-Diffusion Model with 
Seasonal Succession 
4 .1 Introduction 
Seasonal succession is a very natural phenomenon which is important for the growth 
and survival of species. Due to the seasonal alternate, populations experience a pe-
riodic dynamical environment such as temperature, rainfall , humidity and wind. For 
example, in temperate lakes there is a growing season for the phytoplankton and 
zooplankton during warms months after which species die off or form resting stages 
in the winter. T he environmental variation leads to a regular succession of species 
over the seasons, called seasonal succession. It has been a fascinating subject for 
ecologists and mathematicians to study the dynamics of periodic models by means 
of seasonal succession numerically and analytically. Litchman and Klausmeimer [31] 
st udied a competition model of two species for a single nutrient under fluctuating 
light with season succession in the chemostat. In [55], Steiner et al. employed a novel 
approach to model a seasonally forced predator-prey system, and gave some experi-
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mental da ta about t he effect of the seasonal succession to predict the competit ion of 
phytoplankton species. Recently, Gourley, Liu and Wu [14] presented a patch model 
to describe seasona l evolution of migratory birds and obtained a t hreshold type result 
on its global dynamics. For more research works on the seasonal succession, we refer 
to [10 , 24, 22, 46] and references therein. 
1\!Iore recently, Hsu and Zhao [22] studied the global dynamics of the following 
Lotka-Volterra competition model with seasonal succession: 
c~~i =- >.;-u;, rnw ~ t ~ rnw + (1- ¢)w, i = 1, 2, 
du1 1L1 
- = T11L1[1- -]- CYU11L2, mw + (1 - ¢)w ~ t ~ (m + 1)w, 
dt J(l 
du2 1L2 
- = T2'u2[1 - -] - /37.Ll'U.2 rnw + (1- ¢)w ~ t ~ (m + 1)w, dt [(2 ) 
( 4.1) 
( 1L 1 ( 0) , 1L2 ( 0)) = 1Lo E IR~, 
where m E Z+, >.;, r;, K ;, a and {3 are all posit ive constants, and ¢ E (0, 1] . The 
authors gave a complete classification for t he global dynamics of (4. 1) in terms of 
parameters via the stabili ty analysis of equilibria and theory of monotone dynamical 
systems. Accord ing to [22, T heorem 2.4], system (4.1) admits a saddle-point structure 
provided the parameters satisfy the following conditions: 
(c1) T;¢- >.;( 1 - ¢) > 0, i = 1, 2. 
Note that the existence, uniqueness, and stability of w-periodic solutions of a periodic 
evolution system are equivalent to those of fixed points of its Poincare (period) map. 
T hus, [22, T heorem 2.4] implies that the Poincare map associated with (4.1) has a 
trivial unstable fixed point (0, 0) and a unique positive fixed point u = (u1, fi.2) (saddle 
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point) between two stable semitrivial fixed points (O,u2) and (u~ , 0 ) . Furthermore, 
there exists a cont inuous, unbounded and one-dimensional curve r c IR~ such that 
both fixed points (0, 0) and u arc in r, and all solutions of system (4.1) with ini tial 
date below r are asymptotic to (ui(t), 0), and all solutions of system (4.1) with initial 
data above r arc asymptotic to (O,u2(t)), while all solutions of system (4.1) with 
initial date u.0 E r \ {0} arc asymptotic to ii.(t) , where (0, u; (t )) , (ur(t), 0) and u(t ) 
arc the w-pcriodic solution~ of system (4.1) with the initial data (O,u2), (u~ , 0) and 
ii. , respectively. 
In t his chapter , we consider t he following reaction-diffusion competit ion model 
with seasonal succession: 
aui 
at = - >-.;ui, mw::; t::; mw + (1- ¢ )w, i = 1, 2, 
aul u l 
!1 = d1t:.u1 + r1u1 [1 - -( ]- au1u2, mw + (1- ¢)w::; t::; (m + 1)w 
ut } 1 
au.2 'U.2 l ) at = d2t:.u2 + T2U2 [l - /{
2 
- j]u1u2 , mw + (1 - qy)w::; t ::; (m + 1 W, 
(4.2) 
(u1 (0,·), u2(0, ·)) = uo E C(IR, IR~) , 
where d1 and d2 arc positive constants. We assume that all parameters satisfy (cl)-
(c3) so that the spatia lly homogeneous system (4.1 ) admits a bistable dynamics. Here 
we arc interested in the existence of w-pcriodic bistable traveling wave solut ions of 
(4.2) connecting (0, u; (t )) to (u~(t) , 0), and their global stability with phase shift. It 
is worthy to mention Alikakos , Bates and Chen 's work [1] on bistable waves for scalar 
periodic reaction-difFusion equations, and Shen 's work [50, 51] on bistable waves for 
~calar almost periodic reaction-diffusion equations. Vvc will usc a different approach 
to study bistable traveling waves for sy tem (4.2). More precisely, we prove the exis-
tence of periodic bistable waves by appealing to t he theory of bistable waves recent ly 
developed in [13] for monotone semiflows, which allows the presence of mult iple in-
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termediate unstable fixed points in between two t:ltable ones. We further employ the 
global convergence result Theorem 1.1.2 to establish the global st abili ty of such a 
periodic traveling wave. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2, we establish the 
existence of w-periodic bistable t raveling waves by verifying abstract assumptions in 
[13]. In section 4.3, we use t he above mentioned convergence theorem and the method 
of upper and lower solutions to prove the global stability of t raveling waves and their 
uniqueness up to translation . In section 4.4, we present some numerical simulations 
to illustrate our analytic results . 
4 .2 Periodic traveling waves 
In this section, we establish the existence of periodic bistable traveling waves for 
system (4.2) . 
Recall t hat U(t , :r - ct) is said to be an w-time period ic traveling wave of the 
semiflow {Qt} 1.2 0 if Qt[U(O, ·)](:r) = U(t, :r - ct) and U(t, :r) = U(t + w, x) for all 
t 2': 0, .T E R As ut:lual, we call c the wave speed , and U(t , z ) t he wave profile. 
Let C, C+, C,., and [a, b]c be defined as in Section 2.2. For the convenience of 
mathematical analysis, we make a change of variables 
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which converts system ( 4.2) into the following cooperative system: 
OVi at=- A.ivi , mw S t S mw + (1- ¢)w, i = 1, 2, 
OV] Vj 
ot = d 1f:::.V1 + r1v1[1- /{
1
] + CXWV2, mw + (1- cp)w S t S (m + 1)w, 
ov2 v2 
ot = d2f:::.V2 + ?'2V2[1 + /(
2
]- /3Vt V2, mw + (1- cp)w S t S (m + 1)w, 
(4.3) 
(v1(0,· ), v2(0, ·)) = vo(-) E C(IR, IR+ x !R_) . 
It is easy to sec that the Poincare map of system ( 4.3) has four fixed points: E0 = 
(0,0), E 1 = (O ,v~), E2 = (vr , o), and E 3 = (v1,v2), where v~ = - u2, vr = ui, 
and (v1,v2 ) = (ih, -v.2 ) . Note that (4.3) is order preserving in the relevant range 
[E1 , E 2Jc · Then the existence of t he time-periodic t raveling waves connecting two 
stable periodic solutions (O, u2(t)) and (ur(t),O) for system (4.2) is equivalent to that 
of traveling waves connecting two stable periodic solutions v - (t) := (0, v2(t)) and 
v+(t) := (v~(t) , O) for system (4.3). Thus, it suffices to analyze system (4.3) to get 
t he corresponding dynamical behaviors of model ( 4.2). In what follows, we focus on 
the global dynamics of the monotone system (4.3) . 
Let {<I>1} r.>o be t he solution semiflow associated with (4 .3) , that is, <I>1.(v0 ) , as a 
function oft , is the unique global solution of system ( 4.3) on [0, +oo) . For convenience, 
we use S to denote the Poincare map <I>w. 
Lemma 4.2.1. Let E = {E0 ,E1 , E 2 , E3 }. Then the mapS satisfies (C1 )- (C6) in 
section 1. 2. 2 with 0, f3 and Cf3 replaced by E 1 , E 2 and [ E 1 , E 2Jc , respectively. 
Proof. It is easy to see that S satisfies (Cl)-(C4). In what follows, we only verify 
(C5) and (C6). 
Let S be the restriction of S to [E1 , E 2 ] c IR2 . T hen S has four fixed points 
Ei, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, and we need to show that t he fixed point E 1 is stable from above 
and E2 is stable from below. From the proof of [22, Lemma 2.3], it is easy to see that 
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the J acobia n matrices of Sat £ 1 and £ 2 arc 
and 
where a 1 and a2 are posit ive constants due to t he fact that .'ystcm (4.3) is cooper-
ative. Clearly, DS(E1) has two positive eigenvalues .>11 = e-("r , </>- .X i( i - </>))w < 1 and 
,\
2 
= e( '·2 <t>-.Xz( l -</>)-~(,. , ¢-.XJ(l-</>)))w < 1. If ,\1 < >.2 , t hen DS(E 1 ) admits an unit 
eigenvector e0 » 0 associated with >.2 such t hat 
If ,\2 ::; .X 1, we choose k E (>. 1, 1) ,co E (o, "~~~ ) , and e0 = 
such t hat 
_ 1_ _ E_o _ » 0 
( )
T 
~~  
By the cont inuous different iability of S, it then follows that there exists 6 > 0 such 
that 
S(E1 + 17e0 ) =S(E1) + .fo 1 DS(E1 + t rteo)1J odt 
=E1 + rt 11 DS(E 1 + trteo)eodt 
:S£1 + 17keo « E 1 + rteo 
for all 17 E (0 , 6], and hence, £ 1 is strongly stable from above for t he map S. A similar 
argument shows that £ 2 is strongly table from below. 
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In order to estimate the spreading speed c*(£ 0 , £ 1) , we only need to consider the 
following subsystem of (4 .3) : 
av, 
at =- )q VJ , TnW :S t :S mw + (1- cp)w, 
av, 'V ] 
at = d1 f:J.v1 + TJ'VJ [1- ](l], TnW + (1- cp)w :S t :S (m + 1)w, 
( 4.4) 
From [46, Theorem 4.5], we have 
A similar argument shows that the spreading speed 
Then we have c*(£0,£1 ) +c*(£0 ,£2 ) > 0. 
For notationa l convenience, we define F = (F1 , F2 f as 
In order to estimate c*(£3 , £ 2) , letting V(t) = U(t) + V(t) in system (4.3) , we then 
see that U satisfies the following system: 
au at =- i\U, 1nw :S t::; mw + (1- ¢ )w, 
au - -at = DU.,., + F(U + V(t))- F(V(t)), mw + (1 - ¢ )w :S t :S (m + 1)w, 
(4 .5) 
D := diag(d1 , r12 ). Let {wt} 1.~0 be solution semiAow determined by (4 .5) . T hen it 
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ca.sily follows tha t <l>1(-) = Wt(-- £ 3) + V (t ). In par ticular , letting t = w, we have 
<I>w(-) = Ww(- - £ 3 ) + £ 3 . Thus, <I>w satisfies conditions (A1)- (A5) with fixed points 
E 3 « E2 if a nd only if so doc:; Ww with fixed points 0 « E 2 - E 3 . From T heorem 
1.2.4 with Q := <I>w and Q := Ww, respectively, it is easy to sec t hat c* (E 3 , £ 2 ) = 
c~ (O , £ 2 - E 3 ) , where c~ (O , £ 2 - E 3 ) is t he asymptotic speed of spread determined 
by Ww with fixed points 0 and E 2 - E3 . 
ow we prove c~(O, E2 - £ 3 ) > 0. To estimate c~ (O , £ 2 - E 3 ) , we consider the 
following linear sy. tem: 
au 8t = - AU, mw :S t :S mw + (1 - ¢)w, 
au -Dt = DU,.x + D" F(V (t))U, mw + (1- ¢)w :S t :S (m + 1)w, 
(4.6) 
where 
( 
[1 2uJ{t) ] - (t ) - (t) ) _ r 1 - - 1- , - + av2 av , D, F(V(t)) = '' 
-/3v2(t) r2[1 + 2·~~;t) ] - /3fi t(t ) 
is the J acobian matrix ofF a t V (t ). Let {Md t>o be the solu tion scmiflow determined 
by (4.6), that is , for a ny U0 E C, Mt(Uo) is t he unique solut ion of (4.6) on [O,oo). 
otc that two off-d iagona l ent r ies of DvF(V(t)) a re positive for a ny t E [O,w] . 
Choose p > 0 such that DvF(V(t )) +pi is strictly posit ive, t hat is, all ent r ies arc 
posit ive. Defi ne 
u = min { aF;.(V(t) ) + p6f ,i , .J = 1, 2} > 0. 
LE[O,wl U j 
T hen for any E > 0, t here exists 17 » 0 such that 
F (U + V (t ))- F (V(t )) ~ D"F(V(t ))U - &IIUII 
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holds for any U E [0, 'IJ]c, where { = (c, cf. Since 
IIUII :::; ul + u2 :::; a - ] (D, F (V (t))U + pU)i, i = 1, 2 , vu 2 0, 
it follows tha t 
F (U + fi (t))- F(V(t)) 2 D, F(V(t ))U - c( DuF(V(t)) + p!)U. (4.7) 
Let {M[}t~o be the solu t ion semiflow associated with the following linear periodic 
system : 
au Dt =- AU, mw:::; t:::; m w + (1 - ¢)w, 
au - -Dt = DUxx + DIL F(V (t ))U- c(D IL F (V(t )) + p!)U, (4.8) 
rnw + (1 - cf>)w :::; t:::; (m + 1)w. 
Let U(t , Q) be the solution of spatially homogeneous system of (4.5) wi t h U(O, Q) = 
Q. By the cont inuity of solut ions with init ia l dat a, it fo llows that for "7 » 0, t here 
exists Q = Q( c) » 0 in JR2 such t hat 
U(t , Q) :::; 'IJ , Vt E [O,w] . 
By the comparison principle, we have 
Combining (4.7), we furt her get 
llf t(7P) 2 M[ (7P),V7P E [O,Q]c,t E [O,w]. (4.9) 
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Let U(t , .x) = e_1,xr(t) be the solution of (4 .8), where r(t ) = (11 (t), 12 (t))T. Then 
r(t) satis fies the following equations 
dr dt =- Ar, mw:::; t:::; rnw + (1 - ¢)w, 
df 2 - -dt = [Df.l + D,.F(V(t ))]f - E(Du.F(V (t )) + pl)f , (4.10) 
mw + (1 - ¢)w:::; t:::; (m + 1)w. 
Let Pt: (f.l ) be t he principle Floquet mult iplier of (4.10). Then p0 (0) > 1 due to the 
fact that V(t) is unstable. Since lim Pt: (O) = p0(0) , we can fix an E E (0, 1) such 
o ..... o+ 
that Pt:(O) > 1. It is easy to see that if r(t , f 0 ) is a solution of (4.10) satisfying 
r(O , f 0 ) = f 0 E IR2 , t hen U(t ,x) = e-1''"r(t,x) is a solution of linear periodic system 
(4.8). Define wt: (!L) := 1" P;,(p) . By Theorem 1.2.2 and inequality (4.9), we have 
Now we need to verify WE(+oo) = +oo. Let At:( f.l) = I n p~(J"). By the Floquet theory, 
there exists a posit ive w-periodic fu nction ~ (t) := (~1 (t),6(t)f such that r(t ) := 
e>-., (,,) t~(t) is a solution of (4.10). Then we have 
((t) =[-i\- At:( f.l) l]~(t), mw:::; t:::; mw + (1- ¢)w , 
((t) = [D~t2 - At: (f.l)J- Epf]~(t) + (1- E)D11F(V(t) ]~ (t ) , (4. 11) 
mw + (1- ¢)w :::; t :::; (m + 1)w. 
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It easily follows that 
6'(t) 
6 (t) =[-A1 - Ac(J-L)], mw::; t ::; mw + (1- ¢)w, 
~/(t) 2 - - (4 12) (I(t) = [d1f-l - Ac(J-L)- cp] + (1- c) [Fn(V(t))~t + Ft2 (V (t ) )6]/~ t , · 
mw + (1- </))w::; t::; (m + 1)w. 
Integra ting the above equation from 0 to w, we get 
l (l-</>)w l w 0 = (-At- Ac(J-L ))dt + (dtf-l2 - Ac(J-L) - cp)dt . 0 (1-</>)w 
+(1 - c) ;·w (F11 (V(t) ) + Ft2(V(t))6/ 6 )dt , 
. (1-</>)w 
(4.13) 
and hence, 
0 2:: - A1(1- ¢ )w- A0 (J-L )w + d1J-L2w¢- cp¢w + (1 - c) l w Fn (V(t))dt. 
( l - </>)w 
Then we obta in 
which implies that w"(+oo) = +oo. By Lemma. 1.2. 1, we have inf 'lle:(J.t ) > 0. It t hen 
Ji->0 
follows t hat 
In order to estimate c*(E3 , E 1), we let V(t) = V(t) - U(t) in system (4.3). By a 
similar a rgument a.s we did above, we can show that c*(E 3 , E 1 ) > 0. Thus, condition 
(C6) holds with Q := S. 0 
By Theorem 1.2.7 and Lemma. 4.2.1, we have the following result . 
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The orem 4.2.1. Let all parameters satisfy (c 1)- (c3). Then there e.rists c E IR such 
that the cooperative system ( 4.3) , which is obtained by making substitution u1 = 
v1 ,u2 = -v2 in model (4.2) , has a time-periodic traveling wave V (t , .r- ct ) with 
V(t , -oo) = (0, v2(t)) and V(t, +oo) = (v;(t ), 0) ·uniformly fort E R Furthermore, 
V(t , z ) is nondecreasing in z E JR. 
To finish this section, we remark that when ¢ = 1, system (4.2) becomes an 
autonomous two species Lotka-Volterra competition ri1odel. Thus, the existence of 
bistable traveling waves is implied by Theorem 1.1 in [58, Chapter 3], as applied to 
the cooperative system ( 4.3) with ¢ = 1. 
4.3 Global stability 
In this section , we investigate the global stability and uniqueness of periodic traveling 
waves for system (4.3). 
Let X = BUC(IR , IR2 ) be the Banach space of all bounded and uniformly continu-
ous functions from IR to IR2 with the usual supreme norm. Let X+ = { ( 7/JI , 7j;2 ) E X : 
'lj;;(x ) 2: 0, \f.x E IR, i = 1, 2}. Then X+ is a closed cone of X and its induced partial 
ordering makes X into a Banach lattice. In what follows , we denote 
Let V(t ,x - ct) = ('tJt(t , x - ct) , ·th(t , x- ct)) be a t raveling wave solution of (4.3) 
connecting (0, v2(t) ) to (vr( t) , 0) . By using coordinate z = x- ct, we transform (4.3) 
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into the following system: 
fJv; fJvi 8t =c f}z - A.;v; , mw ~ t ~ mw + (1 - ¢ )w, 
fJv 82 v fJv 
-
8 
'· = d; f) ; · + c-8 ' + F;(v1 , v2) , mw + (1 - ¢)w ~ t ~ (m + 1)w, t z z 
(4.14) 
where i = 1, 2 and c is t he speed of the w-t ime periodic t raveling wave. Thus, V(t, z) is 
a t ime-periodic solution of system (4. 14) . By T heorem 4 .2.1 and t he strong maximum 
principle , we further know that Vz(t , z ) > 0 for all t ~ 0 and x E R Let v (t , z , 'lj;) = 
(v1 (t, z ), v2 (t, z )) be the solution of (4. 14) with initial data v (O , ·, 'lj;) = 'lj; E S . Clearly, 
the solution v(t, .1;, 'lj;) of ( 4.3) wit h init ia l data 'lj; is given by v(t, x, 'lj; ) = v(t , x - ct, 'lj;) . 
We also need the following concept of upper and lower solutions for sys tem (4.14) . 
D efinition 4.3.1. A function V(t , z ) = (V1 (t , z), V2(t , z) ) is an upper solution of 
(4. 14) 4 V(t, z ) satisfies 
ail: ail: 
-'-c- ' + A·v > 0 mw <_ t <_ m.w + (1 - ..~, )w, fJt fJz ' ' - ' '~-' 
81/i 821/i 81/i - -
- · - d - - c-- F(v;1 V2 ) > 0 mw + (1- ..~,)w < t < (m + 1)w. fJt ' 8 z2 fJ z ' · ' - ' '~-' - -
Similarly, we can defin e the lower sol1dion of ( 4. 14) by reversing above inequalities. 
Lemma 4 .3.1. If 'lj; E S satisfies 
lim suP'¢(~) « E 3 « lim inf'I/J (O, 
t;--oo E;- oo 
(4.15) 
then for any E > 0, there e:rist positive number z = z(E, 'lj;) and k = k(E, '1/J ) such that 
V(O , z - z ) - {~ v (kw , z , ·tj; ) ~ V(O , z + z ) + {, Vz E R 
Pmof. W it hout loss of generality, we assume that 'lj; (z ) ~ l1 , Vz E IR and 'lj; (z ) ~ 
l2 , Vz ~ 0, where l1 , l2 E IR2 , l1 ~ E 2 , E 1 ~ l2 « E 3 . Let v+(t) = v(t , 2l1 - l2 ), 
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v-(t) = v(t, l2 ) be the spatially homogeneous solut ion of (4. 14) with the v+(o) = 
2l1 -l2 , v-(o) = l2 . Define ry(s) = ~( l+tanh(s/2)). Then ry1 = ry(l- ·ry) , ry" = ry1(1-2ry). 
Let 
IFr(e)l, t E [mw + (1 - ¢ )w, (m + l )w], e E (v-(t ), v+(t)), 1 ::::; .i i= i::::; 2}, 
and c 2: c be a fixed number. Define 
V(t, z) = v+(t )ry(z + ct) + v-(t)(1- rJ(z + ct)) . 
It is easy to sec that V(O, z) 2: 1/J(z). In order to show that V(t, z) is an upper solution 
of (4.14), we d istinguish between two cases: 
In the case where t E [mw, mw + (1- ¢)w], mE z+, we have 
ai!i ail) -
-- c-+>-V: at az 1 1 
-( +)I + - + I+(' -)1(1 ) - - I ( + I - I)+ \ ( + -, - 1) 
- V; 'T/ CV; 'T/ V; - 1] - CV; 'T/ - C V; 'T/ - V.; 'T/ /\i V; 'T/ - CV; 1] 
= (c- c)(vt - vnrJ(l - ''7) ::::: 0 
In the case where t E [nz,w + (1- ¢)w, (m + 1)w], mE z+, we obtain 
m/i ail; a2 V; - -
at - c az - d; a z2 - F;(Vl, V2) 
=(vi)'TJ + cviTJ' + (vi)' (1 - TJ) - cviTJ' - CTJ'(vi - vi)- d;TJ" (vi - vi)- F;(V) 
=r]F;(v+) + (1 - TJ )Fi(v- ) + (c- c)TJ' (vi- vi)- d;(vi- vi)TJ'(1- 2TJ)- F; (\l) 
=TJF;(v+) + (1 - 17 )Fi(v-) + r7(1 - TJ) [(c- c)- d.;(1 - 2TJ)](vi- vi)- F;(V) 
= 1rJ(1 - rJ)(v{ - v1) 2 F/ 1 (8) + 1rJ(1 - 17)(vi - v2Y F?2 (8) + '17(1- TJ) 
(v{- vl)(vi - v:;)F/2 (8) + rJ(1 - 17)[(c - c)- d;(1 - 2TJ)](vi- v;) 2: 0. 
Thus, V(t , z) is an upper solut ion of (4. 14) . 
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By the comparison principle, we have v(t , z, 1jJ ) :::; V(t , z), Vt 2: 0, z E ~. Since 
Jim v-(kw + t) = (0, v2(t)) and lim v+(kw + t) = (v~(t), 0), it follows that for any 
k~+oo k~+oo 
E > 0, t here exist posit ive number z = z(E, 7/J) and k = k(E, 1jJ) such t hat v(kw, z, 7/J) :::; 
V(O, z + z) + {, Vz E R A similar argument for the lower solut ion completes the 
proof. D 
Lemma 4.3.2. For any 7/J E S , there exist positive constants Eo, Ko, Po such that if 
for some E E (0, Eo] and z E ~~ 
7/J (· ):::; V(O, · + z) + i! 
or 
·tjJ (-) 2: V(O, · - z) - i!, 
then for all t 2: 0, 
v(t, ·, 't/J ) :::; V(t , · + z + K0E) + K0i!e-pot 
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or 
v(t, ·, '1/J ) :2: V(t , · - z- K 0c)- K0 fe - P01 • 
Pr-oof. Without loss of generality, we assume that z = 0. Let f..L± = ~ In r±, where r± 
are the spectral radius of DS(E1 ) and DS(E2 ) , respectively. From the stability of 
E 1 and E 2 , we know that { l± < 0. For the convenience of ana lysis , we rewrite system 
( 4. 14) into t he following system 
8v 
at ( 4.16) 
where D = 0, G(v1 ,v2 ) = (- )11 v1 , - A.2v2 f in bad season (t E [mw, mw + (1 - '1/J )w]) , 
whileD= diag(d1,d2 ), G(v1, v2 ) = F(v1 ,v2) in good season (t E [mw+(1- 'lj;)w, (m+ 
1)w, ]). From [66, Lemma 2.1] and the proof of [22, Lemma 2.3], we see that there 
exist positive, w-periodic function s±(t) such that v±(t) = ep.±ts±(t ) are t he solution 
of t he w-periodic system 
v'(t) = DG(V±(t ))v(t ) 
with t he initia l data v±(o) » f. Let IJ± = -t? > 0, a±(t) ·- (at (t), a~ (t)f = 
e"±tv±(t), Itr, = [V±(t)- ij, V ±(t) + iJ1 , and define 
Zo = inf{ z > 1: IIV(t, ± z) - v ±(t) ll :s; ~ ' Vz E [z, +oo), t E [O,w]} . 
It is easy to sec that c50 and z0 are well defi ned due to the fact that V ( t , ±oo) = v± ( t ) 
uniformly fort E [0, w]. 
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Let ( (-) E C 2 (IR, lR) be a function satisfying 
((z) = 1 in [1 , +oo), ((z) = 0 in ( - oo , 0], 
and 
0 ~ ('(z) ~ 1, l('' (z)l ~ 1, 'Vz E R 
Define 
A(z , t) = ((z)a+(t) + (1 - ((z))a- (t) , 
and 
Choose posit ive constants A, B, C, K such that 
C = max {max { IDGi(v) l, v E [V- (t)- f, v +(t) + f]} }, 
t,J = l ,2 O::;t,::;w 
K 2: 2(A + B + lei+ (d1 + d2) +C)/ ( min {Vi z(t, z), V2z(t, z)} ) , 
LE [O ,w],zE[-zo,zo] 
Defi ne 
V(t , z) = V(t , z + K c:B(t)) + c: A(t , z) , 
Note t hat 
where C* = sup s±(t). It easily follows that lla±(t) ll and II A(t, ·) II tend to zero 
tE[O,w] 
exponent ia lly as t --> + oo, and B(t) is uniformly bounded, Next we show that 
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v(t, ·,·t/J ):::; V(t,·) in [O,+oo) x lR provided that c is small enough. 
Since V(O, z) = V(O, z) + c(((z)a+(o) + (1 - ((z))a - (0)) 2:: V(O, z) + E , and 
v(O, z, ·tj;) = 't/; (z) ::::; V (O, z) + c, it follows that v(O, ·, ·tj;) ::::; V (O, ·). Letting the 
spatia l argument of V be z + I<cB (t) , then we have 
- av 82V av - -
L(V) := 8t- D Bz2 - c Bz - G(V1, 112) 
=v; + cK B'(t)Vz + cAt- cV,- cCAz- DVzz - cDAzz - G(Vl, V2) 
=cK B'(t )Vz + c(At - cAz - DAzz ) + G(V1 , V2) - G (Vl, V2) 
= cK B'(t)Vz + c(At- cAz - DAzz) - c 11 DG(V] + cBA1 , V2 + cBAz )Ade. 
In order to prove that V (t , ,z) is an upper solut ion of system (4.16) , we consider three 
cases: (i) z E [z0 , oo), (ii ) z E ( - oo, -z0 ], and (iii) z E [-zo, zo]. 
In t he first case, ((z) = 1, A(t, z) = a+(t) = eu+tv+(t) , and A, = Azz = 0. Then 
we have 
L(V) 2:: c(At - 11 DG(V1 + cBA1, V2 + cBAz)Ade 
=c(v+ev+tv+ + e'h DG(V+(t)) v+ -11 DG(V1 + cBA1, V2 + cBA2 )AdB) 
= c(l.!+ + 11 (DG(V+(t) )- DG(V1 + cBA1 , V2 + cBA2))dB)a+(t) 2:: 0 
in [0, oo) x [z0 , oo) provided c is small enough. Similarly, we can prove L (V ) 2:: 0 in 
t he second case. 
In the third case, denote a(t) (max {a ] ( t), at ( t)} , max {a;- ( t) , at ( t)}) T » 0. 
T hen we have 
K B' (t) Vz ;::::R max{ at (t), at (t), a ] (t) , a;- (t)} min {Vl z (t , z), V2z(t , z)} 
I.E[O,w] ,.::E [- zo ,zn] 
2: I<a(t) min {V12 (t , z), Vzz(t, z )}, 
t E[O,w] ,zE [- zo,zo] 
and 
At - cAz- DAzz - 11 DG(V1 + diAt, V2 + dJA2)AdB 
=((z)(a+(t))' + (1 - ((z))(a- (t)) ' - c('(z)(a+(t )- a- (t )) 
- D("(z)(a+(t)- a-(t)) -11 DG(V] + c:BA1 , V2 + diA2)AdB 
=((z)(l/ + + DG(V+(t))a+(t) + (1- ((z))(v- + DG(V-(t ))a-(t) 
- (c('(z) + D("( z))(a+(t) - a- (t))- .£1 DG(V1 + c:BA1 , V2 + c:BA2)AdB 
:2:( - 2A - 2B - 2icl- 2(dt + d2) - 2C)ci(t) . 
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By the defini t ion of constants A, B , C, J( , it then follows tha t L(V) :2: 0 in [0, oo) x 
[-z0 , z0] . Consequently, V(t , z ) is an upper solut ion of system (4.16). 
By the comparison principle and v(O, ·, 'lj;) ~ V(O, ·), we sec that v(t, ·, 'lj;) ~ V(t , ·). 
It t hen follows from the properties of functions A ( t, z) and B ( t) t hat t here exist 
positive constants c:0 , K0 , and p0 , such t ha t the lemma holds. 0 
Lemma 4.3.3. For any 'lj; E S , theTe exists a positive constant K 1 such that if 
11 '1/J(-)- V(O , ·)II~ c: joT some c: E (O,c:oJ, then 
llv(t, ·, '1/J ) - V(t , ·) I I ~ K tc: , Yt :2: 0. 
Proof. Letting z = 0 in Lemma 4.3.2, we see that there exist posit ive constants Ko , Po 
such t hat 
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It follows t hat 
v (t , ·, 7/J) - V (t , ·) :S V (t , · + Koc) - V (t , ·) + KoE.'e-pot, 
and 
v(t, ·, 7/J)- V (t , ·) 2:': V(t , ·- K0c) - V (t , ·)- J(0{e-pot. 
Since V (t , z) is bounded on lR x [0, w], it follows from t he local regularity and a priori 
estimates for parabolic equations t hat Vz is bounded on lR x [0, w]. Theu it is easy to 
see that there exists constant /(1 > 0 such t hat 
llv(t ·, 7/J)- V(t, ·)II :S K1 E, \:It 2:': 0. 
This complete the proof. D 
Now we arc in a posit ion to prove the main result of this sect ion . 
Theorem 4.3.1. Let V (t , x- ct) be a monotone periodic traveling wave solution of 
system (4 .3) and v(t , x, 7/J) be the solution of (4.3) with v(O, ·, 7/J) = 7/J (-) E S. Then 
f or any 'lj; E S satisfying (4. 15) , there exist s ~, E lR such that limt~oo ll v (t , x, 7/J) -
V (t , x - ct + s,t> ) II = 0 uniformly f or :r: E JR . MoreoveT, any periodic tmvel?:ng wave 
solution of (4 .3) connecting v - (t) to v +(t) is a translation of V. 
Pmof. Let r2 = [£ 1, E 2Jx, and assume t ha t 7jJ E S satisfi es (4.15) . Define IT t('tf; ) := 
v(t, ·, 7/J), t ~ 0, that is {IIt} t>o is the periodic semiflow as. ociated with periodic 
system (4. 14) . Let P : S ---t S be the Poincare map determined by { I1t} 1~0 , that is, 
P ('tj;) := ITw('tf;) = v(w, ·, 7/J), 7jJ E S . Then P is monotone on S and p n('ljJ ) = I1nw(7/J) . 
By Lemmas 4.3.1 and4.3.2, there exist a posit ive integer k and a large number z such 
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that 
holds for a ll (t, z) E [kw, oo) x JR. Letting t = nw, we sec that {P" ( 'Ijl )}~=l is a 
bounded sequence in X. Note that V(t, z) approaches v±(t) as z---+ ± uniformly 
for tE [O,w]. By Ascoli-Arzcla theorem, it then follows that /+('V;) := {P"('Ijl)}n2:0 
is precompact in X , and hence, the omega limi t set w('ljl ) is nonempty, compact 
and invaria nt . Letting a = z + K 0c0 , and t = mw ---+ oo in (4.17) , we then get 
w('ljl) C I := [V(O, · -a), V(O, · + a)]x . Define h(s) = V(O, · + s), Vs E [-a, a] . Then 
his a monotone homeomorphism from [-a, a] onto a subset J C I . By Lemma 4.3.3, 
each h(s) i · a stable fixed point for P : S ---+ S . Clearly, each ¢ E i satisfies (4.15), 
and hence,/+(¢) is precompact. By T heorem 1.1.2, it suffices to verify condit ion (3a) 
to obtain the convergence of 1+ (·V; ). 
Assume that V(O , · + s0 ) < w((Po ) for some s0 E [- a, a), a nd ¢ 0 E f. T hen for each 
¢ E w(¢0 ), we have V(O, · + s0 ) < ¢( ·) and V(O, · + s0 ) ¢. ¢(-) for all¢ E w(¢0 ). By 
t he strong maximum principle, it follows t hat 
V(t, z + s0 ) « l1t(¢)(z ), Vz E JR , t 2: w. 
Letting t = w, we get V (O, z + s0 ) « P(cjJ)(z ), Vz E JR. By the invariance of w(¢0 ) for 
P , it follow t hat 
V(O, z + s0 ) « ¢(z), V¢ E w(¢o), z E JR. 
Since lim,~± V,(O, z) = 0, we can choose a large positive number b E (a, oo) such 
t hat 6 := suplzl 2:b-a i1Vz(O,z)ll ~ 4 j<o· By the compactness of w(¢o), there exists 
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ao E (so, a) such that 
V(O, z + a0 ) « ¢(z), Vz E [-b, b], ¢ E w(¢o). 
For any fixed ¢ E w ( ¢0 ) , t here exists a sequence n1 _____, oo such that p n1 ( ¢0 ) _____, ¢ 
as j _____, oo. Fix a n1 such that 
IIP"1 (¢o)- ¢11 ~ 8(ao - so) . 
Since V(O, z + a0 ) « ¢(z ), Vz E [-b, b], and 
V(O, z +so) - V(O, z + ao) « ¢(z)- V(O, z + ao), Vz E JR., 
we have 
Pn1 ( ¢0 )(z) - V(O, z + a0 ) =Pn1 (¢o)(z) - ¢(z ) + ¢(z) - V (O, z + ao) 
~ - (ao- so)l - sup IIV(O, z +so) - V (O, z + ao) lie 
lzl~b 
~- (ao - so)l- (ao - so)l 
=- 2(ao- .so)l. 
By Lemma 4.3 .2, it follows that 
II t(P111 (¢o)) ~ V(t , · + ao- 2Ko(ao- .so)8) - 2Ko (ao - so)le- pot, Vt > 0. 
Letting t = (nj - ni.:)w and j _____, oo, we get 
¢(-) ~ V(O, · + a0 - 2Ko(ao - so)8) ~ V (O, · + (ao + so)/ 2). 
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Let s 1 = ao~so , then s 1 E (s0 , ao) s::;: [so , a o], and V (O, · + s ,) :=; X ¢ (·) . By the 
arbitrariness of ¢ E w(¢0 ) , we have V(O, · + si) :=;x w(¢o) . 
By Theorem 1.1.2, there exists s . .p E [-a, a], such tha t w('lj; ) = h(s..p) = V(O, · +s..p ). 
Thus, lim P" ('lj; ) = V (O, · + s..;)), and hence lim IID1.('1/J) - V(t , · + s..;J)II = 0. Since 
n ___,oo n -+oo 
v(t , .'E ,'I/J) = v(t ,x - ct ,'lj;) = D1('1j; )(x - ct ), 
we have lim llv(t, .'E, '1/J) - V (t , x - ct + s..p ) II = 0 uniformly for x E JR. 
n____.oo 
Let V (t , x-Ct ) be a t ime-periodic traveling wave solution of system ( 4.3) connecting 
v - (t ) to v +(t) . Clearly, V(O, ·) satisfies (4.15) in Lemma 4.3.1. By what we have 
proved above, there exists .s..p E IR such t hat 
lim liV(t, . - a ) - V (t, .- ct + .5.1/J)II = 0. 
l --+00 
By change of variable i = x - ct , we then have 
lim liV(t, · + (c- c)t)- V (t , · + s..p)ll = 0. 
t--->oo 
Letting t = nw, we get lim V(O, . + (c - c)nw) = V(O, . + s..p ). Since V(O, -oo) = 
'/l-+00 
E 1 , V(O, oo) = £ 2 , and V(O , ·) is strictly increasing on IR, we obtain c = c, and hence, 
V (t , ·) = llt(V(O, ·) ) = ll1.(V(O, · + s . .p) ) = V(t , · + s..p ) for all t 2 0. 0 
4 .4 Numerical simulations 
In t his sect ion, we present some numerical simula tions to illustrate our analyt ic results . 
By T heorem 4.3.1 , we know that the original compet it ion system (4 .2) admits a 
unique bistable t raveling wave up to translation, which is globally stable with phase 
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shift . In order to simula te this result, we t runcate the infini te domain IR to fi nite 
domain [- £, L], where L is sufficient ly large. We solve t he linear equations and 
discrctizc t he solutions for bad seasons, while we apply the di fference method to 
discrctiz.c t he system for good seasons wi t h the Neumann boundary condit ion. Let 
)q = 1/ 10, A2 = 1/ 12, d1 = 1, d2 = 1/2, 1'1 = 1/ 4, 1'2 = 1/ 5, 0 = 1/ 5, (3 = 9/ 10, 
K 1 = 80, 1<.."2 = 40, w = 20, ¢ = 1/ 2. The evolut ion of two populations and the 
numerical periodic bistable t raveling wave arc observed in F igure 4. 1 for L = 200 
with the ini tia l conditions: 
1/ 10, -200 :=::;X:=::; - 150; 
1/ 10 + (u7- 1/5)(x + 150)/300, - 150 :=::; x :=::; 150; 
150 :=::; X :=::; 200 . 
u; - 1/ 10, -200 :=::;X:=::; - 150; 
1/ 10- (u2 - 1/5)(x- 150)/300, -150 :=::; x :=::; 150; 
1/ 10, 150 :=::; X :=::; 200. 
Here u7 = 67.7073 and u2 = 31.8550 arc calculated by the the follow ing formulas 
which arc given in the proof of [22, Lemma 2.1]: 
* 1((1 - e>.;(l-cf>)w- r·;¢w) 
'U = --~------~--~ 
'· 1 - e-·r,cpw . 
It is well known t hat t he sign of the wave speed of t he bistable traveling wave 
V(t, :r - ct) is very important since it tells us which species wins the competition. 
!Vlathcmatically, if c > 0 ( < 0), then the wave profile move to the right (left) in t he 
:r-axis . In order to observe t he direction of the t raveling wave, that is, t he sign of 
the wave speed c under the given pa rameters, we plot u 1 and 'U2 components with 
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0 -200 0 -200 
(a) Population tt1. (b) Population u2. 
Figure 4.1: The evolution of u1 and u2 to a periodic traveling wave. 
t = nw, n = 0, 1, 2, ... , 10 in Figure 4.2. We can see, under the given parameters, that 
the solution rapidly converges to a numerical wave profile, and the sign of the wave 
speed is negative. In fact, if we exchange the given parameter values corresponding 
to population u1 and u2 , respectively, then we observe from Figure 4.3 and 4.4 that 
the wave speed is positive. Moreover , if we assume the corresponding parameter 
values arc equal , for example, letting )q = .\2 = 1/ 10, d1 = d2 = 1, T1 = T2 = 1/ 4, 
a = f3 = 9/10, K1 = K 2 = 80, w = 20, and ¢ = 1/2, then we can observe, from 
Figure 4.5 and 4.6, that the wave speed is 0, that is, the propagation failure occurs. 
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Figure 4.2: ·u1 and u2 at different times t = nw, n = 0, 1, 2, .. . , 10. 
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(a) Popula tion ·n 1• (b) Population '112-
Figure 4.3 : The evolution of u 1 and 1.1.2 to a periodic t raveling wave. 
(a) Population u.1 . (b) Populatiou -u2 . 
Figure 4.4: v.1 and u2 at different times t = nw, n = 0, 1, 2, ... , 10. 
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(a) Popula tion u 1• (b) Population u2 . 
Figure 4.5: The evolution of u 1 and u2 to a periodic traveling wave. 
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Figure 4.6: tt 1 and u2 at different times t = nw, n = 0, 1, 2, ... , 10. 
Chapter 5 
A Reaction-Diffusion Lyme Disease 
Model with Seasonality 
5.1 Introduction 
Lyme disease is a commonly reported t ick-borne illness, which was named after Lyme, 
Connecticut, where the first outbreak in humans in North America was recognized in 
1975. The disease is caused by the bacterium , B orrelia b1trgdorfeT"i, which is t rans-
mitted to humans through the bite of infected ticks. The ticks live for about two 
years with t hree feeding stages: larva, nymph and adult . Larval and nymphal ticks 
primarily feed on mice and adult t icks feed on deer. Larvae that obtain a blood meal 
drop off t heir host (mice) and then grow up to the nymphs . These nymphs quest their 
host (mice) for their blood meal. If they succeed , the nymphs pass the spirochete to 
susceptible mice and ma ture to adults . Adults feed almost exclusively on deer and 
mate t here. Female adults eventually drop off the deer and lay their eggs nearby, and 
die. Larvae hatch and acquire t he spirochete when t hey attack an infected mice for 
their blood meal. Another tick to mouse to t ick infection cycle happens again. For 
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more information about the infection of Lyme disease, we refer to [4, 5, 38, 42, 43, 44] 
and references therein . 
In order to study the effect of vector 's stage structure on t he transmission dynam-
ics and disease spreading velocity, Caraco et al. [5] proposed a reaction and diffusion 
model for t he Lyme disease in t he nor theast United States. The model t reats pop-
ulation densit ies at locations x := (x1 , x2 ) in a continuous two-dimensional space 0 , 
and parameters for birth, death, infection, and developmental advance arc all posit ive 
constants . Recently, Zhao [68] studied t he global dynamics of th is spatial model for 
Lyme dil:>Cal:>c. Note that this model ignores t he seasonal pattern in abundances and 
activit ies of different s tages. As mentioned in [2], seasonal variations in temperature, 
ra infall and resource availabili ty arc ubiquitous and can exert strong pressures on pop-
ulation dynamics. For Lyme disease, t he t icks develop slowly or become less active 
in colder temperatures (sec [44]) , and the rainfall is also cri t ically important for the 
development, survival and act ivit ies of t icks (sec [48]) . According to t he report from 
Public Health Agency of Canada on Lyme disease cases in Ontario between 1999-2004 
[70], most cases occurred in late spring and summer , when the young ticks are most 
active and people arc outdoors more often . To take seasonal infl uences into account, 
we modi fy Caraco et al.'s model to a reaction and diffusion model in periodic environ-
ment . Since t he t ick development and activities arc strongly affected by temperatures 
[42, 43, 44], we assume that the development rates of ticks and their act ivity rates (bit-
ing rates) arc t ime-dependent . Another assumption is t he self- regulation mechanism 
for t he t ick population, as discussed in [5] . We assume that t he self-regulation pro-
cess is mainly due to t he carrying capacity of hosts and some density-dependent death 
terms. Let M(t, x) and m(t, x) be the densit ies of susceptible and pathogen-infected 
mice; L(t, :r;) be the density of questing larvae; V(t , .7:) and v(t, x ) be the densities 
of la rvae infesting susceptible and pathogen-infected mice; N(t, x ) and n(t, x) be the 
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densities of susceptible and infectious questing nymphs; A(t, x ) and a(t , :r:) be the 
densities of uninfccted and pathogen-infected adult t icks, at time t and location x. 
From the aforementioned assumptions and the flow digram Figure 5.1. we obtain the 
following model: 
oM ( NI + m) 
ot = D!vii::!.M + rM(M + m) 1- J(M - J.L J\!I M- cx2(t )(3Mn, 
om . 
ot = D!oill::!.m + cx2(t)(3Mn- {tMm, 
aL at= r(t)(A +a)- PLL- cx1(t)L(M + m), 
av at = D11JI::!.V + cx, (t)ML - V(O"(t) + JLv)- 6v(V + v)V, 
ov 
-
0 
= DMI::!.v + cx 1 (t)mL - v(O"(t ) + J.L v ) - 611 (V + v)v, (5.1 ) 
t 
aN 
ot = O"(t)[V + (1- f3r)v]- Nb + cx2(t )(M + m) + J.LN ], 
~:, = f3rO"(t)v - n b + cx2(t)(M + m) + J.LN], 
a A at= Df-II::!.A + cx2(t)N[M + (1- f3r )m] - J.L AA- 6A(A + a) A , 
a a 
at = D/-{l::!.a + cx2 (t)[(M + m)n + f3TmN]- J.LAa - 6A(A + a)a, 
where !::!.. = pa~ + ~882c is the Laplacian operator on IR.2 . All constant parameters arc x l x2 
positive, and r(t), cx1 (t), O" (t ), and cx2(t ) are nonnegative w-periodic functions. T he 
biological interpretations for t he parameters arc listed in the Table 5.1. \ll/c further 
assume that rM > J.LM , (3 E (0, 1), and f3r E (0, 1). 
Our main purpose in this chapter is to study the global dynamics of system (5.1) in 
both bounded and unbounded spatial domain. In section 5.2, we obtain a threshold 
result on the global dynamics of (5.1) in a bounded domain 0. In section 5.3, we 
establish the existence of the spreading speed of the disease and its coincidence with 
the minimal wave speed for periodic traveling waves of system (5 .1 ) when 0 is un-
bounded. In section 5.4, we present a case study on t he transmission of Lyme disease 
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(a) T he ~chemat ic diagram for mice. 
(b) T he schematic diagram for t icks. 
Figure 5. 1: The ~chcmatic diagram for Lyme disease. Sec Table 5.1 for parameter 
descriptions. 
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Table 5. 1: The biological interpretations for parameters in Lyme disease model (5.1 ) . 
. ,.A, The individual birth rate of mice. 
Kfi.J Carrying capacity for mice. 
JLAJ Mortality rate per mouse. 
D AI Diffusion coefficients for mice. 
D H Diffusion coefficients for deer. 
J.LL Mortality rate per que ting t ick larva. 
/.LI' Mortality rate per feeding tick larva. 
J.LN Mortality rate per questing tick nymph. 
J..LJI Mortality rate per adult t ick. 
Sv Self-regulation coeffi cient for tick larva. 
JA Self-regulat ion coefficient for adult t ick. 
(J Susceptibility to infection in mice. 
(Jr Susceptibility to infection in ticks. 
"' Biting rate per nymph to humans. 
1·(t) The individual birth rate of tick at t ime t. 
a(t) The individual development rate of nymph at t imet. 
a 1 (t) The individual bi t ing rate of larva to mice at t ime t . 
a 2 (t) The individual bi t ing rate of nymph to mice at timet. 
in Port Dove, Ontario. A short discussion section completes the chapter in section 
5.5. 
5.2 Threshold dynamics in a bounded domain 
In t his section, we consider system (5.1) in a bounded domain n c IR2 with smooth 
boundary an. We assume that all popnlations remain confined to the domain n for 
a ll t ime, and hence, the model system (5.1) is subject to the eumann boundary 
conditions: 
a ~!f arn av av a A aa ~= - =-= - =- =- = 0 av av av av av a/ ' 
where :v represents the differentiation a long the OUtward normal I/ to an. 
For the convenience of mathematical analysis, we make a change of variables M = 
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M + m, V = V + v, N = N + n, A = A+ a for system (5.1) . It then follows that 
system (5.1) is equivalent to t he following one: 
aM ( M) 8t = DM!iM + TM M 1- ](/If -}J,MM , 
aL 7ft = r-(t)A - J.l·LL- c~1 (t)LM , 
av 2 7ft = DM!i V + a 1 (t)ML - V(a(t) + JJ, v) - Ov V , 
aN 
at = a(t)V- N [r + a2(t)M + Jl, N], 
aA N 2 8t = DH!iA + a2(t) M- {LAA - oAA ' 
am 
at = DM!im + a2(t );3(M- m)n- Ji,fi,JTn, 
av 
at = DM!iv + a l (t)mL- v(a(t) + JJ,v)- Ov Vv, 
an . 
at = /3ra(t)v- n[r + a2(t)M + JJ,N], 
a a 
-a = DH!ia + a2(t) [M n + /3rm(N - n)] - Ji,AO. - oAAa, 
t 
(5 .2) 
Note t hat t he first five equations in (5 .2) do not depend on the others. In addition, 
by t he condi tion TM > Jl,M and a standard convergence result on the logistic type 
reaction-diffusion equation (see, e.g. , Theorem 3.1.5 and the proof of Theorem 3.1.6 
in [67]) , it follows that for any M(O , ·) E C(O , IR~)\ {0} , we have 
Ji,M lim M (t ,:x;) = KM(1 - - ) := Q 
t - oo TM 
uniformly for x = (.x1 , x 2) E 0. Thus, we first analyze the global dynamics of the 
following limi t ing system: 
8L 
!l = r(t) A - L[,uL + a 1 (t) Q], 
ut 
av ) 2 at = Dtl'/ 6. V + a 1 (t)QL - V(a(t) + ,uv - b"v V , 
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aN 8t = a(t)V- N [r + o·2(t)Q +.UN], (5.3) 
8A N 2 7ft = D116.A + a2(t) Q - .UAA- b"A A . 
Let X = C(O, ~4 ), x+ = C(O, ~~), anci r(t , a:, y) be the Green function associated 
with the Laplacian operator 6. and the Neumann boundary condit ion, and define 
[Tl (t , s )¢1] (x) = e- J: (J• L+<>t (r)Q)dr ¢1 (x ), 
[T2(t, s)¢2](x) = e- J:(a(r)+Jtv)dr 1 r(DAI(t- s), x, y)¢2(y)dy, 
[T:.~(t , s)¢:.~](.x) = e- .r:("Y+<>2(r)Q+J'N)dr ¢3 (x), 
['J:1(t ,s)¢4 j(.x) = e-J• A(I.--') r f (DH(t- s),x,y)¢4(y)dy . 
./n 
Then system (5.3) can be written as the following integral equations: 
L(t , x) = T1 (t, O)L(O, x) + t T1 (t, s )r(s )A (s, x )ds, 
./o 
V(t, :r:) = T2 (t, O)V(O, x) + t T2 (t, s)(a1 (s)QL(s, x)- b"v V2(s, x) )ds, 
.fo 
N(t , x) = T.3 (t, O)N (O, x) + 1t T3 (t , s)a(s)V(s, x)ds, (5.4) 
A (t, x) = T4(t, O)A(O , x) + 1'· 'I:1(t, s)(a2(s)QN(s, x)- 6;~A2 (s, x))ds. 
By the theory of abstract semilinear integral equations in [41], it fo llows that for any 
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¢ E x+ , system (5.4) admit~ a unique nonnegative and non-continuable solution 
u(t, x, ¢) := (L(t , x, ¢), V (t, x , ¢),N(t, x, ¢), A (t, x, ¢ )) 
on [0, a¢) with u(O, ·, ¢ ) =¢.Moreover, it follow~ from [41, Proposition 1 and Remark 
1.4] that system (5.4) admits the comparison principle. 
Note that the spatially homogeneous system of (5.3) is t he following periodic sys-
tem of ordinary different ial equations: 
dL dt = r(t)A- L[J.LL + a 1 (t)Q], 
dV ) ( 2 
- = a 1(t QL- V a(t) + J.Lv)- c5vV , dt 
dN 
-d = a(t)V - N ['y + a2(t)Q + J.L N], 
.t 
dA ? dt = a2(t)NQ- J.LAA - c5A A -, 
and every nonnegative solution (L(t), V (t ),N(t ),A(t)) of (5.5) satisfies 
(5.5) 
provided A > (maxo::;t::;w r(t) - ~tA) /6A. It then follows that solut ions of (5.5) are 
ultimately bounded in !R~ and exist for all t E [0, oo ). 
Linearing system (5.5) at (0, 0, 0, 0), we get the following linear cooperative system: 
dL = r(t)A - L [J.L L + a 1 (t )Q], dt 
dV dt = a 1 (t )QL - V(a (t) + J.Lv ), 
clN 
- l- = a (t)V - Nb + a2(t)Q + JLN], 
Gt 
clA 
-d = a2(t)NQ - J.LAA. 
t 
(5.6) 
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Let T1 be the spectral rad ius of the Poinca6 map associa ted with system (5 .6). Then 
it is easy to see T1 is the principa l F loquet mult iplier of system (5 .6). Furt her we have 
t he following result. 
Lemma 5 .2.1. The following statements aTe valid: 
(i) ljT1 :S 1, then (0,0, 0,0) is globally asymptotically stable joT (5 .5) in IR!. 
(ii) If T 1 > 1, then (5.5) admits a unique positive w-peTiodic solution u*(t) ·-
( L * ( t), V* ( t ), N * ( t ), A* ( t)), which is globally asymptotically stable joT ( 5. 5) in 
IR! \ {0} . 
h(x1,x2, x3,x4 ) = T(t )x4 - xl [/1-£ + a 1(t )Q], 
}2 (x1, x2, x3, x4 ) = a1 (t )Qx1 - x2(0"(t) + 11-v) - 6vx~, 
h(xJ, x2 , X3, x4) = O"(t)xz- x3b + az(t )Q + /1-N ], 
J4(xJ,:c2,x3,:c" ) = a 2(t)x3Q- fl. AX4- 6Ax~. 
It is easy to verify that J; 2: 0 for any x = (x1,x2,x;1,x4) E IR! with x; = 0, 
and t he Jacobia n matrix of f( x 1 , :r:2 , :r:3 , x 4 ) is cooperative for a ny :c E IR! . Thus, 
the solu t ion semiflow {IT,J ~, ;::: 0 determined by (5.5) is monotone in the sense t hat 
IT1 (:r;) 2: 111 (y) provided :r; 2: y in IR!. Next , we show that IT1. is strongly mono-
tone for all t 2: 3w, that is, ITt(x ) » IT t(Y ) whenever t 2: 3w and x > y . Let 
:r: (t ) := (x1(t), :c2 (t),:r;3(t),x4(t)) = ITt(xo ), y(t) := (y1(t),y2(t) ,y3(t ),y4(t) ) = ITt(Yo) , 
and z(t) := (z1 (t), z2(t), z:3(t), z4(t )) = x(t) - y(t). T hen z(t) satisfies t he following 
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equations: 
dz 1 dt = r(t) z" - z, [f.lL + a 1 (t)QJ, 
dz2 dt = a1 (t)Qz, - z2(a(t) + f.lv + 8v(:1:2(t) + Y2(t))), 
dz3 dt = a(t)z2- z3b + a2(t)Q + {LN], (5.7) 
dz4 dt = a2(t)Qz3 - z4(J.I·A + 8.4(x4(t) + y4 (t))). 
Now it suffices to prove z(t) » 0, \:It ~ 3w , whenever z(O) = x0 -Yo > 0. Denote 
~; = A(t)z, where A(t) := (a. iJ (t)) , 1 ::; i,j::; 4, is the coefficient matrix of the right 
hand side of (5 .7). Since O.;j(t) ~ 0. i =/= j, we have ~ ~ ai;(t)z;, 1 ::; i ::; 4. Using 
this fact, we can see t hat z;(t) remains positive for a ll t ~ t* if it becomes so at 
t = t*. Then it suffices to show that at least one of the component becomes strictly 
positive, and t hat once this happens, a ll other components will eventually becomes 
strictly positive. Note t hat z(O) > 0 impl ies that at least one of the component of 
z (O) is strictly positive. Without loss of generality, we suppose z1 (0) > 0. From above 
a nalysis, we know that z1(t) > 0 for a ll t ~ 0. Now we claim that t here exists t 1 E [O,w] 
such t hat z2(t 1) > 0. Otherwise, we have z2 (t) = 0, \ft E [0, w]. From z2 equation 
in (5.7) , we further derive that a 1 (t)Qz1 = 0,\:ft E [O,w]. Since a 1(t) is periodic and 
not identically zero, t here must be some l E [0, w] such that z1 (l) = 0, which is a 
contradiction . Similarly, by z3 equation in (5 .7) and the fact t hat a(t) is periodic and 
not identically zero, we can prove there exists t2 E [t1 , t 1 + w] such that z3(t2) > 0. 
Furthermore, I y the z4 equation in (5.7) and the properties of a 2 (t), we sec that there 
exists t 3 E [t2 , t2 + w] such that z4(t3) > 0. Since t 3 E [0, 3w], we have proved that 
I1t is s trongly monotone when t ~ 3w. Clearly, other cases can be proved in a similar 
way. Therefore, I13w is strongly monotone. It is easy to see that j (x1, x2, x3 , x4) is 
strictly subhornogcneous in the sense that f( s.x1 ,s:r:2,sx3,sx") > sj (xJ,x2,.T3,x4) for 
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a ll s E (0, 1) and (x1 , .x2 , x 3 , x4 ) E int(IR~) . By Theorem 1.1.3, as applied to TI3w, 
it follows t hat s tatement (i) is va lid , an l that in t he case of T t > 1, there exists 
a unique 3w-periodic solution u*(t) := (L*(t ), V* (t) ,N *(t ), A*(t )), which is globally 
asymptotically stable for a ll solutions of (5.5) with init ia l values in IR~ \ {0}. Clearly, 
u*(O) i · a unique fixed point of TI3w. By the proper t ies of the periodic scmiflovv, we 
fur t her get 
which implies tha t Tiw(-u*(O)) is a lso a fixed point of TI3w . By the uniqueness of the 
fixed point o f TI3w, it follows t hat ITw(u*(O)) = u*(O). Thus , u*( t ) is a w-pcriod ic 
solut ion of (5.5) a nd statement (ii ) is valid. 0 
By Lemma 5 .2.1 a nd t he comparison principle, we kl1ow t hat solu tions of system 
(5.3) a rc ul t imately bounded in X+, a nd hence, CJq, = oo for a ll ¢ E x +. Let <Pt : 
x + __, x +, t 2 0, be the solut ion semifiow associa ted wit h (5.3), t ha t is, <Dt(¢) = 
u(t , ·, ¢) , V¢ E x +. Define a linear opera tor £(t)¢ = (T1(t, 0)¢ t, 0, T3(t , 0)¢3, 0), a nd 
S(t)¢ = (1' T1 (t , s)T(s)A (s, ·, ¢)ds, V(t , ·, ¢), 1t T3(t , s)o(s)V(s ·, ¢)ds, A (t, ·, ¢)) . 
Then <P1(¢) = £ (t )¢ + S(t)¢. By t he same decomposit ion argument as in the proof 
of [68, Lemma 3.1 ], it follows that <Pt is a n a-con traction operator for any given 
t > 0. Combining t he arguments in Lemma 5.2.1 a nd the posit ivity resul t for reaction-
diffusion equations, we can fur t her show that <Pt is strongly positive for a ll t 2 3w, 
t hat is, <P1• ( ¢) » 0 for any t 2 3w and ini t ia l d ata ¢ > 0 in x +. otc t hat solutions 
of system (5.5) a rc a lso solut ions of t he reaction-di ffus ion system (5.3) subject to 
eumann bo unda ry condit ions . T hus, Lemma 5.2 .1 and t he standard comparison 
principle a rguments give rise to the following result. 
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Theorem 5.2.1. For any given ¢ E x +, let u(t, ·, ¢) be the solution of (5.3) with 
u(O, ·, ¢) = ¢. Then the following two statement are valid: 
(i) If Ti :::; 1, then (0, 0, 0, 0) is globally asymptotically stable for- (5 .3) in x+. 
(ii) Jf TJ > 1, then u*(t) is globally asymptotically stable ./01' (5.3) in X +\{0}. 
ext we consider t he global dynamics of the following limiting system: 
om 
ot = Dtv1f:::.m + a2(t){J(Q - m)n- /1kim , 
~v = D fl'1t::.v + a 1(t)mL*(t)- v(a(t ) + ftv ) - 8vV*(t )v, 
ut 
on {)t = {Jya(t)v - n[-y + 0'2(t)Q + {LN], (5.8) 
0
8a = DHt::.a + a 2(t)[Qn + fJrm(N *(t) - n)]- {LAa- 8A A *(t)a. t 
Let Y = C(D, [0 , Q] x IR~) x C(D, IR+) · I t then follows that any ¢ E Y , system 
(5 .8) admits a. unique solut ion w(t, x, ¢ ) := (m(t , x, ¢), v(t, x, ¢ ) , n (t , x, ¢) , a(t, x, ¢)) 
on [O,oo) with w(O, ·,¢) = ¢,and w(t, : t,¢) E Y,Vt > 0. Moreover, by the ultimate 
boundncss of V ,N , A , we sec that w(t,x,¢) is also ultimately bounded . 
ote that t he spatially homogeneous system associated with (5. ) is the following 
system: 
dm 
-d = a2(t) {J (Q - rn)n - /1 Mm, 
t 
:~ = ai(t)mL*(t)- v(a(t) + ftv)- 8vV*(t)v, 
dn dt = fJra(t)v- n[-y + a2(t)Q + fLN ], (5.9) 
~~ = a2(t)[Qn + fJrm(N*(t)- n)]- fLACL- 8A A *(t)a, 
and (0, 0, 0, 0) is an w-pm·iodic solut ion of (5.9) . Linearizing system (5.9) at (0 , 0, 0, 0), 
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we get the following linear system 
dm dt = cr-2(t)f3Qn- f.l·Mm, 
~~ = cr.1 (t)mL*(t) - v(iT (t ) + fLv) - OvV*(t)v, 
dn dt = f3riT(t)v- nb + etz(t)Q + JLN], (5.10) 
~~ = cr.2(t)Qn + /3ret2 (t)N *(t)m- ~LAa- O;~A* (t)a. 
In order to introduce t he basic reproduction ratio for system (5.9), we follow the 
procedure in [59]. Vle rewrite system (5 .10) as ~~- = (F(t) - V(t))u, where 
V(t) = 
F(t) = 
0 
() 
0 iT(t) + f.l·v + Ov V*(t) 
() 
0 
- f3yiT(t) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
')' +etz(t)Q + ttN 0 
-cr.2(t)Q ~tA + O;~A*(t) 
Let Y(t ,s), t 2 s , be the evolution operator of the linear system ~~- = -V(t)u. 
T hat is, for each s E IR, the matrix Y (t , s ) satisfies 
d dtY(t,s) = - V (t)Y(t,s ), Vt 2 s, Y (s ,s) = I , 
where I is t he 4 x 4 identity matrix. 
Let Cw be t he Banach space of all w-periodic funct ions from IR to IR2 , equipped with 
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t he maximum norm. Suppose¢( s) E Cw is t he initial distribution of infect ious individ-
uals in this periodic environment, then F (s)¢(s ) is the ra te of new infections produced 
by the infected individuals who were int roduced at time s, and Y (t , s) F (s)¢(s ) rep-
resents the distribution of t hose in fected individuals who were newly infected at t ime 
s and remain in the infected compart ments at time t for t 2': s. Hence, 
l i Y (t , s)F(s)¢(s )cls = roo Y(t , t - T)F(t- T)¢(t- T)clT -oo Jo 
gives t he distribution of accumulative new infection at t ime t produced by all those 
infected individuals ¢(s) introduced at previous t ime. Defi ne a linear operator L : 
Cw ---t Cw by 
(Lcj;)(t) = 1'00 Y (t, t - T)F(t - T)cj;(t - T)clT, Vt E JR, c/J E Cw · 
According to [3, 59], we define the basic reproduction ratio to be R0 := r (L ), where 
r (L) is t he spectral radius of L. 
Let T2 be the principle F loquet multiplier of the linear system (5. 10) . Then The-
orem 1.3.1 implies that R0 - 1 has the same sign as r 2 - 1. Thus, (0 , 0, 0, 0) is 
asymptotically stable if R0 < 1, and unstable if R0 > 1. 
Since the fi rst three equations in system (5.9) do not depend on the fourth one, 
we consider t he following subsystem of system (5.9): 
elm dt = o:2(t){3(Q- m)n- J.lf\.fm , 
~~ = o:1(t)mL*(t) - v(a(t ) + J.Lv )- OvV*(t)v, (5 .11) 
cln ] dt = f3Ta(t)v- n['-y + o:2 (t)Q + J.lN . 
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Let r-3 be t he principle Floquet multiplier of the following periodic linear !:iystem: 
drn ( ) 
-d = a2 t (3Qn - f.L MTn, 
,t 
dv = a 1 (t)mL*(t)- v(o-(t) + f.Lv)- 6vV*(t)v , dt (5.12) 
cln 
cit = f3ro-(t)v- Tt['"Y + o'2(t)Q + JLN]· 
Comparing system (5 .10) and (5. 12), it is easy to see tha t T3 - 1 has the same sign as 
r 2 - 1. T hen we have the following threshold result for system (5.9) in terms of R0 . 
Lemma 5.2.2. The following statements ar-e valid: 
(i) If R0 ::=:; 1, then (0,0,0,0) is globally asymptotically stable for (5.9) in [0, Q] x IRt . 
(ii) If R0 > 1, then (5.9) admits a unique positive w-peTiodic solution w*(t) := 
(rn*( t ), v*(t), n*(t), a*(t)), which is globally asymptotically stable for (5.9) in 
([O,Qj x IR~\ {0} ) x !R+ . 
Pmof. We first show that the following threshold resul t hold for system (5.11): 
(a) If T3 ::=:; 1, t hen (0,0,0) is globally asymptotically stable for (5. 11) in [0, Q] x IR~. 
(b) If r-3 > 1, then (5.11) has a positive w-periodic solut ion (rn*(t),v*(t ),n*(t)), 
which is globally asymptotically stable for (5.11) in ([0 , Q] x IR~)\ {0}. 
Let 'fiJ(t, w0 ) be the nonnegative solution of system (5 .11) wit h initial data w0 E 
[O, Q] x IR~. Denote X(t) = t,~ (t,fi.J0 ) . T hen X(t) = (xii(t)hx3 satisfies 
X'(t) = A(t)X(t) , X(O) = I , 
where A (t) = (aij(t)hx3 is the Jacobian matrix of the right hand side of system 
(5.11) evaluated at (m., v, n) = ·w(t , w0 ) . Since aii(t) 2: 0, ·i =I= j , 'lit 2: 0, we have 
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<j(t) ~ a;i(t )xi1(t) , Yt ~ 0, 1 :::; i,j :::; 3. It t hen follows that x;1(t ) > 0 for all 
t ~ t* provided .'I.:;J( t*) > 0 for some t* ~ 0. Since X;;(O) = 1, we have :r;; (t) > 0 
for all t ~ 0, 1 :::; i :::; 3. We further prove that .T;j (t) > 0 for all t ~ 2w. Note that 
X;J ( t) , i =/= j , satisfy the following equations: 
.1.:'dt) = -(a2(t)/3n(t) + fl./If )xl2(t ) + a2(t)/3(Q- m(t))x32(t), 
.T '13 (t) = -(a2(t)/3n(t) + fLAJ )x13(t) + a2(t)!3(Q- m(t))x33(t), 
x;1(t) = a 1(t )L*(t)x 11(t) - (a(t) + J.Lv + V*(t)bv):r;2J(t) , 
.?;;3 (t) = a 1(t) L*(t)x13(t)- (o-(t ) + J.Lv + V*(t )bv)x23(t) , 
.-z;; 1 (t) = /3ra (t)x21 (t) + ('y + a2(t)Q + f.LN )x31 (t), 
x;2(t ) = /3ra (t)xn(t) + ('y + a2(t )Q + f.L N )x32(t) . 
Since x;;(t) > 0, Yt ~ 0, 1 :::; i :::; 3, and a 1 (t), a 2 (t), a(t) arc periodic but not idcnti-
cally zero, it follows from a contradict ion argument that there exists t 1 E [0, w] such 
that x 13 (t) , .7.:21 (t), x32(t) > 0 for all t 2 t1 . Then we can prove that there exists 
t2 E [t1,t1 +w] such that x 12(t), .T23(t),x31(t) > 0 for a ll t ~ t2. Since t2 E [0, 2w], we 
have X(t) » O,Yt ~ 2w. Then for any w1,1D2 E JR.! satisfying tu2 > w1, we have 
provided t ~ 2w. T his implies that 7Lit (7u2) » 'I.Vt(w1 ) for a ll t ~ 2w. In particular , we 
have tLI2wO is strongly monotone. By the .-arne a rgument as in the proof of Lemma 
5.2. 1, we sec t hat statements (a) a nd (b) hold. 
By the t heory of chain t ransitive . cts (sec [20] or [67, Section 1.2]) a nd the similar 
a rguments as those in t he proof of T heorem 5.2.3 , it follows t hat li mt~oo a(t ) = 0 in 
t he case where r3 :::; 1, and lim1~00 (a(t) - a*(t)) = 0 in theca ·c where T3 > 1, where 
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a*(t ) is t he unique positive w-periodic solution of the following limiting equation 
~~ = a 2 (t)[Qn*(t) + fh-m*(t )(N*(t ) - n*(t ))]- (J.L A + 6AA *(t ))a. 
Since r 3 - 1 has the same sign as R0 - 1, we then complete the proof. 0 
T he following result shows that R0 is a lso the threshold value for the global dy-
namics of system (5.8) . 
Theorem 5 .2 .2 . For any given ¢ E Y , let w(t , ·, ¢) be the solution of (5.8) with 
w(O , ·, cjJ) = ¢. Then the f ollowing two statem ent are valid: 
(i) If Ro ~ 1, then (0 , 0, 0, 0) is globally asymptotically stable f o·r (5.8) in Y. 
(ii) If R 0 > 1, then w*(t) is globally asymptotically stable f or (5 .8) in (C (O, [0, Q) x 
JR~ ) \ { 0}) X C ( 0, JR+). 
Proof. Since the first three equations in (5.8) do not depend on the forth one, it 
suffices to prove that the th reshold result is valid for the following subsystem: 
am 
at = Drvrb.m + a2(t)(3(Q - m)n - J.L tvrm, 
~~ = DMb.v + a 1 (t )mL*(t ) - v(a(t ) + J.Lv) - 6v V*(t )v, (5.13) 
~:· = f3Ta (t )v - nb + a 2(t)Q + f.tN]· 
Let w(t , ·, ¢ ) be the unique solution of (5 .13) with the init ial data. ¢ E C(O, [0, Q] X 
JR~) \ {0} . By the posit ivity result for reaction-diffusion equations, it follows that 
u;(t , ·, ¢ ) » 0, Vt 2: 2w. Note that solut ions of system (5.11 ) arc also solutions of 
the reaction-d iffusion system (5 .13) subject to Neumann boundary condit ions. T hus, 
Lemma 5.2.2, together with the standard comparison argument, implies t hat t he 
t hreshold result is valid for system (5.13). 0 
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In t he rest of thi::; section, we use the theory of chain t ransitive sets (see [20] or 
[67, Sect ion 1.2]) to establish t he following threshold result on the global dynamics 
for system (5 .2). 
Theorem 5.2.3. Let T1 > 1. T hen the following statement aTe valid: 
(i) If R 0 ::::; 1, then the disease-fTee periodic solution 
(Q, L*(t ), V*(t),N*(t), A*(t) , 0, 0, 0, 0) 
is globally a.tt·ractive f or system (5.2) in ( C(O, IR+) \ {0}) x (X+\ {0}) x C(O, IRt ). 
(ii) If R0 > 1, then system (5.2) has a. unique positive w -periodic solution 
(Q , L*(t) , V*(t ),N*(t) , A*(t), m*(t) , v* (t ), n*(t) , a.*(t )), 
which is globally attmctive for system (5.2) in ( C(O, IR+) \ {0}) x (X + \ {0} ) x 
(C(O, IR!) \ {0}) X C(O, IR+)· 
Proof. Let {ll!dt;::o be the periodic semiflow associated with system (5.2). That is, 
Wt(7/J) (x) := (M (t , x), L(t, x), V(t , x),N(t , x), A (t , x), m(t, x) , v(t, x), n(t , x), a(t, x) ) 
is the unique solution of (5.2) with init ial data 'ljJ E C(O, IR~). For any given 'ljJ E 
(C(O, IR+) \ {0}) x (X+\ {0}) x C(O, IRt), let L be the omega limit set of the discrete-
time orbit {IJ!~(7j;)}n2 1 . Since every solution is ult imately bounded, we know from 
T heorem 1.4.1 that L is an internally chain transitive set for Ww. Since r 1 > 1, 
Theorem 5.2. 1 implies t hat 
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Thus, there exists a subset £ 1 of C(f2, JR~) such that 
.c = { ( Q) L. ( 0) ,v· ( 0) ) N * ( 0) ) A. ( 0))} X .c I . 
For any given ¢ = (¢1 , ¢2 , ... , ¢ 0 ) E .C, there exists a sequence nk --. oo such that 
W~k (7j;)--. ¢ask--. oo. Since m(n~..w , x) ~ M (nkw , x) ,\ix E f2, letting nk--. oo, we 
obtain 0 ~ ¢6(x) ~ ¢ 1 (x)::::: Q, \i;c E f2 . It then follows that £ 1 C Y. It is easy to sec 
that 
lllwlc ( Q, L * (0) , V* (0) , N* (0), A*(O) , ¢6, ¢7, ¢s , <Po) 
= { ( Q, L * ( 0) , V* ( 0) , N * ( 0) , A* ( 0)) } x Y w lc 1 ( ¢6, ¢7, <Ps , ¢9 ) 
where {Y1 } 1?:0 is the solut ion scmiflow associated with systcJJJ (5. ) on Y. Since .C 
is an internally chain transitive set for Ww, it follows that £ 1 is an internally chain 
transit ive set for y w· 
In t he case where R0 ~ 1, it follows from Theorem 5.2.2 (i) t hat (0, 0, 0, 0) is 
globally asymptotically stable. By T heorem 1.4.2, we have £ 1 = { (0, 0, 0, 0)}, and 
hence, .C = {(Q, L*(O), V*(O), N *(O) A*(O) , 0, 0, 0, 0)}. This implies that statement 
(i) is valid . 
In t he case where R0 > 1, by Theorem 5.2.2(ii) and T heorem 1.4.3, it follows that 
eit her £ 1 = {(0,0,0, 0)} or £ 1 = {(m*(O) ,v*(O),n* (O), a*(O))}. 
We further claim that £ 1 # { (0, 0, 0, 0)}. Suppose, by cont radiction, that £1 = 
{(0, 0,0,0)}. Then we have .C = { (Q ,L*(O), V*(O) ,N *(O), A*(O),O,O,O,O)}. Thus, 
limt_,00 (m(t, :r), v(t, x), n(t , x)) = () uniformly for X E f2 , and for any E > 0, there 
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exists T< > 0 such t hat 
I(M (t,x),L(t,x), V(t,x),N(t,x), A (t,x))- (Q , L*(t), V* (t),N*(t), A*(t)) l < E 
for all t 2: Tc and .x E D. Hence, for any t 2: T" we have 
om at 2: DMb:.m + o:2(t)(J(Q- E- m)n- f-lktm, 
~~ 2: DMb:.v + o:1 (t )m(L*(t)- E) - v(a(t ) + f-lv)- 6v(V*(t ) + E)v, (5.14) 
on 
ot 2: {Jya(t )v- n['y + 0:2(t)(Q +E) + f-lN]· 
By the assumption on 1/J in statement (ii), we fur ther have (m(O, ·) , v(O, ·), n(O, ·)) E 
C(D, JR!) \ {0} . Let r, be the principle Floquet mult iplier of the following periodic 
linear system 
dm dt = o:2(t)(J(Q- E)n - f-lMm, 
dv = o:1 (t)m(L*(t) - E) - v(a(t) + f-lv) - 6v(V*(t ) + E)v, (5 .15) dt 
cln dt = (Jya (t)v - n['y + o:2(t )(Q +E)+ /.lN]· 
Since T3 > 1, we can fix 0 < E < min (Q , mino~t~w L *(t )) sm all enough such that 
r < > 1. By a result similar to Theorem (5 .2.2) (ii ) , we sec that the Poincare map of 
om 
ot = DM b:.nt + o;2(t)(J(Q- E- m)n - f-lrvrm, 
~~ = DMb:.v + o:1 (t )m(L*(t )- E) - v(a(t) + f-lv ) - Ov(V*(t) + E)v, (5 .16) 
on 
ot = {Jya(t)v- n ['y + 0:2(t)(Q +E) + f-lN], 
admits a globally a ttractive fixed point (if1<(0), ilc_ (O), n, (O)) » 0. In view of (5.14) 
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and (5.16), the comparison principle implies t hat 
lim in f,._,00 (m(nw, x), n(nw, x), v(r~,w, .T)) 2:: (n~€(0), fi€(0), D, (O)) » 0, 
which contradicts limt_.00 (m(t, x), v(t , x), n(t, x)) = 0. It then follows that 
£ 1 = {(m*(O), v*(O) , n*(O), a*(O))}, 
and hence, £ = {(Q, L*(O) , V*(O) , V*(O), A*(O) , m*(O), v* (O) , n*(O), a!(O))}. T his im-
p lies that statement (ii ) is va lid. 0 
5.3 Spreading speed and traveling waves 
In t his section , we consider the spreading speed and t raveli ng waves for system (5 .8) 
in an unbonndcd spatia l hab itat n. Since all coefficients in (5.8) arc spatially homo-
geneous, it suffices to. t udy the spreading speed in any given direction of IR2 . Without 
loss of generali ty, we t hen assume t hat t he spatial domain n = JR. In view of T heorem 
5.2 .1 (ii) and Theorem 5.2.2(ii) , we assume t hat r 1 > 1 and Ro > 1 throughout this 
section. 
Since the fir t three equation in system (5 .8) do not depend on t he forth equation, 
we first analyze the subsystem (5. 13). By the proof of Lemma. 5.2.2, we know that 
the spatially homogeneous system (5. 11 ) associated with (5.13) admits a globally 
attractive w-pcriodic solut ion 1v*(t) = (m*(t) , v*(t) , n*(t)) » 0. In what follows, 
we appeal to t he t heory of spreading speeds and t raveling waves developed in [27] 
for periodic evolut ion systems to study the spreading speed a nd monotone traveling 
waves connecting 0 and tv*(t) for system (5.8) . 
Let C = C(IR, IR3 ) be the set of a ll bounded and continuous functions from IR 
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to IR3 equipped with the compact open topology. For any 'lj; 1 = ('lj;}, 'lj;~, 'lj;~ ) , 'lj;2 = 
( 'I/J? ,'I/J~, ·tf;5) E C, we denote ·tf;2 ~ 'lj;1 ('1j;2 » 'I/J 1) if 'lj;f ~ 'lj;] ('lj;f > 'I/JJ.) ,V1 :S i :S 3,x E 
IR, and 'ljJ2 > 'lj; 1 if 'ljJ2 ~ 'ljJ1 but ·tj;2 =I 'lj;1 . For any vectors a, b in JR3 , we can define 
a~(», >)b s imilarly. For a ny /3 » 0 in JR3 , we define [0,/3] := {'1/J E JR3 : (3 ~ 'ljJ ~ 0} 
a nd C13 := {'1/J E C : (3 ~ 'ljJ ~ 0} . 
Let {Q1.} 1 ~0 be t he solu t ion scmiAow associated with system (5. 13) on Cu.· (o), that 
is, 
Q, (¢) (x ) = w(t , x , ¢), V¢ E C,;1•(o), .7: E IR, t ~ 0. 
It t hen fo llows tha t { Qt}t~o is a monotone periodic scmiflow a nd each m ap Qt is 
subhomogcncous in t he sense that Q1.(s¢ ) ~ sQt(¢) for a ll ¢ E C,u· (o) and s E [0, 1]. 
Moreover , vvc have the following observation . 
Lemma 5.3.1. The Poincare map Qw satisfies conditions (A1)-(A5) in Section 1.2.1 
with /3 = tu*(O). 
Proof I t is ca.sy to verify t hat Qw admits condi tions (Al )-(A3). By statement (b ) in 
t he proof of Lemma 5.2.2, we sec that condi t ion (A4) holds for Qw· Furthermore, by 
a simila r decomposit ion a rgument as in the proof of [68, Lemma 3. 1], it follows that 
(A5) holds for Qw· 0 
By T heorem 1.2.4, it then follow· that t he m ap Qw : C,IJ· (o) ---> C,u•(o) admits a 
spreading speed c: . lu order to cstillla tc c:, we consider the following linear equation : 
om 
EJt = Du 6.m + a2(t)/3Qn- J.Lum, 
~~ = DJ\16.v + a·1 (t)mL*(t) - v(O"(t) + J.tv + ov V*(t)) , (5.17) 
on 
EJt = /3rO"(t)v - n [/ + a2(t)Q + J.LN] · 
Let ('U1 (t , :r), ·u2(t, .1:), 'U3 (t, x)) = e- 1'"'(u1 (t ), u2 (t), ·u3 (t )) b e a solution of (5 .17) . Then 
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(u1 (t), 71-2(t) , u3 (t)) satisfies the following ODE system with the init ial data u(O) E !R3 : 
Let {Mdt ::=:o be t he solution map associated with (5.17). Define B~ : JR3 -> JR3 as 
T hus, B;,(-) is the solution map of the linear system (5.18) on IR3 . Let r(p) be the 
spectral rad ius of t he Poincare map B~ . It is easy to verify that B?,w = (B~ )2 is a 
compact and strongly posit ive operator (actually, B~ is strongly positive for all t 2 
2w) . By [28, Lemma 3.1], it follows that r(p) > 0, and it is a simple eigenvalue of B~ 
with a strongly positive eigenvector w* » 0. Using a similar argument as in the proof 
of [66, Lemma 2.1], we see that there exists a positive w-periodic function w(t) such 
that v(t) = e>.(J.L)'·w(t) is a solu tion of (5.18), where ).. (p) = ~ ln r(p) and w(O) = w* . 
That is, BJ,(w(O)) = e>.(,,)tw(t) . Lett ing t = w, we have B~(w (O )) = e>.(l<)ww(O), which 
implies t hat e>.(,")w is the principle eigenvalue of B~ with strongly positive eigenvector 
w(O). Following [28], we define 
When fL = 0, system (5 .18) red uces to the linear system (5.12) . Since Ro > 1, we 
have r(O) = r 3 > 1. Thus, <D (O) = oo. Since v(t) = e>.(,<)Cw(t ) is a solution of (5.18), 
we have 
It follows that 
w; ( t) 2 * 
- (- ) 2: 11 Dt.t -~tv - a(t) - A.(~)- 8v V (t ). 
'W2 t 
Integrating above inequality from 0 to w, we get 
j 'W I (t) . i'W 0 = 'W2 ( )dt 2: ~2Duw- ~vw- A. (~)w - (a(t) + 8vV *(t))dt. 0 'W2 t 0 
Then we have 
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as~---+ oo. Therefore, <I> (~) attains its minimum at some finite value~·· Then we 
have t he following result . 
Lemma 5.3.2. Let c: be the spreading speed of map Qw on C ,u• (O)· Then c: 
inf1,>o <I> (;1,), and hence, c: > 0. 
Pmof. It is easy to verify that the map M 1 sati ·fies all condit ions (B1)-(B7) for all 
t > 0. Comparing system (5. 13) and (5.17), we sec t hat Q1 is a lower solut ion of 
linear system (5. 17) for all t 2: 0. Then we have 
Fix t = w, it follows from Theorem 1.2.2 that c: ~ inf~<>O <I>(~t). 
By the cont inuity of the solution on the ini tial data, we know that for any E E (0, Q), 
t here exists 17 > 0 such that the solut ion w(t, ij) of system (5 .11) with w(O, ij) = ij 
satisfies w(t,fJ) < E for a ll t E [O,w], where t = (E,E,E),ij = (1J ,1J,1J). T hen the 
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comparison principle implies that 
w(t, x, ¢) :::; w(t, fi) :::; E, Vx E IR, ¢ E Cil, t E [0, w] . 
Thus, for any :r E IR, t E [O,w], and¢ E C,7, w(t, x, ¢ )satisfies 
0~1 2 D fi.JD.Wl - f..L MWl + a2(t)f](Q- E)7.v3, 
0~2 = D M 6.V.;2 + a 1 (t )L * (t)1.ll1 - (a(t ) + J..Lv + Ov V* (t) )V.J2, (5.19) 
8~3 = f3ra(t)w2- b + a2(t)Q + J..LN]w:1· 
Let { Mn 1:::0 be the solut ion semi flow associated with the fo llowing linear system 
01J)l • • • 
-8 = D MD.w,- f..LMWI + a2(t)f](Q- E)w3, t 
0
8
w2 = DMD.1.ll2 + a1(t)L*(t)1v1- (a(t) + J..Lv + 8vV*(t ))th (5 .20) t 
0~3 = /3ra(t)w2 - b + a2(t)Q + ll·N]·w3 . 
By the comparison principle, we then have 
M2(¢ ) :::; Qt(¢ ), V¢ E Cry , t E [0, w]. 
Letting t = w and 0 < E < Q small enough , then we can do a similar analysis on 
{Mnt :::o as we did for {Mdt :::o· It follows from Theorem 1.2.2 that 
for all sufficiently sma ll E. Letting E _, 0, we obtain c: = inf1,>0 <P (J..L). 0 
Let c* := c:fw. Then the following result shows that c* is the spreading speed for 
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system (5 .13). 
Theorem 5.3.1. Assume R 0 > 1. Let w (t , x, ¢) be the sol-ution of system (5.13) with 
·w(O, ·, ¢) = ¢ E Cu,• (O)· Then the following statements hold: 
(i) For any c > c*, zf ¢ E C,;,· (o) with 0 ::::; ¢ « ·w* (0), and ¢ = 0 ov.tside a bov.nded 
interval, then limt~oo, lxl2:ci. 1v(t, x, ¢) = (0, 0, 0) . 
(ii) For any c E (O ,c*) , if¢ E C.u•(o) with ¢:/= 0, then limt-oo.lxi:Sct (w(t,x, ¢) -
w*(t)) = o. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 5.3.1, statement (i) is a straightforward consequence of 
Theorem 1.2.4 and [29, Theorem 3.4(i)]. For the statement (ii) , since Q1 is subho-
mogencous, T a in Theorem 1.2.4 can be chosen to be independent of a » 0. Denote 
Ta =f. For any¢ E C,z,•(o) with ¢ > 0, from the strong positivity of Q1 for t 2 2w, we 
know that Q2w(¢ ) » 0. Then t here exists a a » 0 in JR3 such that Q2w(¢) » a for 
:r on a interval I of length 2f. Taking ·w(2w, :r:, ¢ ) as a new initial data, we sec from 
Theorem 1.2.4 that statement (ii) is valid . D 
T he existence and nonexistence of traveling waves are straightforward consequences 
of Lemma 5.3.1 , T heorem 1.2.5, and [29, T heorems 4.1 and 4.2]. 
Theorem 5 .3.2. Assume that R0 > 1. Then the following statement are valid: 
(i) FaT any c E (0, c*), system (5.13) has now-periodic traveling wave U(t, x - ct ) 
connecting w* ( t) to 0. 
(ii) FaT any c > c*, system (5.13) has an w-per-iodic traveling wave U(t , x - ct) 
connecting 1u* ( t) to 0, and U ( t, z) is continuous and non-incTeasing in z E R 
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Note t hat we can regard the forth equation in system (5.8) as the following non-
homogeneous reaction-diffusion equation: 
~~ = DHD.a - (f.tA + 6AA*(t ))a(t , x) + o:2 (t)[Qn(t, x) + fJr·1n(t , x)(N *(t) - n(t, x))]. 
By a similar argument as in the proof of [11 , Theorems 3. 1 and 3.2], it follows that 
similar results in Theorem 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 arc also valid for a(t, x) . T hus, c* is the 
spreading speed and the minimal wave speed for monotone periodic t raveling waves 
of system (5.8). 
5.4 A case study 
In this section , we do a case study for the Lyme disease in Por t Dover , Ontario, and 
present some numerical simulations. 
According to [42], the duration of development and the questing activity of t icks 
can be explained largely by temperature effects alone. Thus, we focus on the discussion 
of t he temperature efFects on the transmission of Lyme disease. Using the published 
data in [38, 42, 43, 44] and mean monthly temperature normals at Point Dover from 
Canadian meteorological website [71], we can evaluate the temperature-dependent 
coefficients T(t ), o: 1 (t) , CJ(t) and o:2 (t), and other constant coefficients in our model. 
In this study, we let t he period w = 12 months. 
First, we estimate the constant coefficients in our model. Note t hat in [38, 42, 
43, 44], the authors determined some realistically feasible constant coefficients in 
Lyme disease models based on the valuable data from the laboratory study and field 
observation . We refer to their works and list values of constants coefficients for the 
Lyme disease models (5 .1) in Table 5.2. According to Table 2 in [38], we know that 
the maximum number of ticks of a given life stage that a mice and deer can feed in 
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Table 5.2: Values for constant parameters f or the L yme disease model (5.1). 
Parameter Value Dimension Reference 
r tv{ 2 X 30.4 j l\!Ionth [4] 
K rvr 3000 Dimensionless [38] 
J.LM 0.012 X 30.4 / Month [44] 
DM 8.84 X 10- 4 X 30.4 j km2 [38] 
DH 0.227 X 30.4 jkm2 [38] 
J.LL 0.006 X 30.4 / Month [44] 
J.Lv 0.003 X 30.4 / Month [44] 
/-l N 0.006 X 30.4 / Month [44] 
llA 0.003 X 30.4 / Month [44] 
5v 1/ (595.35/12) X Q / Month Estimated 
c) A 1/ (521.12/12) X 42 / Month Estimated 
(3 1 Dimensionless [44] 
f3r 0.9 Dimensionless [5] 
"( 0.005 X 30.4 / Month [5] 
one year arc 595.35 and 521.12, respectively. We suppose that the number of mice 
and deer are Q and 42, respectively, in the region. Then we estimate 
5 - Q 5 = 42 
\1 - 595.35/ 12' A 521.12/ 12 . 
Next, we usc the monthly mean temperatures at Port Dover, the relationship be-
tween the temperature and the development rate, and temperature-dependent quest-
ing activity rate for immature ticks to estimate the periodic coefficients r(t), a 1 (t), 
a(t), and a 2 (t). In this case study, we take J anuary to be the starting point and 
assume that the ticks development is zero for all stages when the air temperature is 
0°C or below [43]. 
According to the temperature statistics in [71], we list the monthly mean temper-
ature for Port Dover in Table 5.3. 
It follows from Figure 1 in [42] that the preoviposition period of adult female, 
preeclosion period for egg masses, and premolt period of larvae are given in clays, 
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Table 5.3: Monthly m ean temperature for Port Dover (in ac ). 
Month J an Feb Mar Apr May Jun 
Temperature -4.5 - 1.4 1.9 7.5 15.4 19.4 
Month Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Temperature 21.2 19.6 16.7 10.4 3.9 -2.1 
respectively, by 
Y = 13ooc-1 42 , Y = 34234C-227 , Y = 101181C-2·55 , 
where C > 0 is the temperature in °C. We assume that there are five percent of 
adult ticks are pregnant females, and per-capital egg production by pregnant females 
is 3000 [44]. Then the temperature-dependent developmenta l rates for larvae and 
nymphs per month can be expressed as 
30 4 X ~ X 3000 and 30.4 X 1 
. 20 1300C- t.42 + 34234C- 2·27 101181C - 255 . 
Using the temperature data in Table 5.3 and the curve fitting tool (CFTOOL) in 
Matlab, we can fit the temperature-dependent developmental rate r(t) and a(t) as 
r(t) = 31.87- 37.77cos(7rt/6)- 25.75 sin(7rt/6) + 5.815cos(7rt/ 3) + 12.38sin(7rt/3) 
and 
a(t) 0.2325 - 0.2896 cos(7rt/6)- 0.1951 sin(7rt/6) + 0.05472cos(7rt/ 3) 
+ 0.1181 sin(7rt/3) - 0.00855cos(7rt / 6)- 0.00345sin(7rt/2) 
+ 0.01085 cos(27rt/3) - 0.00433 sin (27rt/3)) 
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According to [43 , 44], the biting rate of larvae and nymphs to mice are dependent on 
the mice-finding probability (see Table 1 in [44]) and the activity proportion, where 
the activity proportion is temperature-dependent (sec Figure 3 in [43]) . In [44], the 
daily mice-finding probability of questing larvae and nymphs are expressed as 
Aqt = 0.0013m0515 and Aqn = 0.002m0·515, 
where m is the total number of mice. The relationship between the temperature and 
the activity proportion of immature ticks arc given by Figure 3 in [43] . Combining the 
temperature data. in Table 5.3, we fit the temperature-dependent activity proportion 
of immature ticks as 
fJ (t) 0.08292- 0.1158 cos(nt/ 6) - 0.07253 sin(nt/ 6) + 0.02833 cos(nt/ 3) 
+ 0.06495 sin( nt/3) + 0.008333 cos(3nt/ 6) - 0.0125 sin(3nt/ 6)). 
T hus, in this case study, the monthly biting rate of larvae and nymphs to one mice 
can be given by 
0.0013Q0515 
a 1 (t) = 30.4 X Q X fJ(t ), 
0 002Q0515 
a 2 (t) = 30.4 X . Q X fJ (t ). 
vVith above temperature-dependent coefficients and constants parameters in Table 
5.2 , we numerically calculate the principle Floquet mult iplier T 1 = 3870.6 > 1. Then 
we usc solver ODE45 and CFTOOL package in Matlab to find the periodic solution 
(C(t), V*(t),N*(t),A*(t)) for system (5.5). Thanks to T heorem 1.3.2, we can further 
numerically compute the basic reproduction ratio R0 for system (5.8). Since all coef-
ficients in our model are spat ially homogeneous, without loss of generality, we assume 
the spatial domain 0 = [- I , I] c JR. when 0 is bounded, and truncate the infinite 
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domain JR. to be [-I , I ]. 
In order to simulate the global dynamics of system (5.2) in bounded domain, we 
apply the difference method to the system with the Neumann boundary condition 
and I = 10, and choose the initial data as 
7fX 4 
M (O, x) = L(O, x) = 100 x cos( 2I ), V(O, x) = 5 x L(O, x), 
3 1 N(O, :r;) = 5 x L(O, x ), A(O, x) = 2 x L(O, x), 
1 3 
m(O, x) = 5 x L(O, x ), v(O, x ) = 10 x L(O, x ), 
1 1 
n(O, x) = 4 x L(O, x), a(O , x) = 5 x L (O, x). 
Using parameter values in Table 5.2 and the periodic coefficients, we numerically 
calculate R0 = 3.625 > 1. Figure 5.2 shows the evolution of v(t ) and n(t ) in system 
(5 .2). If the susceptibility to infection in mice and t icks arc respectively reduced 
to (3 = 0.2 and f3T = 0.22 due to some preventive measures, we numerically get 
R0 = 0.825 < 1. In this situation, Figure 5.3 shows that v(t) and n(t) will eventually 
approach to zero. The simula tion results for m (t ) and a(t) are also consistent with 
our analytic result in Theorem 5.2.3. 
In the case of unbounded domain, using the given parameters such that Ro = 
3.625 > 1, we numerically estimate the spreading speed c:/w = 0.2644. To simulate 
the spatial spread of the disease, we choose I = 40. Figure 5.4 shows the numerical 
plots of the solut ion of system (5.8) with the initial data given by 
0, lxl2 20; 
m(O, x) = 10 x (20- lxl) , 10 :=:; i:rl :=:; 20; 
100, 
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(c) T he numerical solution v* (t ). 
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(d) T he manerical solut ion n • ( t ). 
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F igure 5.2: The evolut ion of v and n, and numerical periodic solutions v*(t ) and n* (t ) 
with R0 = 3.625 > 1. 
0 -10 
(a) The evolution of v . (b) The evolution of n. 
Figure 5.3: The evolution of v and n with Ro = 0.825 < 1. 
and 
v (O, x) = 10 x m(O, x), n(O, x) = 8 x m (O, .x), a(O, .1:) = 6 x m(O, x). 
0 ... o 
(a) T he spread of v. (b) The spread of n . 
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(c) T he density of v at t = nw. (d) The density of n at t = nw. 
Figure 5.4: The spread of v and n, and the densities of v and n at t 
n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively. 
To observe traveling waves, we choose the initial data as 
1200, -40 ::::; X::::; - 20; 
m(O, x) = 30 x (20- x), 1.1:1 ::::; 20; 
0, 20::::; X::::; 40; 
and 
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nw with 
110 3 
v(O, x) = 30 x m(O, x), n(O, x) = 3 x m(O, x), a(O, :c) = 4 x m(O, x) . 
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Then t he evolution of the solution is shown as in Figure 5.5. 
(a.) T he evolution of v . (b) The evolution of n . 
Figure 5.5: The time-periodic traveling waves observed for v and n. 
5.5 Discussion 
In this chapter, we incorporated seasonal forcing into a reaction-diffusion Lyme dis-
ca':3c model. Since seasonal variations arc critical for the development of t icks and 
their activities, we assume the developmental rate of ticks and their bi ting rates are 
time-periodic. We investigated the global dynamics of this model in a bounded and 
unbounded habitat. In the case of a bounded habi tat, we introduced the basic repro-
duction ratio R0 for the Lyme disease, and further proved that R0 can serve as the 
threshold parameter for the global stability of either disease-free or positive periodic 
solution. Biologically, this means t hat the disease will die out when Ro < 1, and the 
disease will stabilizes at a positive periodic solut ion when R0 > 1. In the case of an 
unbounded habi tat, we consider the spatial spread of the disease and the existence of 
time-periodic traveling waves. We established the existence of the spreading speed of 
infection and its coincidence with the minimal wave speed for limiting system (5.8) . 
Moreover , we got an implicit formula for the spreading speed in Lemma 5.3.2, which 
may be used to computer the spreading speed mtmcrically. 
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For our model, we picked some feasible coefficients and estimated the t ime-periodic 
coefficients using some published data. We numerically calculated the basic repro-
duction ratio R0 . Since R0 = 3.625 > 1, we can see from Figure 5.2 that the disease 
stabilizes at a positive periodic state. If the infection susceptibilities (3 and f3r de-
crease such that the basic reproduction ratio R0 = 0.825 < 1, then Figure 5.3 shows 
that the disease will d ie out eventually. In order to consider t he spatial propagation of 
the disease in an unbounded domain, we calculated the spreading speed numerically. 
F igure 5.4 shows that the disease spread at a certain speed. To control the disease, we 
may take some strategies to reduce the spreading speed. For example, we may take 
some chemical methods to reduce the infection susceptibilities or the total number of 
hosts. Our analytic results and the numerical values of t he basic reproduction ratio 
and the spreading speed may provide some helpful suggestions for the disease control. 
When the spatia l domain D is bounded, we can also study the global dynamics of 
model (5.1) under the Robin type or Dirichlet boundary conditions. In such a case, 
we can show that solution maps of reaction-diffusion systems (5.3) and (5.13) and 
their linearizations at zero are a -contractions by a similar decomposition argument to 
that in [68, Lemma 3. 1] . T hus, the abstract threshold type result for monotone and 
subhomogeneous systems (see T heorem 1.1.3), together with the generalized Krein-
Rutman theorem, can be applied directly to (5.3) and (5. 13) , respectively. It then 
follows that the analogs of T heorems 5.2.1-5.2.3 still hold t rue. In these results , 
however, two numbers r 1 and R0 should be replaced by the spectral radii of the 
Poincare (period) maps of the linearized systems of (5.3) and (5 .13) at zero solution , 
respectively. 
Chapter 6 
Summary and Future Works 
In this chapter, we briefly summarize the research results in this thesis, and present 
some possible future works. 
In t his thesis, we investigated the global dynamics of four population models with 
spatial dispersal and temporal heterogeneity. We did some mathematical modelings, 
mathematical analysis and numerical simulations to understand the dynamical be-
haviors of some populations. We mainly focused on the spreading speed , monostable 
and bistable t raveling waves, and threshold type dynamics, which are important char-
acteristics to describe and predict the evolution of populations. 
In order to observe the effect of the dispersal process on the spatia l evolut ion of two 
competit ive populations, we investigated a integral-difference competitive population 
model (2. 1) in Chapter 2. We first established the existence of bistable traveling waves 
for such a. model, and proved the global stability of t he waves. We also shown some 
simulation results, which were well consistent with our analytic results. This project 
enable us to predict the long-time behavior of this kind of competition models with 
different dispersal kernels. 
In Chapter 3, we studied the spatial dynamics of a reaction-di ffusion model (3.1) 
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with distributed delay, which was imposed in [19]. Such a model describes the re-
action and diffusion in a population with quiescent stages. We fi rst established the 
existence of the spreading speed and monostable traveling waves when the system ad-
mits a monostable structure, then we further determined the existence of the bistable 
t raveling waves when the system admits a bistable structure. We also established the 
global stability of the bistable waves when the distributed kernel function has zero 
tail , which actually reduced (3.1) to a fi nite delay differential equation. We would like 
to point out that the global stability of the traveling waves for the infinite delay case 
is still an open problem. 
To study the spatial dynamics of two compet itive populations in good and bad 
season environment, in Chapter 4, we invest igated the model (4. 1), in which we as-
sumed that the populations exponent ially decay in bad seasons, and could disperse 
and compete each other in good seasons. Thus, we used the reaction-diffusion equa-
tions to describe the evolution of populations in good seasons. For such a model, we 
established the existence and global stability of periodic bistable traveling waves. We 
also shown some simulations results to illustrate our analytic results and give some 
observation on the sign of the wave speed. 
In Chapter 5, in order to study and predict the dynamics of the Lyme disease in a 
seasonal environment, we investigated a reaction-diffusion Lyme disease model (5. 1) 
with seasonality in both bounded and unbounded domain. In a bounded domain, we 
defined the basic reproduction ratio for this disease and obtained a threshold result 
on the global dynamics of model (5.1) . In an unbounded domain , we established the 
existence of the spreading speed and its coincidence with t he minimal wave speed. 
In the last of this chapter, we presented a case study on transmission of the Lyme 
disease in Port Dove, Ontario. T his project may be applied to predict the spread of 
the disease and help to design some disease control strategies. We should point out 
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that our model (5.1) ignores the time delays between the t icks stages. It should be 
more interesting to incorporate t ime delays into the model. 
Related to the projects in this thesis, there arc several interesting and challenging 
problems for future investigation. In the first three projects, I investigated the ex-
istence and global stabili ty of bistable traveling waves . However , I did not consider 
the sign of t he wave speed. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the sign of the bistable wave 
speed is very important since it determines which species will win the competition. 
In Chapter 4, I used two different equations with constant coefficients to describe the 
dynamics of two species in bad and good seasons, respectively. Since a n-species com-
petit ion model with n 2 3 cannot generate a monotone system, it is more challenging 
to study multi-species competition models in a periodic environment. Moreover , in 
Chapter 5, I considered the model (5 .1 ) with t ime-periodic coefficients. However, I 
did not consider the spatial effect on the coefficients. It is wor thy to investigate the 
spreading speeds and t raveling waves for the model (5 .1) with spat ially and temporally 
dependent coefficients. Recently, Peng and Zhao [47] introduced the basic reproduc-
tion number R0 for a time-periodic SIS reaction-diffusion model. Further , Wang and 
Zhao [60] developed the theory of the basic reproduction number R0 for reaction-
diffusion epidemic models with compartmental structure. I propose to use the ideas 
and results in these two papers to study some population models with temporal and 
spatial heterogeneities. In this thesis, I mainly used the monotone dynamical systems 
approach to investigate the spatial dynamics of the model systems. I also plan to 
study some non-monotone evolution systems such as the predator-prey type models 
from ecology and epidemiology. 
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